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STATEMENT OF THE EXECUTIVE DffiECTOR

On October 28, 1966, the U. S. Department of Housing and Urban Development awarded to the Southeastern Wisconsin. Regional
Planning Commission a federally funded contract for the development of a mathematical model which could be used to design land
use plans which would meet stated development objectives at a minimum cost. This emphasis on plan design was unusual, since
mathematical model development efforts in the area of land use planning had up until that time been directed primarily at producing
forecasts of future land use patterns rather than at producing optimal designs for such patterns.

Complete development of the land use plan design model was to be accomplished in three phases, with the results of each phase being
reviewed upon completion of that phase and a decision being made by the U. S. Department of Housing and Urban Development as to
whether or not to pursue the next phase of the research program. The first phase was directed at a review of the literature on land
use modeling, the development of the design model concepts previously advanced by the Regional Planning Commission into a com
puter program for the execution of the design model itself, the initial identification of model input data requirements and means for
satisfying these requirements, and the application of the model to an area as a pilot test. The first phase was completed on Decem
ber 7, 1967 and the findings were documented in SEWRPC Technical Report No.8, A Land Use Plan Design Model, Volume 1, Model
Development, published in January 1968. Since the results of the first phase were encouraging, it was decided to proceed with the
second phase.

The second phase of the work was directed at the refinement of the model, with particular attention to more specifically defining the
input data requirements, developing a computer program for the efficient reduction of input data, and, based upon the findings of the
first phase, improving the mathematical structure of the model itself. In addition, the refined model was to be tested for internal
consistency and workability and applied to the design of a land use plan for an urban region. This model-generated land use plan was
to be compared with a land use plan developed for the same urban region by more conventional graphic and analytical land use plan
ning techniques. The second phase of the model development program was completed on October 12, 1969, and the findings were
documented in SEWRPC Technical Report No.8, A Land Use Plan Design Model, Volume 2, Model Test, published in October 1969.
The results of the second phase indicated that the model could produce land use plans that were reasonable and with certain improve
ments could be developed into a flexible and useful planning tool capable of application at both the regional and community levels.
The work indicated, however, that the module placement algorithm initially used in the model did not produce the desired results and
that a new algorithm for module placement was required. It was accordingly decided to proceed with the third phase.

The third phase of the work was directed at the final development and test of the land use plan design model, including the incorpora
tion of a new module placement algorithm, further improvement and refinement of the data reduction and model computer programs,
further testing of the model, and the development of a user's manual.

The results of the third and final phase of the programs are described herein. By way of summary, the research project has pro
duced a model which is conceptually sound and internally consistent. The model, however, requires certain additional improvements
and refinements if it is to provide a truly useful operational planning tool. The improvements and refinements needed are clearly set
forth in the concluding chapter of this report. None of these improvements or refinements relate in any way to the basic concept or
structure of the model, but rather to the model inputs and to the manner in which the model is applied. To effect the improvements
and refinements necessary to produce a truly operational model will now require the extensive application of the model to actual l!<nd
use plan design by a team, preferably consisting of a knowledgeable land use planner and an experienced systems engineer.

The model is sufficiently developed and potentially useful enough to warrant this additional effort. Moreover, this report provides,
in effect, a user's manual which should permit the ready application of the model by any interested design team. As such it presents
necessary background information, specifies input data requirements, provides output interpretation guidelines, and documents
model operations procedures,all as necessary to use the model for experimental land use plan design.

Respectfully submitted,

~
Kurt W. Bauer
Executive Director
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Chapter I

THE LAND USE PLAN DESIGN PROBLEM

INTRODUCTION

Urban planners today must cope with a multiplicity of problems ranging from designing new towns to com
batting the decay and poverty of the inner cores of established cities. The planners I problems are com
pounded by a shifting population, a changing economy, and diminishing resources. The planner must
design urban environments using one of the most precious resources-Iand-while considering the effects
of the design on other resources and, most importantly, on the people who will live in the environment
created by implementation of the design.

In the past 50 years, the population of the United States has increased from about 100 to about 200 million
people. Conceivably, another 100 million persons may be added to the population by the year 2000. Signi
ficantly, this population increase may be expected to be not only almost entirely urban, but largely
metropolitan. Moreover, within the metropolitan areas of the United States this population growth may
be expected to occur primarily in the suburban and rural-urban fringe areas. This growth, if poorly
planned, may be expected to create serious developmental and environmental problems in both the growing
outLying C'.reas and in the declining central city areas. Furthermore, the continued move to the suburban
and rural-urban fringe areas will create an urban sprawl which will diminish the available land and press
heavily on the natural resource base.

In addition to allocating this scarce land to various uses, the planner must investigate the effects of
various spatial arrangements of the land uses on resources and on people. Regardless of the size of the
area being planned, the pattern of interaction between land uses is exceedingly complex and constantly
changing. Poor land use plan design may impose physical and phychological stresses on the population.
A cluster of industrial areas may create unnecessary air pollution and .a group of dense residential areas
may cause water pollution. The land use pattern must serve the social and economic needs of the popula
tion by enabling people to live in close cooperation while pursuing a wide variety of interests. It must
minimize conflicts between population growth and limited land and water resources while maintaining an
ecological balance within the environment.

In the past 15 years urban planning has changed drastically. The increased use of mathematical and
statistical techniques and the subsequent use of the computer to implement these techniques have virtually
revolutionized several steps in the planning process, most notably in the inventory and data gathering
phase but also in the analysis and forecast phase, and even the plan testing and evaluation phase. Until the
present research effort, however, there lias been no real improvement in the largely intuitive process of
land use plan design.

It is the purpose of this report to describe in practical terms the background of and procedures for a land
use plan design model which can bring the combined power of mathematics and the computer to aid the
planner in coping with the complexity of land use plan design.

OBJECTIVE OF LAND USE PLAN DESIGN

Simply stated, the aim of urban land use plan design is the optimization of the use of land space. More
specifically, it involves the placement of discrete land use activities or elements such as schools, resi
dential neighborhoods, and parks in topographic space. In placing these elements, the designer must
consider the following factors:



1. The physical and functional characteristics of the elements.

2. The physical characteristics of the land space in which the elements may be located.

3. The design standards or criteria as reflected in constraints to the placement process.

4. The linkages, such as streets and water lines, necessary to connect the elements.

5. The costs (site and linkage) associated with the placement of elements in a spatial configuration.

Through this placement process (see Figure 1),
the desired land use plan design model guides the
optimum use of a particular land space.

The Scope of the Mathematical Model
This land use plan design model is a mathematical
model which is intended to aid the planner in
creating a land use plan that defines a desired
spatial distribution of land use activities in a given
land area. In this way, the model seeks to pro
vide a design solution that will satisfy market
demands while complying with community devel
opment objectives and minimizing public and pri
vate development costs. While generating and
evaluating a large number of land use patterns,
the model also searches for the optimal design
that satisfies the stated development objectives
while minimizing development costs.

Figure I

ELfMENTS OF THE PLACEMENT PROCESS

PLACEMENT

Source: SEWRPC.

Although the final output of the model is a land use plan, the model is really a comprehensive planning
model since it considers the construction, operation, and maintenance costs of the public works facili
ties which serve and support the land use pattern, as well as the development costs of the land use
pattern itself.

A Comprehensive Design System
A land use plan design model alone, however, does not provide a comprehensive design system. Without
supporting input data and computer programs capable of efficient operation, the model cannot be used
effectively in plan design. Present traditional intuitive planning design procedures are complete design
systems since an entire set of procedures facilitates their application. Any system, however automatic
or optimal, developed to supplement or even replace existing traditional methods at a minimum must
provide for all of the elements of a workable design system. Many urban planning models and models in
other areas of application have been relegated to the category of academic curiosities because their devel
opment was not accompanied by the supporting peripheral procedures to make their application practical.

A workable urban design system, moreover, must consider not only input data, computer programs, and
computer equipment, but also the relationship between the planner and the system. A proper man-machine
interface greatly increases the effectiveness of the design system. This report attempts to provide for
just this interaction between the planner and the model by presenting instructional material in the theory
of the model, on the collection and preparation of input data, on the operation of the model, and on the
interpretation of the model output data. Therefore, the objective of this report is to provide the planner"
even with no previous experience with computer or mathematical terminology, with the necessary back
ground information and instructions necessary to operate the model and interpret the output.

From Inventory to Implementation
Plan design is only one of the functions that comprise the total sequence of developing and implementing
an urban land use plan. The major steps in the land use planning process are (see Figure 2):
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1. Inventory-in this step the present status
of a planning area is determined by col
lecting, processing, and analyzing data on
natural resources, land use activities, and
existing support facilities.

2. Forecast-in this step the elements exo
genous to the system being planned are
forecast, such as future levels of popula
tion and economic activity and related
demand for land and resources within the
planning area.

3. Formulation of development objectives and
supporting plan design standards.

4. Plan design-in this step one or more
alternative spatial configurations are for
mulated.

5. Testing the plans for feasibility of imple
mentation.

6. Actual implementation of the plan.

Plan design is, however, a crucial function in
this process since it interacts strongly with all
of the other functions. It establishes the data
requirements and level of data necessary in the
inventory phase and the classification and accu
racy requirements of the forecasting function. It
determines the necessary mode of expression of
design standards. It develops the plans for test
ing, and finally, it determines the rationale for
plan implementation.

THE MODULE: BUILDING
BLOCK OF PLAN DESIGN

Figure 2

THE LAND USE PLANNING PROCESS
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Source: SEWRPC.

In the placement process, the planner first defines the characteristics of the elements to be used in the
plan design. In the land use plan design model, these elements are discrete land use activities such as
schools, hospitals, and residential neighborhoods, and are termed modules. The module concept is not
new to planning. It is an important part of existing planning theory. For instance, the residential neigh
borhood unit (see Figure 3) has served as a basic module in the formulation of many community plans.
In a similar manner, although a more recent concept, the planned industrial district is considered a com
plete planning unit with the inclusion of parking, access, and rail and truck loading docks in addition to
streets and building areas. Whether residential, commercial, industrial, or public, a module, to be used
in the plan design model, must be a complete planning unit.

Since the module is the most basic unit of the plan design model, it is the building block manipulated in the
placement process in model operation. Also, it is the vehicle for the expression of design standards in
the form of constraints to this spatial manipulation. The module is a physical entity since it has spatial
dimension and associated costs of development, and a functional entity since it has a defined activity (land
use) and specified relationships with other modules.

The Module as a Physical Unit
As a physical entity, the module is described in terms of the total of the space requirement for each phy
sical unit comprising the module. The module consists of a primary land use activity, and the contiguous
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figure 3

ILLUSTRATIVE PRECISE NEIGHBORHOOD UNIT DEVELOPMENT PLAN--ROOT RIVER
NEIGHBORHOOD, TOWN OF CALEDONIA, RACINE COUNTY, WISCONSIN
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relevant areas necessary for its proper functioning. For example, a medical center module may consist
of a hospital building site as the primary area, an off-street parking area, heating plant and accessory
buildings, internal vehicular circulation areas, pedestrian circulation areas, open space and landscape
areas, ingress-egress zones, and the module share of the arterial street and collector street rights -of
way which serve the medical center as supporting areas.

This approach, which includes the accessory functions within the module serves two purposes. First, it
ensures that the facilities required to serve each activity or module, and the costs of imposing desirable
design constraints, are charged against that activity. Second, it facilitates the control of the gross .acreage
to be assigned to development. In defining the modules, an attempt must be made to minimize the size
of the module within the limitation that each module must represent a self-sufficient, viable unit.

The Module as a Functional Unit
Since, as a functional entity, the module is described in terms of its purpose based on the principal land
use activity, the locational requirements depend on the function of the module. In fact, the function of the
module generates the need for accessibility and compatibility to other modules. For example, the function
or purpose of a Neighborhood Commercial Center module is to provide the area necessary to house con
venience goods and service establishments needed for day-to-day living requirements of the family within
the immediate vicinity of its dwelling unit. The function, then, limits the permitted land uses within the
module, and indicates the locational requirements (contiguous to a residential module).

Module Types
Along "ith the development of the land use plan design model, a set of module types was identified and
defined as a part of the research reported on herein using a standard format. Although the actual module
types used in any application of the model in a region or community may vary from the list below, the
present module type set is considered typical. Definition of modules and preparation of module data as
inputs to the models are discussed in Chapter m.

The following modules have been selected, defined, and dimensioned for use as model inputs:
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1. Residential (low-density) (see Appendix A).

2. Residential (medium-density) (see Appen
dix A).

3. Residential (high-density).

4. Neighborhood commercial center (low
density) (see Appendix A).

5. Neighborhood commercial center (medium
density).

6. Neighborhood commercial center (high
density).

7. Community commercial center (see Appen
dix A).

8. Regional commercial center.

9. Highway commercial center (center auxil
iary).

10. Highway commercial center (arterial aux
iliary).

11. Highway commercial center (freeway and
expressway auxiliary).

12. Highway commercial center (recreational
auxiliary).

13. Planned industrial district (light) (see
Appendix A).

14. Planned industrial district (heavy).

15. Junior high school (public).

16. Junior high school (private).

17. Senior high school (public) (see Appen
dix A).

18. Senior high school (private).

19. Medical center (short term).

.20. Medical center (long term).

21. Medical center (nursing and related).

22. Public college.

23. Private college.

25. Library (community).

26. Library (branch).

27. Church.

28. Cemetery.

29. Police station.

30. Fire station.

31. Community recreational center.

32. Regional recreational center.

33. Community cultural center (intensive).

34. Regional cultural center (intensive).

35. Regional cultural center (extensive).

36. Incinerator and sanitary land fill.

37. Institutional center (regional).

38. Municipal hall (community) (see Appen
dix A).

39. Municipal hall (regional).

40. Airport (community).

41. Airport (regional).

42. Intraregional rapid transit terminal (rail).

43. Interregional rail transit terminal (pas
senger).

44. Intraregional rapid tranist terminal (bus).

45. Interregional bus transit terminal.

46. Gas storage and distribution terminal.

47. Water treatment plant.

48. Water pumping plant•

49. Water source.

50. Sewage treatment plant.

51. Electric power generation plant.

24. Library (regional). 52. Electric power substation.
5



THE LAND SPACE

After determining the nature of the land use activities or modules, the designer must next consider the
land space in which they will be located. In order to generate locations for the placement of these modules,
the total area being planned must be subdivided into smaller areas called cells. The type of plan to be
produced influences the size and shape of the cells. For example, the cells for a regionaJ plan will be
much larger than the cells for a city plan.

Cell Size and Shape Requirements
Although the size and shape of the cells may assume almost any pattern, the smallest cell should be large
enough in size to hold at least one of the largest modules, and preferably large enough to hold two or three
modules of that size. In the set of modules defined for the Southeastern Wisconsin Region, the largest
module (which was the low-density residential module, 2,500 acres) was approximately four times as
large as the next largest module (the medium-density residential and light industrial modules).

Although one possible and convenient cell shape is the form of a grid pattern overlayed on a map of the
area as shown in Figure 4, the cells may have an irregular shape, allowing cell boundaries to follow
natural boundaries or define areas of topographic or soil similarities as shown in Figure 5.

DESIGN STANDARD AND CONSTRArnTS

Once the module type set is defined and the cell pattern selected, the planner next determines the specific
design standards and constraints based on the general planning objectives for the area. Since the terms
1tobjective" and "standard" are subject to a wide range of interpretation and application, the following
definitions, used by the Southeastern Wisconsin Regional Planning Commission in all of its work, provide
a common frame of reference.

1. Objective-a goal or end toward the attainment of which plans are directed.

2. Standard-a criterion used as a basis of comparison to determine the adequacy of plan proposals to
attain objectives.

The role of design standards in the model is best demonstrated from the aspect of the design model as
a placement process as illustrated in Figure 2. In the placement process, design stanJiards act as con
straints on the design solution by reducing the number of feasible solutions, that is, the number of
combinations the model must examine in order to attain an optimal solution.

Design Standard Definition
The model, however, dictates a definite requirement as to the manner in which the design standards must
be defined. The most fundamental requirement is that the standards be quantifiable at least in the binary
(yes/no) sense. Either a particular plan satisfies a binary standard ("yes '~, or it does not ("no'~. Some
standards, however, may be quantified to a higher degree in that an actual number may be provided to
express the degree to which a particular plan complies with a standard.

Types of Design Standards
Different types of design standards tend to affect the operation of the model in different ways. For this
reason, the standards must be classified operationally, that is, by the way in which they affect the opera
tion of the model. The following classification framework was developed based on the principal inputs to
the model.

1. Module Standards

a. Module definition standards

b. Module quantity standards
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Figure ij

DELINEATION OF CELLS IN A GRID PATTERN
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Figure 5

DELINEATION OF CELLS IN AN IRREGULAR PATTERN
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c. Module linkage standards

2. Module-Cell Standards

a. Modular exclusion

b. Module-cell limit constraints

3. Spatial Accessibility and Compatiblity Standards

Module Standards: Certain design standards result from the definition of the module, the quantity of each
module specified for input, and the linkages required to service the module.

Module definition standards include the physical and functional characteristics of each module and the
allocation of land and costs to the functional components of the module. Module definition influences
operation indirectly but critically since the size and site costs of the modules affect the final plan design
and the costs of this plan design. An example of a module definition standard would be that the module
must contain two acres for off-street parking.

Module quantity, or allocation, standards designate the number of modules of a given type to be distributed
by the model in relation to population or the number of modules of other types. An example of a module
quantity standard would be that one Community Commercial Center must be provided for every 70,000
residents in the design. Or, two Neighborhood Commercial Centers must be allocated for each low-density
residential module in the design. This type of standard affects only the numbers of each module type that
are provided as input data for the model. Although this standard does not directly affect model operation,
it can profoundly influence the final plan design.

Module linkage standards define the interconnections which must exist between modules. An example of
a linkage standard would be that a medium-density residential module must connect to a public water
supply. The linkage standards must designate the various utility, transportation, and other services to be
provided to designated modules, and affect module-to-module linkage costs provided as input data for each
module. Therefore, these standards are similar to the allocation standards since they affect input data
and plan design but not the operation of the model.

Module-Cell Standards: The Module-Cell Standards, consisting of module exclusion standards and module
limit constraints, directly affect the module placement process.

Module exclusion standards exclude certain land from development by certain types of modules through
the use of the Module-Cell Constraint Matrix. This matrix, which indicates which types of modules are
permitted in which cells, prevents the location of modules on incompatible land. Furthermore, through
the use of these standards, land which should be preserved for sound resource conservation or other
purposes, but which also may be a desirable development site, can be withheld from either selected types
or all types of development.

The module-cell limit constraints limit the number of a given type of module which may be located in
given cell. For certain types of modules, such as the residential modules, location of more than one
module in a given cell may be not only acceptable, but also desirable; while for other modules, this type
of clustering would be meaningless. Examples would include almost all of the various service modules
which should logically be dispersed throughout the Region in order to service the primary module areas.

Spatial Accessibility and Compatibility Standards: These standards specify the spatial distances required
between modules. This type of standard directly affects the model placement process since the plan is
designated infeasible if these spatial constraints are not met. It is important, however, to understand that
a given set of accessibility and compatibility standards may be unworkable if it presents conflicting and
unattainable accessibility and compatibility requirements. These standards are implemented in the model
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by the Module-Module Constraint Matrix which indicates the maximum distance permitted between one
module and the closest second module. A minimum distance is indicated by a minus sign. A standard
designating certain modules as incompatible would be expressed in terms of a minimum distance sepa
rating them.

COSTS: SITE AND LINKAGE

The primary purpose in using the land use plan design model is to spatially allocate land uses within
a planning area in accordance with stated development objectives, so as to minimize the overall current
development and future operating costs. Therefore, the model requires, as one of its necessary inputs,
construction, maintenance, and operation costs for each of the various linkages such as streets, sewer
lines, and water mains, and for each of the intramodule elements associated with site development, such
as grading, building foundations, and parking lots. Moreover, these costs must be relatable to various
possible spatial locations within the planning area.

Visualize a module unit of 100 acres, containing certain facilities in fixed quantities and arrangements.
As this unit is moved about over a planning area, the cost of construction of all soil-related components
of the module and, hence, the site development costs, will continually change with variation in soil type
and topography. In addition, as the location of the module changes, the linkage costs to the closest module
also will change. If two modules are located in close proximity to one another, the costs of building and
maintaining the necessary linkages between them certainly will be less than if they are Widely separated.
Hence, as module locations change, site costs and linkage costs will also change.

Site Costs: Soil-Related Components
Costs as used in the model can be divided into two cagegories: site costs (intramodule costS) and linkage
costs (intermodule costs). Site costs include the costs of construction of all soil-related components of
a module. Since modules contain certain areas allocated for the building site, parking, vehicular circula
tion, landscaping, loading facilities, and certain service utility areas such as water, gas, electric, and
telephone transmission lines required for that module type, the total construction cost of all internal
module components whose costs are related to soil type comprises the site development costs. For
example, a building of given dimensions and weight requires more elaborate and, therefore, more costly
foundations if placed onorganic soils than if located on soils containing ahigh percentage of coarse grained
material with comparatively high bearing strength. At this time, the superstructure becomes irrelevant
and only the costs of placing the foundation on the two different types of soils need be considered. Further
more, the costs of grading sites are functions of both soil type and the quantities of earth moved as
determined by the topography. Since soil type and topography affect the module cost data, a detailed,
operational soil survey is necessary as a means for relating costs to mapped areas. Specific requirements
for this survey are discussed in Chapter III.

Linkage Costs
The second category of cost data input to the model is linkage or intermodule costs•. An intermodule link
age may be defined as a communication line or connection that must occur between two modules, such as
streets, water mains, sewer lines,and telephone, gas, and electrical power transmission lines.

Linkage costs contain two components: costs of construction and costs of operation. Construction costs
pertain to costs of building the linkage per unit distance of construction. In addition to maintenance costs,
operating costs include vehicle operation and road user costs calculated for each facility based on its
capacity and discounted to present value, using an interest rate of 6 percent and a term of 20 years.

In model operation, when costs are calculated for the appropriate linkages such as thoroughfares, storm
and sanitary sewers, and water lines needed to connect the land use modules, present value of vehicle
operation cost generally comprises a large percentage of the total linkage cost, as seen in Table 1.
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Costs of construction have been compiled for
intramodule elements and intermodule linkages.
All intramodule cost data has been formulated as
a function of soil texture, slope, depth to water
table, and depth to bedrock. The common unit
of cost evaluation is dollars per linear foot for
linkages such as water or sewer lines, and dol
lars per acre for modular elements such as
parking lots.

After all modules have been placed in cells and
all intercell constraint tests performed, the site
and linkage costs for each experimental plan are
calculated. These costs are calculated for infea
sible plans as well as feasible plans for the later
sensitivity analysis of the effects of the con
straints. Chapter III contains a detailed discus
sion of the sources of soil and cost data.

Tab 1e I

COMPARISON OF CAPITAL AND OPERATING
COSTS FOR SELECTED LIKKAGE TYPES

Vehicle
Capital Cost Operating Cost

Type of Facility (Per Mile) (Per Mile)' Road User Cost'

Rural Freeway
$1,100,000 $20,300,000 $49,000,000(four-lane)

Rural Standard
Arterial ...... ...... ........... 300,000 3,760,000 10,200,000

6-lnch Diameter
Water Main ..... 40,000 - - - -

1Vehicle operating costs shown are calculated for the assumed life of the facility,
or 20 years, at a 6 percent interest rate.

'Road user cost types consists of present value of vehicle operating. cost plus de
preciation plus time cost.

Source: SEWRPC.

MODEL BASED PLANNlNG VERSUS TRADITIONAL PLANNING

In the past decade the use of nondesign mathematical models such as economic forecasting models, popu
lation forecasting models, land use simulation models, flood flow simulation models, water quality
simulation models, trip generation models, trip distribution modelS, and traffic assignment models, has
become rather commonplace. The models differ fundamentally from the land use plan design model in that
they attempt to explain or describe how things are happening or may be expected to happen rather than how
they should happen. In other terms, these models are positivistic while the land use plan design model is
normative in nature.

In order to compare traditional planning techniques with the utilization of the land use plan design model,
the principal steps in the land use planning process may be examined and the differences noted at each
point. While the land use plan design process has remained a largely intuitive process, a whole body
of methods and techniques has been developed to support its use. In changing from an intuitive design
process to the use of the land use plan design model, what changes are necessary at other steps in the
planning process?

Old and New Planning Processes
At the first step in the process, the inventory difference can be substantial. Since the model has sharply
defined data needs, in general less data gathering should be required. A great wealth of collected data
characterizes many efforts in traditional planning. Unfortunately, even though other governmental agen
cities may use some of this data, the cost and man-hours required for its collection are charged against
the planning effort.

The second step in the planning process is the forecast stage, where economic and population forecasts
are made and converted into future demand for various kinds of land uses. Although utilization of the
model requires that this demand for various land uses be converted into modules, this stage of the process
is basically unchanged.

The third step in the planning process is the formulation of objectives and standards. At this stage in the
process a significant difference between the two methods occurs. Utilization of the design model requires
a careful and explicit definition of objectives and design standards.

Although descriptive literature relating to planning objectives and design standards is plentiful and the
better community and regional planning reports today make some statement regarding objectives and stan
dards, the literature usually lacks a comprehensive statement relating the design standards utilized in the
plan to the overall objectives of the community. In order to utilize the model successfully, the community
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or regional development objectives must be translated into specific design standards which affect the
spatial placement of the modules.

In traditional planning, the planner may have intuitive ideas concerning standards and constraints. For
example, he may "know" (based on his knowledge of general planning principles) that a residential sub
division should be located "close" to an arterial street linkage. Application of the design model, however,
requires that "close" be precisely defined: one mile, two miles, half a mile-is the requirement the same
for all densities of development? In the model, all standards must be as precise as possible.

An inherent difficulty here is that the planner may not know precisely what the standards should be. It
becomes a relatively easy matter, however, to test the impact of any specific standards on the output of
the model by changing that particular input and rerunning the model. In this way, the cost and the effect
of imposing a particular set of standards can be readily analyzed-a process which cannot be performed
easily using traditional planning methods.

The Advantages of Plan Design Modeling
In the next step of the process, plan design, the planner spatially locates the various land use activities in
accordance with the demand for space determined in step two and the objectives and standards formulated
in step three. By traditional methods, this process is lengthy and usually permits considerations of only
two or three alternatives. In utilizing the plan design model, however, this step is performed by the com
puter. Therefore, the number of alternatives considered is substantial and, in fact, virtually unlimited.
First of all, when the number of plans necessary to conclude a run has been completed, additional runs
can be made. Since the basis of the model is a random placement, the output will be totally different for
each run. Furthermore, constraints can be changed which will generate a different output. The result is
alternatives which can number in the millions, although it is unlikely that any planner would have the
energy to sift through and evaluate even 10. Here, too, the model aids the planner. By ranking the plans
in order of cost, the planner need only consider the lowest cost plans. While the planner utilizing tradi
tional techniques may also attempt to consider costs, such as excluding steeply sloped areas from devel
opment, usually no comprehensive attempt is made to minimize the overall cost of development.

The last two steps in the process are testing the plan for feasibility of implementation and the actual
implementation of the plan. At this point, again the model offers definite advantages. First of all, the
cost of implementing the plan is already available and does not need to be calculated. Second, as dis
cussed above, the design model prepares a large number of alternatives for consideration. This may be
particularly valuable if elected officials and citizen leaders are to be involved in a meaningful way in the
planning process.

The Limitations of the Modeling Approach
There are certain important limitations to the model approach. First of all, there may be an inability to
express design criteria precisely. A planner may intuitively be able to produce or recognize a good
design, but may be unable to express the criteria for the design in terms of quantifiable standards and
necessary constraints on model operation. In this case, the output of the model would be unsatisfactory.

Second, the model is totally dependent on the input data. If the quality of this data is poor, the model's
output also will be poor. The planner in the traditional role again has intuition to tell him if something is
wrong with his data. The planner using the model has only the output. Cost data also play a significant
role in the model; if they are poor, again the output of the model will be poor. Since this type of data has
not been used extensively in the past, it has not been possible to determine the necessary accuracy
requirements under this research effort. It does, however, appear that the model will be fairly insensitive
to small inaccuracies in costs.

Finally, the operation of the model limits its usefulness. As will be explained later in this report, the
model uses a random approach to find an optimal solution. Consequently, if a good design is rare or
unique, the model would have difficulty in finding such a design through its random placement process.
For instance, if the number of good plan designs was only 10 out of a million possible plans, the proba
bility of the model finding one of 10 would be very low.
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Chapter IT

THE LAND USE PLAN DESIGN MODEL

INTRODUCTION

The first chapter of this report examined the nature of land use plan design, developed the concept of the
module as the basic unit for model manipulation, considered the definition of land space for the model,
introduced the concept of costs as an input to the model, examined the role of objectives and standards as
constraints to the design process, and examined the differences between traditional planning techniques
and use of the planning model. In this chapter the rationale and the methodology of the design model,
together with an explanation of the inputs to the model, an outline of the model computer program, and the
expected output are presented.

THEORY OF MODEL OPERATION

The land use plan design model aims to provide an "optimal" land use plan, "optimal" meaning a plan with
the lowest overall cost of development and operation that meets the specified design criteria. In this way,
the problem can be considered as one of a class of "maximum-seeking" experiments to find the combina
tion of factors which produce this "best" or lowest cost result. The factor combination producing the best
result is termed the "optimal factor combination. 11

A variety of modeling techniques exists that can be used to determine an optimal land use plan design.
Initially in the plan design model development effort a linear programming approach was proposed.] This
approach was found to be impractical, however, because land use plan design involves manipulation of
discrete elements, while the linear programming algorithm is generally capable of handling only contin
uous variable quantities. Apart from the model being a finite model rather than a variable model, land
use plan design also requires consideration of linkages. Accordingly, it was decided as the research
effort progressed to explore the applicability of linear graph theory in the development of the necessary
algorithm for model operation.2

The model algorithm prepared on the basis of linear graph theory consists essentially of a set decomposi
tion technique. In the model operation, the planning area is successively divided into a series of subareas.
Initially the algorithm provides for the placement of the modules into one of two halves of the planning
area. The model then tests a series of successive adjacent subsets in an attempt to improve the initial
allocation using a hill-climbing technique which searches for the best allocation. The best allocation is
the one which produces the minimum combined site and linkage costs. Such an evaluation continues until
no improved partition can be obtained by shifting a unit element from one half of the partition to the other
half. After a best partition of modules has been achieved, each module is located in one of the two halves
of the planning area. The entire sequence of partitioning then continues within each of the halves of the
preceding scanning process to generate another series of half areas when a new optimal partition is deter
mined. This partitioning process continues until the area is subdivided to the degree of detail desired.

The details of the algorithm for model operation based on set decomposition technique have been described
in the first two volumes of this report. Although the model programs developed under this research
permitted satisfactory application of the model, as described in the second volume of this report, it
became evident upon evaluation of actual model runs that certain serious weaknesses exist in that part of
the model algorithm which deals with the placement of modules in cells. The technique of set decomposi-

lSee SEWRPC Technical Report No.3, A Mathematical Approach to Urban Design, January 1966.

2See SEWRPC Technical Report No.8, Volume 1, A Land Use Plan Design Model- -Model Development, January 1969.
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tion in a series of binary partitions was found to fail to account for the possibility that a particular module
element might have been better placed in a different topographic area after the initial partitioning had
placed it earlier in a less desirable half area. Moreover, the model algorithm could consider only those
linkage costs resulting from the latest division and not the cost of all the linkages required.

To eliminate the weaknesses associated with the use of set decomposition techniques, a new placement
algorithm based on random search techniques was then developed. In this procedure a set of experi
mental plans is developed through the combination of module-cell arrangement designed in a random
fashion. The "best" plan is that experimental plan for which the random assignment of module-cell
combinations produces the lowest total cost satisfying the design constraints. A description of this pro
cedure is presented in the following paragraphs.

1 2 3 4 5

6 7 8 9 10

11 12 13 14 15

16 17 18. 19 20

21 22 23 24 25

of selection, all items of
chance of selection. Visua

Number each square as

Random Selection
In a random method
a group have an equal
lize a checkerboard.
shown at the right:

The object is to select one square, with each
square having an equal chance of selection. One
method would be to write the numbers of all of the
squares on slips of paper, toss them in a hat, mix
well, and have someone draw them one at a time.
In this way, their selection would be random.
ThiS random selection process is basically the
same as that used in the national draft lottery,
where birthdates are drawn from one hat and
priority numbers drawn from another. Bingo uses
the same method by mixing all the numbers in
a drum and drawing them out one at a time.

Cell Selection by Random Method: In the model, modules and cells are selected by this same process.
In fact, it would be possible to select the modules and the cells manually, by drawing them from a hat.
The computer program uses a random number list to assure that they are drawn randomly, just as though
the numbers were being pulled from a hat.

Cell numbers are selected in the same manner with one exception. When the list of modules is input to
the model, there may be 19 residential, five commercial, three industrial modules, etc. When the com
puter selects one of these modules for placement, and places it in a cell, the module is not tossed back
into the hat. For example, if the first module selected were a commercial module, 19 residential, four
commercial, and three industrial modules remain for the next selection. When a cell is selected for
placement, however, and an acceptable placement of a module made in that cell, the cell number is tossed
back into the hat and has an equal chance of being selected at the next draw. Theoretically then, it would
be possible for the same cell to be drawn again and again and all the modules located in one cell. How
ever, each cell has a land capacity which cannot be exceeded; once this capacity is reached, the placement
is rejected and another cell selected at random, until one is selected which has the capacity to hold the
module selected for placement.

If the model were simple, module cell placements would be selected in the preceding manner, costs cal
culated, and the plans printed. However, the model must obtain not only the lowest cost plan, but the
lowest cost plan which meets all previously specified design standards and constraints. When each module
initially is placed in a cell, it is first determined whether all intracell constraints are met. If not, the
placement is rejected, and new placement made. After all placements are complete and a design desig
nated, intercell constraints are tested for violations. If no violations occurred, the design is designated
feasible. If violations did occur, the design is designated infeasible. Then, costs are calculated for all
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designs, both feasible and infeasible. When the required numbers of designs have been generated, the
designs, or plans, are printed beginning with the lowest cost design.

Number of Experimental Plans
The main reason for using the random method in experiments is its success in problems involving such a
large number of factor combinations that other methods cannot be applied due to the excessive number of
trials necessary. For example, if the area being planned were divided into only 10 cells, and 10 modules
were to be located in those cells, the total number of possible combinations would be 10! or 3,628,800.

In utilizing the random method, however, the number of experimental plans required is not a direct func
tion of the number of possible module-cell combinations. Regardless of the size of the design area and the
number of modules to be placed, the number of experimental plans required to obtain an optimal cost plan
will not exceed 919 even for a very small optimal zone and a very high probability of success, as demon
strated in the following discussion.

In applying the random method to any problem, two things must be decided by the planner/experimenter:

1. Plan Accuracy-The planner/experimenter must define the successful experiment or the plan accu
racy desired. Since the objective of the model is to design an optimal land use plan, "optimal!l
must be predefined in terms of cost. One definition might be the optimum or absolutely lowest
cost plan. However, it is readily seen that given the large number of factors involved, this
optimum may not be attainable. In addition, if a very large number of plans are prepared, the
differences in cost may become insignificant. The definition of success used in this model is to
obtain a plan within an optimal or lowest cost zone. This optimal zone, then, is a subset of all
experimental plans such that those experimental plans included in the subset have the least costs
of all experimental plans. For example, the desired plan accuracy could be to obtain an experi
mental plan with a cost within the lowest 5 percent of all possible plan costs.

2. Probability of SuccesS-The planner/experimenter must also determine the desired possibility of
obtaining an optimal land use plan. In other words, the planner also must determine what assur
ance he would like to have of obtaining a plan within the cost range previously selected.

The random method may be viewed as being applied in the following manner: the factors to be considered
are selected, i. e. , modules and cells. The experimenter then selects combinations of factors at random~
He 'conducts a trial, or prepares a plan, with each randomly selected factor combination. The best com
bination, i. e., the plan with the lowest overall cost, is declared to be the best design, in this case, the
optimal lowest cost design or plan.

By this procedure, the planner/experimenter hopes to find some module-cell placement combination
characterized by a low cost, if not the lowest possible cost; that is, he hopes to find a plan in the subset
of all possible plans where the overall cost is lowest.

The next question, then, is how many experimental plans must be prepared to attain reasonable certainty
of finding one in the subset where cost is lowest. The number of experimental plans needed in order to
have the desired probability of selection of a near optimal design plan can be determined by the following
equations:

Where: n= the number of experimental plans required to obtain a plan with accuracy of "a"
and probability of success of "s"

a = plan accuracy, that is, the ratio of the optimal zone3 to the total number of pos
sible experimental plans

3The optimal zane is a subset of experimental plans such that those experimental plans included in the subset have
the least cost of all experimental plans.
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s = probability of success; that is the probability that the lowest cost plan obtained
by means of the algorithm will actually be among the "a" best plans represented
by the optimal zone.

Then: s= 1 - (1 - a)n
or

n = log (1 - s)/log (1 - a)

Intercell Constraint Tests
The number of experimental plans required, however, cannot be predetermined in actual practice because
of the effect of intercell constraints. Once all modules are placed in cells, the result is designated a
design or plan. If the algorithm ended at this point, the preceding equations in fact would predetermine
the number of experimental plans needed in order to have the desired probability of obtaining at least one
in the optimal zone. The algorithm, however, does not end there; the next step in the algorithm is the
testing for intercell constraints. If any of the intercell constraints are not met, the plan is designated
infeasible. Only those plans which satisfy all of the intercell constraints are designated feasible.

The object of the experiment, then, is not merely to obtain a plan with costs of development in the optimal
zone, but to obtain a "feasible" plan (feasible being one which meets all intercell constraints) in the opti
mal zone. Therefore, the probability (a') of obtaining an optimal feasible solution is:

a' = (a) (Pf)

Where: a = plan accuracy

Pf = probability that a plan is feasible

The effect is to change the original formula to:

s = 1 - (1 -a,)n
or

n log (1 - s)/log (1 - a')

Therefore: if a = 0.05, s = 0.90, and Pf = 1

then: a' = 0.05

and n = 45 experimental plans

However, if Pf = 0.1

then, a' = 0.005

and n = 460 experimental plans

The existence of design constraints has the effect of increasing the number of experimental plans neces
sary to achieve a given level of accuracy. In the example above with a feasibility probability of 0.1, the
number of plans increases to 460 from 45 to achieve the same plan accuracy.

But since the probability of feasibility is not mown, it must be determined experimentally during the
model run. Therefore, it is not possible to determine the number of experimental plans needed before
the run. In order to do this, a running value (moving average) for pf must be maintained during the
model run, and the calculation of the number of plans to be run must be made by the program after each
plan is completed.
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Table 2 gives the values of "n" (number of plans
necessary) corresponding to selected values of
"s" and "a." However, the number of experi
mental plans required is not a direct function of
the number of possible module-cell combinations.
Regardless of the size of the design area and the
number of modules to be placed, however, the
number of experimental plans required to obtain
a plan within the optimal zone will not exceed
919 for even a very small optimal zone (a = O. 005)
and a very high probability of success (8 = O. 99).

VALIDATION OF THE RANDOM TECHNIQUE

Tab 1e 2

NUMBER OF TRIALS REQUIRED
IN A MAXIMUM-SEEKING EXPERIMENT
CONDUCTED BY THE RANDOM METHOD

s
a 0.80 0.90 0.95 0.99

0.10 16 22 29 44
0.05 32 45 59 90
0.025 64 91 119 182
0.01 161 230 299 459
0.005 322 '460 598 919

Source: Samuel Brooks, "A Discussion of Random Methods for Seeking Maxima,"
Journal of Operation Researcp, Vol. 7, 1958.

The ideal model operation would be an exhaustive search to develop a series of experimental plans by
placing each of the modules in each of the cells and sequentially evaluating the respective costs in order
to arrive at an optimal design. Such an operation is practically impossible with an even moderately com
plex system involving a relatively large number of cells and modules. The random search procedure,
however, can eliminate the large number of trials required in such an exhaustive search. The validity of
the random placement algorithm has been investigated elsewhere and the results are reported in a recent
paper.4 A series of small-scale controlled experiments was conducted by considering a number of hypo
thetical study areas consisting of 10 to 15 cells and five modules. The results obtained from the random
algorithm were compared with the results generated by an algorithm based on the exhaustive search
technique. In general, the probability obtained experimentally of a given plan falling within the optimal
zone was observed to be greater than the theoretical value. This provides an overall indication that the
random procedure of module placement can be used with a good degree of success. Apart from the testing
of the validity of the random technique, the controlled experiment procedure was also used to estimate the
optimal values of the parameters involving the plan effectiveness. A more detailed description of the
experiments and their results are discussed in Highway Research Record No. 422, "Use of Random Search
Technique to Obtain Optimal Land Use Plan Design" by Sinha, et ale

OUTLINE OF THE MODEL ALGORITHM

In the beginning of this chapter, the theoretical basis of the model was examined. In this section, an
outline of the basic steps of the model algorithm is presented, including random placement of module in
cell, test for intracell constraints, test for intercell constraints, calculation of site and linkage costs, and
calculation of the number of plans required. A flow chart of the computer program is shown in Figure 6.

Step 1: Initial Random Placement of Modules in Cells
Each module is selected in random sequence and assigned to one of the geographic cells by means of a
random number generator program. Each module has an equal chance of being selected for placement,
and each cell has an equal chance of being selected for the choice of location. A random sequence must be
used as well as random placement in order not to bias the placement process. Once a module is located
in a particular cell, step two determines whether or not the placement in that particular cell is valid.

Step 2: Intracell Constraint Test
Certain constraints prevent the location of designated modules in designated cells. These constraints are
of two types: Module-Cell Constraints and Module-Cell Limits.

The Module-Cell Constraint Test prevents certain types of modules from being located in certain cells.
This constraint is independent of all other modules in a cell and prevents all modules of a type from

4 K. C. Sinha, ]. T. Adamski, and K. ]. Schlager, "Use of Random Search Technique to Obtain Optimal Land Use Plan
Design," Highway Research Record Number 422, Highway Research Board, Washington, D. C., 1973.
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Figure 6
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placement in a particular cell since some cells are not suitable for certain types of development. This
constraint is indicated by the Module-Cell Matrix in which a "1" indicates a valid placement and a "0"
indicates an invalid placement.

The Module-Cell Limit Test depends on the other modules previously located in a particular cell. First of
all, each cell has a land capacity which cannot be exceeded. If the area utilized by the previously located
modules is such that the new module's area would exceed the total area of the cell, the new module will be
rejected. Finally the module-cell limit vector designates the maximum number of a given module which
may be placed in anyone cell. For example, certain modules such as a secondary school will be limited
to one per cell. Other modules may also be limited in quantity in each cell.

If a module placement is acceptable, the random placement process selects the next module for placement.
If the module placement is rejected, a new random placement is generated. New placements are generated
until the module is located in a valid cell.

Step 3: Last Module Test
The last module test is a simple test that determines whether all modules have been placed. If they have
not, steps one and two are repeated. When the last module has been placed, an experimental plan has
been designed. This plan must now be tested for intercell constraints.

Step 4: Intercell Constraint Tests
Intercell constraints pertain to the spatial relationships between modules in different cells. Since these
constraints depend upon the geographic distances between cells, these distances must first be determined.
For each cell, the distance between it and every other cell must be calculated. This is repeated until
distances have been calculated for each cell to all other cells. These distances are fixed and need not be
calculated again.

For each cell, other cells then are ordered in sequence by their distance from the cell. Each module in
the cell is then examined to determine if there is a module within the constraint distance requirement.
These intercell constraints are specified by the Module-Module Matrix which specifies the maximum or
minimum distance required between modules. The process then is repeated for each additional cell.

If all of the modules tested satisfy the intercell constraints, the experimental plan is designated feasible.
If not, the plan is designated infeasible. The ratio of feasible plans to total plans is stored for future
reference since it will be used to determine the number of experimental plans required for the specified
design accuracy.

Step 5: Site and Linkage Cost Calculation
The next step in the model is the calculation of site and linkage for each experimental plan. Costs are
calculated for infeasible as well as feasible plans for the later sensitivity analysis of the effects of con
straints. The site costs are derived from the Module-Cell Site Cost Matrix. Then, the linkage costs are
calculated for connecting each module to its closest module of each type using the Module-Module Linkage
Cost Matrix. All feasible and infeasible plans then are stored in rank order with the lowest cost plans first.

Step 6: Calculation of the Number of Plans Required
The next step in the model operation is the determination of the number of plans which should be run. As
stated in the beginning of this chapter, this is a function of the desired plan accuracy, the desired proba
bility of achieving a plan with said accuracy, and the probability that a plan is feasible. While the desired
plan accuracy and the probability of achieving a plan with this particular accuracy are constant throughout
the run, the probability that a plan is feasible must be determined experimentally during the run.

When the required number of plans, as calculated, has been run, the program ranks the plans in order
with the lowest cost plan first. Finally, results are printed and the program halts. The complete com
puter program is presented in Chapter V. In the remainder of this chapter, the data inputs to the model
and the output format are presented.
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DATA INPUT

This section provides a general description of the types of data used as inputs to the model. A more
detailed description, including sources and required format for input to the model, will be provided in
Chapter m.
Module-Module Constraint Matrix
This matrix indicates the maximum distance (or the minimum distance, designated by a minus sign) per
mitted between one module and the next closest module. This matrix is based on spatial accessibility and
compatibility standards as enumerated in module definitions. For example, a residential module may
have as a spatial accessibility standard that it be within five miles of a high school module. Or, an
incinerator-sanitary landfill module may have as a compatibility standard that it not be located contigu
ously to a residential module. This input affects model operation directly since a plan not meeting the
constraints is termed infeasible by the model.

Module-Cell Site Cost Matrix
Each module contains several elements, each of which serves as a functional component of the module.
Costs of construction are prepared for each of the elements as a function of soil texture, slope, depth to
water table, and depth to bedrock. The result is a matrix which shows the cost of locating any given
module in any given cell, based on the costs of the components of the module, and the particular site
conditions in each cell.

One may visualize, for example, a high-density residential module of approximately 150 acres containing
certain facilities in fixed quantities and arrangements. As this module is moved in the planning area, the
costs of construction of all soil-related components of the facilities, and hence the site development cost
will continually change with variations in soil type and topography. These costs for each module are
indicated in the Module-Cell Site Cost Matrix.

Module-Module Linkage Cost Matrix
Cost inputs to the model consist of two basic types. The first, as enumerated above, consists of the costs
of development for functional elements of each module. The second type consists of the cost for linkages.
Each module has specific linkage requirements as designated in its design standards. For each type of
linkage, construction and operating costs are calculated. Construction costs are the costs of building the
linkage per unit distance of construction. Operating costs, or the cost of using the linkage, are discounted
to present value. Finally, based upon the linkage requirements for each module to the closest second
module, the matrix is compiled.

Plan Accuracy and Success Probability Requirements
As stated in the beginning of this chapter, in utilizing the random method, the planner must specify what
the desired plan accuracy is. Does he wish to obtain a plan within the lowest 10 percent of all possible
plan costs? Or does he wish to obtain a plan within the lowest 5 percent of all costs? Next, the planner
must determine what assurance he would like to have of obtaining a plan within the previously selected
cost range. Does he wish an 80 percent chance of obtaining a plan within the desired cost range, or would
he prefer to have a 99 percent probability of success? These two factors must be included as inputs to the
model in order to determine the number of plans the model makes. As previously stated, the number of
plans to be made. cannot be determined before the run, but must be determined during the run.

Modules (Number and Area by Type)
The first set of input data indicates the number of each type of module and the land area required by each.
For example:
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Type
Code

1.

2.

Description

Residential (low-density)

Community Commercial Center

Number of
This Type
Required

35

37

Acres

2,521. 6

28.2



The number of each module is determined externally to model operation based upon the stated allocation
standards while the size is determined in the process of module definition. The size (area) of the modules
affects module operation directly in terms of module-cell placement. If the size of a module exceeds the
available land remaining in a cell, its placement will be rejected. In addition, the number and size of
modules will affect model output in terms of cost in the sense that the greater the area indicated for
development, the greater the cost.

Cells (Number Designation, Area, and Geographic Coordinates)
Each cell is assigned a number designation with which the land areas and geographic coordinates of the
cell comprise the second set of input data.

The Module-Cell Constraint Matrix
This input designates which module may be located in which cell. The matrix is binary in that a "I" des
ignates an acceptable module-cell placement, while a "0" indicates an unacceptable or invalid placement.
The purpose of this input is to prevent either certain types or all types of modules from being located in
specified cells. For example, this matrix could prevent the location of any module in a given cell which
was presently fully developed; or, it could permit a low-density residential module to be located in a cell
which contained a major natural watershed boundary, while prohibiting the placement of a medium- or
high-density residential module in that cell.

Module-Cell Limit Vector
The module-cell limit vector simply limits the number of a particular type of module which may be placed
in anyone cell. While for some types of modules, such as the residential modules, location of more
than one in a cell may be acceptable, or even desirable, for others, this type of clustering would be
meaningless. Examples would include almost all of the various service modules which logically would be
dispersed throughout the Region in order to service the residential areas.

MODEL OUTPUT

The model generates three categories of output reports:

1. Module-Cell Placement Matrix

2. Plan Costs

3. Constraint Schedule Analysis

Module-Cell Placement Matrix
This report, which is the most basic output of the module run, is essentially a land use plan design in
tabular form, indicating which modules are located in which cells. The number of modules by type in
each cell is tabulated and the data are printed beginning with the lowest cost plan. Higher cost plans also
can be printed at the option of the user. Based on this report, the traditional plan presentation maps can
be prepared by the planner or draftsman.

Plan Costs
This report details the site and linkage costs of each plan, along with a total cost for each plan. Here
again the lowest cost plan is printed first.

Constraint Schedule Analysis
There is a special set of reports detailing the effects of the intercell constraints on the feasibility of an
experimental plan. Each violation of the module-to-module distance constraints is reported along with the
locations of each pair of modules under consideration, and the actual distance between these modules as
well as the specified distance constraint for this set of modules.
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Chapter III

INPUT DATA REQUffiEMENTS

INTRODUCTION

Since the planner-user of the land use plan design model may be expected to spend most of his time
either preparing input data for the model or interpreting its output results, this chapter on i.nput data and
Chapter VI on model output interpretation are most important to the planner. Chapters I and II of this
report provide important background for understanding the land use plan design problem and the theory of
model operation. Chapters IV and V on computer operations are only of background interest to the planner,
as these chapters provide working information for the computer programmer and computer operator.

NATURE OF MODEL INPUT DATA

Prior to any detailed discussion of the nature and format of model input data, some general considerations
relative to the input data and its effect on model operations are appropriate. The in·put data requirements
are summarized and presented in tabular form beginning with Table 3. As previously presented in Chap
ters I and II, model input data may be considered in four categories:

1. Module Data

2. Land Data

3. Constraint Data

4. Cost Data

All four of the above categories of data affect model operation and output either directly or indirectly.
Since input data completely determine the output of the model, the input data and its accuracy are crucial
to the effective use of the model in planning.

Input Data Accuracy
Because the costs of data collection and reduction are high, it is important to understand the difference
between required data accuracy and unnecessary data accuracy. Improved accuracy of input data, like
most commodities, has a point of diminishing returns. Beyond this point, the costs of data collection and
reduction exceed the benefits of improved input data accuracy.

The concept of sensitivity analysis aids in understanding data accuracy requirements. In this application
sensitivity analysis is concerned with determining the effect of variations of model input data on model
output results. For example, what is the effect of a 10 percent error in a module site cost parameter?
How would such an error affect the model output plan? If a 10 percero.t site cost error does not significantly
change the output plan design, attempts at reducing the site cost error to 5 percent are not worthwhile.

Although operational experience with the model to date has not been sufficient to permit expression of any
firm generalizations about input data sensitivity, some general observations resulting from early experi
ence with the application of the model may be appropriate.

1. Most model input parameter errors have little effect as long as they are small, but once the error
reaches a certain size, its effect increases sharply as illustrated in Figure 7.
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Table 3

MODULE/ALLOCATION STANDARDS

Number of
Allocation Required

Module Type Standard Modules

Low-Density
Residential ..... 8,200 Residents 1

Medium-Density
Residential .................... 6,500 Residents 1

Neighborhood Commercial
Center (low density) ...... Low-Density Residential Module 2

Community Commercial
Center .................. 71 ,SOD Residents 1

Senior High School ............ 63,000 Residents 1
Planned Industrial District

(Light) . 9,100 Employed Persons 1
Municipal Hall .. 14,000 Residents 1

Source: SEWRPC.

Figure 7

ERROR PARAMETER FUNCTION
Y=EFFECT

Source: SEWRPC.

2. The planner defines some of the model input data such as constraint data and most module data.
Other model input data such as most land data and cost data are not defined by the planner but must
be observed or measured. The previous observations about sensitivity analysis and the economics
of data accuracy apply mostly to this second category, since no data collection in the measurement
sense is involved in definitions data.

3. Soil data accuracy does not appear to be crucial since it primarily determines site costs, which
are small inrelation to linkage costs, and establishes certain module cell constraints which usually
depend only on a broad classification of soil types. This low accuracy requirement should not
diminish the importance of soil data, since without it, the land resource base would be ignored by
the model.

4. The largest single cost factor is the travel linkage costs. This operations cost is significantly
larger than the largest linkage construction cost: highway construction. Both of these transporta
tion costs overshadow any of the site costs.

5. Many constraint restrictions are crucial in determining plan design output. Since the complexity
of model interrelationships prevents generalizations, experimentation provides the only reliable
avenue for determining the effects of individual constraints. A systematic approach to such experi
mentation should involve statistical techniques such as experimental design.

With these general considerations in mind, the details of input data content and format will now be explored.

MODULE DATA

Module data may be classified in three categories:

1. Data which directly affect model operations as primary inputs.

2. Data which indirectly affect model operation by their influence on module site and linkage costs.

3. Data which aid in module definition but do not directly affect model operations.

Obviously, accuracy considerations are important only in the first two categories of data. Data in the
third category, from a model point of view, are important only in their indirect effect on the first two
categories. Module data described in the paragraphs below will be simplified by reference to the module
descriptions for the low-density residential module and the neighborhood commercial center module.
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Primary Module Data
Direct module data consist of only two elements:

1, The number of each type of module.

2. The land area of each module.

The number of modules in each type category is determined by a primary variable such as population or
industrial employment, or by a service ratio based on the number of service modules needed to service
the primary modules as shown in Table 3. The factors shown in the table are meant to be illustrative only.
Even the method may be modified easily by the model user. In the low-density residential module, the
ratio used to determine the number of this module is designated under Allocations Standards (under Design
Standards-2, Intermodule Standards): one module is allocated for each 8,200 people in the community
or region.

By way of contrast, the association standard for the neighborhood commercial center module depends on
a service ratio to the number of low-density residential modules. Two centers are allocated for each
low-density residential module.

The gross land area of each module is listed in Appendix A. The gross area is, of course, the sum of all
of the component areas comprising the module.

Module Site Construction Elements and Linkage Requirements
Site construction elements, expressed in terms of land area acreage, such as building areas, open-space
areas, and parking service areas, fall into the second category of module data since they influence module
costs. Along with two other determinants, soil and topography, site construction elements determine the
Module-Cell Site Cost Matrix. The methods used for the summation of construction elements to determine
site costs will be discussed later in this chapter under Costs. Similar data is illustrated under the Area
section of the neighborhood commercial center. These area data serve as direct input for module site
cost determination in the data reduction computer programs.

Module linkage requirements establish the basis for calculating the Module-Module Linkage Cost Matrix.,
Details of this calculation are presented under Costs. The linkage requirements standards, enumerated
under Intermodule Standards for both module type examples, not only determine the linkage cost matrix,
but also influence the site cost matrix for the linkages internal to a mdoule; e. g., the streets of a resi
dential module.

Module Definition Detail
Some of the descriptive material in the module data such as the purpose of the module and comments on
land use characteristics are only of indirect importance to model operation. However, this does not
diminish their significance since they aid in understanding the function of the module and often directly
influence data in the direct categories previously described.

LAND RESOURCE DATA

Since one of the primary objectives of land use plan design is the conservation of a scarce resource
land-it follows that data on the land resource are an important part of model input data. Although land
data are not a direct input to the model, they achieve their importance through their indirect influence on
other primary input data. Three such indirect effects should be noted:

1, The topographic and soil characteristics of the land may significantly influence the spatial organi
zation of cells used for module placement in model operation.

2. Land data have an important influence on constraint inputs to the model, particularly the Module
Cell Constraint Matrix. For instance, land subject to periodic flooding and land covered by wet
soils would be excluded from consideration for many forms of development.
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3. Land data in the form of soil characteristics provide the primary input for calculating module site
costs. This use of land data is the most demanding in terms of its need for detail and accuracy.

The Soil Survey-Basic Land Data Source
All of the above three uses of land data depend to a greater or lesser extent on the basic source for land
resource data: the soil survey. Cell delineation often requires only crude information on soil character
istics, while constraint data inputs need more precise soil information. Site cost determination presents
even more stringent requirements for soil data to produce accurate module site costs.

Since this report is not intended as a basic reference in conducting soil surveys or even in the manipula
tion of soil data, the model user is referred to publications such as the Soils Development Guide published
by the Southeastern Wisconsin Regional Planning Commission for a detailed understanding of soil data and
their applications in land development. It is useful here, however, to provide a brief summary of the
background of soil surveys and their usefulness in land use planning.

Soil surveys are concerned with identifying, classifying, mapping, and interpreting one of the most impor
tant of all natural resources-the soil. Soil has been defined in an engineering sense as any earth material
except embedded rock. Although soil scientists more narrowly define soil in terms of a shallow layer of
the earth's crust, soil, in the sense of the data for the land use plan design model, is more closely
related to the engineering definition. In fact, to the lay observer unfamiliar with soil terminology, the
definition might seem to embrace characteristics such as topographic slope not generally connects with
soil. As used in the land use plan design model, soil encompasses the following characteristics:

1. Soil texture (fine, coarse, organic, bedrock)

2. Slope

3. Depth to water table

4. Depth to bedrock

Soil surveys have been conducted on an organized basis in the United States since 1899. A publication of
the U. S. Department of Agriculture, "List of Published Soil Surveys, " tabulates those soil surveys com
pleted since 1899. Although early emphasis in the use of soil survey data was agricultural, soil inter
pretation in recent years has been used to guide land development for a broader range of activities,
including residential, industrial, and recreational land development. The effects of land (soil) data on
each of the remaining three categories of model input data will be discussed in turn.

Cell Patterns
Land data can playa significant role in the cell pattern selected for a land use plan design model appli
cation. Cell patterns may ignore topography and soil conditions through the use of regular geDmetric
patterns of rectangular cells of equal or unequal size, but it is often useful to consider topography and soil
in a cell pattern configuration. For example, in a wet marsh area, it is natural to consider the marsh as
a cell (or group of cells) since the topographic and soil conditions are fairly uniform throughout the area.
The same situation would hold true for a mountain range. In an area with slight variations in topography\
or soil conditions, a regular, geometric pattern may be quite appropriate. For areas with significant
topographic or soil change, cell boundaries should be drawn with a view to maintaining uniform conditions
throughout each cell.

Determining Cell Size: The planner also determines the cell size, which is a function of the size of the
modules. The smallest cell should be at least four times as large as the largest module, which, in most
cases, will be the low-density residential module. While the maximum size of cells is not restricted if
cells are too large, the resulting plan will be too granular, and the results difficult to interpret with any
degree of accuracy.
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It is not necessary that all cells be the same size; however, a great disparity in cell size will serve to
discriminate against the smaller cells in module placement. It will also affect cost calculations since
linkage costs are based on distances measured from the center of one cell to the center of another.

The following may serve to indicate possible cell size. At the regional level, in applying the model to the
Southeastern Wisconsin Region with an area of 2,689 square miles, the Region was divided into 347 cells.
The standard cell size was six U. S. Public Survey Sections (approximately six square miles), though
cell size did vary from four to eight such sections. In applying the model to the Village of Germantown,
Wisconsin, with an area of 36 square miles, the definition of cells was based on U. S. Public Land Survey
one-quarter sections. Within the Village of Germantown 144 such cells, each one-quarter square mile in
area, were used.

Designating Cell Numbers: After determining the type of cell pattern to be used, and the approximate size
of the cells, the next step is to draw the actual cell pattern on a map of the area, and provide each cell
with a number designation.

The actual data needed as input to the model are the number designation, area, and geographic coordinates
of the center of each cell. Cell areas are determined in the data reduction program by summarizing the
soil inventory in each cell.

Cell (Geographic) Unit: Often, the areal unit for which soil and other data are available is not the unit
appropriate for a cell. As long as the areal unit is smaller than any cell unit desired, cell areal combina
tions of data areas may be accumulated as part of the data reduction process described in Chapter IV. It
is only necessary that the model user designate the cell in which each data areal unit is to be located by
creating the Geographic Unit Cell Cross Reference Cards,

Soil Interpretation and Module-Cell Constraints
The use of soil data for module-cell constraint determination requires the interpretation of the suitability
of soils for various forms of land development. Since such interpretation has been the primary end
product of all previous soil surveys, the planner is able to make use of the wealth of knowledge accumu
lated in this field over the past years.

The previously mentioned Soils Development Guide published by the Southeastern Wisconsin Regional Plan
ning Commission prOVides background material on soil survey procedures, but it is of primary value in its
interpretation of soil data in terms of the suitability of various soils for various types of land development.
This information can lead directly to the development of the Module-Cell Constraint Matrix since each
module-cell combination can be examined in terms of the suitability of soil conditions for the development
of each type of module. Such an approach imposes a requirement that the cell pattern be organized with
reasonably homogeneous soil patterns, since it is not possible to constrain modules from development in
certain cells if the cells have a widely varying soil pattern.

Ultimately, the whole question of soil constraints on land development in the framework of the modules and
cells of the Land Use Plan Design Model reduces to another matrix which includes soil types as one axis
and modules as the other. However, if soil type were the only reason to constrain placement of certain
modules or certain cells, the Module-Cell Constraint Matrix would be only a simple transformation of
a module soil type matrix; that is, specification of the soil typology of each cell would automatically deter
mine the module cell constraints. But, even though nonsoil and module-cell constraints influence the final
determination of constraints, soil conditions remain the primary determinants of the Module-Cell Con
straint Matrix.

Soil Characteristics and Module Site Costs
A detailed discussion of the methodology for developing module site costs will be reserved for a later
section of this chapter on costs, but at this point it is important to understand the land (soil) data base
classification used to determine module site costs.
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Because of the errors inherent in other input data used in site cost determination, a more general classi
fication of soil types is completely adequate for site cost calculation. Four soil characteristics having
important effects on site development costs are used in the soil category classification illustrated in
Table 4. These elements are:

1. Soil Grain

2. Topographic Slope

3. Depth to Bedrock

4. Depth to Water Table

As shown in the table, four classes of soil grain are used: fine grain, coarse grain, organic, and bedrock.

Eight slope categories are distinguished, ranging from flat terrain (Group A-less than 0.5 percent slope)
to slopes with an average grade of 37.5 percent (Group F).

Three classes of depth to water table (less than 1 foot, 1 to 5 feet, 5 feet or more) and three classes of
depth to bedrock (less than 2 feet, 2 to 5leet, 5 feet or more) are included.

Table ~

SOIL CATEGORY RELATIONSHIP MATRIX

Unilied Less Than 1 ft. To Water Table 1 ft. To 5 ft. To Water Table 5 ft. And Over To Water Table
Soil Less than 2 ft.-5 ft. 5 ft. and Less than 2 ft.-5 ft. 5 ft. and Less than 2 ft.~5 ft. 5 It. and

Classi- Slope 2 ft. to to over to 2 ft. to to over to 2 ft. to to over to
lication Group' Bedrock Bedrock Bedrock Bedrock Bedrock Bedrock Bedrock Bedrock Bedrock

A 1111' 1121 1131 1211 1221 1231 1311 1321 1331B

Fine
C,

1112C, 1122 1132 1212 1222 1232 1312 1322 1332
Grained 0,

Soils 0,
E 1113 1123 1133 1213 1223 1233 1313 1323 1333
F

A 2111 2121 2131 2211 2221 2231 2311 2321 2331B
C,

Coarse C, 2112 2122 2132 2212 2222 2232 2312 2322 2332
Grained 0,

Soils 0,
E 2113 2123 2133 2213 2223 2233 2313 2323 2333
F

A 311l 3121 3131 3211 3221 3231 3311 3321 3331B
C,

Organic C, 3112 3122 3132 3212 3222 3232 3312 3322 3332
Soils D,

D,
E 3113 3123 3133 3213 3223 3233 3313 3323 3333
F

A --- --- --- --- --- --- 4311 ---B ---

C,
Bedrock C, --- --- --- --- --- --- 4312 --- ---

D,
D,
E --- --- --- --- --- --- 4313 --- ---
F

1The percent average slope for each slope group is as follows: A equals
0.5 percent, B equals 3.5 percent, C1 equals 7 percent, C2 equals 10 per
cent, 01 equals 13 percent, O2 equals 17 percent, E equals 24.5 percent,
Fequals 37.5 percent.

Source: SEWRPC.
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CONSTRAINT DATA

As explained previously in Chapter I, constraints are the reflections of the basic goals of objectives of the
plan design. Other than costs, all other plan objectives must be reflected in the plan constraints.

Two broad classes of constraints are implemented in plan design model operation:

1, Site constraints (Module-Cell Constraint Matrix and Module-Cell Limit Vector)

2. Accessibility Constraints (Module-Module Constraint Matrix)

Site Constraints
The first of the above two classes excludes the placement of certain modules on certain cells.

The primary determinants of site constraints are the soil characteristics discussed previously in this
chapter. Furthermore, in some instances, soil characteristics may be the only determinant of soil con
straints in a design model application.

Since the other possible nonsoil determinants of site constraints are too numerous and varied to classify,
they do not provide a convenient structure such as a soil typology. For this reason, it is only possible to
suggest other criteria for site constraints. These suggestions may do no more than suggest other more
suitable reasons for site constraints, or they may be directly useful as constraints in the application in
question. In either case, they will have served their purpose.

The following nonsoil criteria for site constraints are suggested:

1. The desire to preserve prime agricultural land for farming and to exclude it from residential
development.

2. The desire to reserve certain land exclusively for recreational and related open space use.

3. The need to exclude certain land from development because of the potential for flooding.

4. The need to exclude certain land that is not available for development (such as a military reserva
tion).

Many other varied reasons for site constraints may be pertinent in other planning applicatiotls.

Accessibility Constraints
These constraints reflect the need for easy accessibility between modules which render frequent service
to each other. Residential modules must have accessibility to shopping centers, schools, hospitals, and
certain government services. However, these accessibility constraints must be consistent with the number
of modules determined during the placement process. For example, a high school cannot be located within
five miles of every residential module if enough high school modules are not available. In such a case, an
infeasible solution will result. Sometimes, determining the quantity of each module that is consistent with
the accessibility constraints may necessitate experimenting with varying quantities of a service module
until a feasible solution is obtained.

Beyond the above general counsel, it is not possible to detail the accessibility constraints in this manual
since the accessibility constraints are derived from planning standards which are beyond the scope of this
manual, Such accessibility standards are available, however, in the planning literature.

COST DATA

The primary objective of the land use plan design model is to spatially allocate land uses within the plan
ning area so as to minimize development costs within the constraints imposed by the stated development
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objectives. The model thus requires two sets of cost input data: site cost data and linkage cost data. Site
cost data input consists of construction costs for each of the elements associated with site development
within a module such as grading, building foundations, and parking lots. The costs of elements associated
with site development must be related to various possible spatial locations within the planning area; that
is, all site development elements are soil-related. The second set of cost data linkage costs consists of
costs of construction, maintenance, and operation for each of the required communication links between
modules such as streets, sewer lines, and water mains.

The Soil Survey and Cost Tables
The two primary data bases used to estimate both site and linkage costs are:

1, The soil survey.

2. The development cost tables (see Tables 5 through 11).

The soil survey is the primary input in the determination of site costs. An inventory of the soil typology
in a given cell coupled with an enumeration of the elements making up a module permits a direct calcula
tion of the site costs for that module-cell combination using the development cost tables. The lack of
a suitable soil survey would severely limit the compilation of module-cell site cost data. As previously
noted, however, the precision of the soil survey need only classify land according to the soil category
relationship matrix (see Table 4). Such a survey, designated as general rather than detailed, can be
completed at less cost than a detailed soil survey.

Only the development cost tables are used in the compilation of linkage construction costs since it is not
practical to consider soil conditions along all possible route locations for all linkages. The inaccuracies
introduced by the use of an "average" soil condition are reduced in importance by the fact that the opera
ting cost component of linkage costs tends to be much larger than the construction costs for the major
linkage: highways and other roads.

The second class of linkage costs, operating linkage costs, depends only on the cost of travel, since non
transportation operating linkage costs are ignored in model usage. Annual operating travel costs are
reduced to a present value using an estimated interest rate.

Site Cost Development
Each module consists of elements which occur in one or more of the several module types and in combina
tion with one or more of the other elements as a functional subcomponent of the module. Also, a number
of common linkages serve to interconnect a number of different modules.

It is these intramodular elements and intermodule linkages for which costs of construction have been pre
pared. All intramodule element costs have been formulated within the framework of Table 4; that is, all
costs are a function of soil grain, slope, depth to water table, and depth to bedrock. The common unit of
cost evaluation is dollars per linear foot for linkages or elements such as water mains or sewer lines, and
dollars per acre for elements such as parking lots.

To eliminate the need to perform numerous tedious manual computations, computer programs were written
to generate costs in the format of Table 4 for most of the elements and linkages. Using these tables, site
costs may be summarized by adding all of the element site costs for all of the soil conditions existing
within the cell. It should be emphasized that the development costs in the tables are expert estimates for
a given location, Metropolitan Milwaukee, for a given time period, 1967. Use of these tables in other
areas and other time periods will require the use of an index. An excellent source for these time and place
construction indexes is the Engineering News-Record magazine. Indexes for both time and place are
presented on a regular basis in this publication. Study of the computer analysis revealed certain consistent
and predictable patterns of variation in costs. Generally, costs increased as depth to bedrock decreased
and depth to water decreased. In those instances where grading or right-of-way or site entered as a cost
factor, such as a highway right-of-way or a paved play area, cost increased with increase of slope due to
the greater quantities of material to be moved.
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Table 12

SITE COST COMPILATION FOR
LOW-DENSITY RESIDENTIAL MODULE

Source: SEWRPC.

Module Element Units Unit Cost Site Cost

1. Arterial Street ............. 10,560 feet $ 52/fool $ 549.120
2. Collector Street ... 10,560 feet 28/fool 295,680
3. Local Slreet ..... 245,000 feet 23/fool 5,635,000
4. Building Area ....... 114.1 acres 704/acre 80,326
5. Parking Area ... 11.4 acres 3205/acre 36,537
6. Playgrounds ............................ 12.6 acres 3022/acre 38,077
7. On-Site Sewage Disposal .... 2,485 installations 1260/installalion 3,131,100
8. Water Supply .. 150,000 feet 14/foot 2,100,000
9. Gas Supply ...................... 150,000 feet 8/foot l.200,000

10. Electric Power Lines .. 75,000 feet 12/foot 900,000
11. Telephone ................... 75,000 feet 12/foot 900,000
12. Storm Drainage .. 266,720 feet 4/fool 1,066,880

Total Site Cost .. $15,932,720

Linkage Cost Development
Linkage costs are compiled from three compo
nents: cost of construction, cost of maintenance,
and cost of operation.

A sample site cost compilation for a residential
(low-density) module is shown in Table 12.
Although site costs would normally be automati
cally compiled on the computer using the data
reduction program package, this manual tabula
tion is used to provide the user with an under
standing of the site cost compilation process.

Operating linkage costs are separated from con
struction and maintenance costs not only for data
collection purposes but because of their different
effect on model operation. A construction-maintenance linkage of the highway type requires only a single
linkage between cells no matter how many modules of each type are in the interconnected cells. While the
capacity of this link varies with the number and type of modules, only a single linkage is required.

For purposes of comparison, let us examine the costs of construction of some of the linkages. For water
distribution lines, costs ranged from about $40, 000 per mile to $500, 000 per mile for pipe diameters
from 6 to 60 inches. Storm sewer costs ranged from $28, 000 to $200, 000 per mile for pipe diameters
from 8 to 54 inches. For sanitary sewer pipe diameters of 8 to 24 inches, construction costs were found
to range from about $48, 000 to $190, 000 per mile.

Construction costs of thoroughfares ranged from about $200, 000 to $5, 000, 000 per mile for facilities
ranging from urban lane access streets to urban 8-lane freeways, respectively. The equivalent rural
facility costs were found to range from $250, 000 to $950, 000 per mile. Railroad line costs were found to
range from $100, 000 per mile for single track industrial sidings to $200, 000 per mile for single track
main line.

The construction cost ranges given as examples for water lines and sewers are for an assumed field con
dition of fine grained soil, slope group A (0. 5 percent slope), and more than five feet to water table and
bedrock. Other soil categories would yield different cost values for each of the linkages.

Thoroughfare and railroad mainline costs are averages of the costs per mile based on the most favorable
and the most adverse categories of Table 4. In addition, the three highest figures for thoroughfares and
railroads include factors of about 25 percent for bridges, interchanges, and/or other right-of-way
structures.

Road User and Operating Costs: A comparison of construction costs with vehicle operating and road user
costs on several urban and rural freeways is of interest. To make a direct comparison, the annual road
user cost of each facility based upon capacity was discounted to its present value. The discounting was
calculated using an interest rate of 6 percent and a term of 20 years. The results are tabulated in Table 1.
The present value of vehicle operating cost is many times greater than street and highway construction
cost. In the operation of the model, when linkage costs are calculated for each plan, the present value of
vehicle operating cost generally comprises a large percentage of the total linkage cost. The range of
difference between vehicle operating costs and other linkage costs can be illustrated as follows. If one of
the largest unit construction costs of about $1,100, 000 per mile for an 4-lane rural freeway and one of
the smallest unit capital costs of about $40, 000 for a 6-inch diameter water main are compared with the
present value of vehicle operating cost only on a rural standard arterial, the operating cost is 3.4 and
94 times as large, respectively.

The construction costs of other linkages fall between those of 8-lane urban freeway and 6-inch diameter
water main, and yield operating cost/capital cost ratios within the range 3.4 to 94. If the two capital costs
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given above are compared with anyone of the three remaining values in Table 1, considerably larger
ratios would result.

Although the above analysis aids in understanding the comparative importance of operating versus con
struction costs, it does not directly aid the model user in calculating the Module-Module Linkage Cost
Matrix used as input to the model. To determine this input data matrix, the following qU<:lstions must be
answered:

1. What linkages are required between modules? (e. g. roads, water lines, sewer lines)

2. What are the construction costs for these linkages per unit distance?

3. What are the operating maintenance costs per unit distance?

Linkage Requirements: Linkage requirements for each module are delineated in the module definition as
part of the intermodule design standards. For instance, a typical low-density residential module would
require arterial street, water supply, sanitary sewer, gas, telephone, and electric power linkages.

Construction Costs: The construction costs for each linkage then are obtained by extracting the linkage
cost per unit distance from the development cost tables that best typify the soil conditions in the area of
interest. This unit cost then is converted into linkage cost during model operation by multiplying the unit
cost by the distance separating the modules in the experimental plan being costed.

Maintenance Costs: Maintenance costs of all linkages except highway appear to be insignificant. Even
highway maintenance costs only amount to about 25 percent of construction costs when discounted to pres
ent value. For most users of the model, a maintenance construction cost ratio based on the present value
of future maintenance costs is of sufficient accuracy.

Operating Costs: Operating costs of nonhighway linkages also appear to be insignificant. While it is true
that water pumping costs are not insignificant in hilly terrain, the effect on overall linkage costs is still
trivial. Highway operating costs, however, are the predominant linkage costs between most modules.

Travel Costs: Travel costs are a function of three primary variables:

1. Travel cost per unit distance (e. g. 10 cents per mile).

2. Number of trips performed between modules in a given time period.

3. The interest rate used to determine the present value of future travel costs.

Many studies have been made of travel costs for automobile users and the rate of 10 cents per mile is
used on a fairly wide basis for business travel expenses and tax deductions. Different rates may be
appropriate in different areas and to allow for the persistent inflation of travel costs.

Trip data should be obtainable from local origin-destination surveys conducted for transportation studies.
If local data are not available, data from surveys in other communities similar in size and characteristics
often ca."} be used with confidence.

The interest rate used for present value calculations again depends on time and place. With the wild
fluctuations in interest rates in recent years, a long-time average interest rate (such as 6 percent) is
probably most appropriate.

Development Cost Data
Due to its large bulk, all of the development cost data are not included in this volume. The complete devel
opment cost data include cost data for each of the 224 soil categories within each of the 141 linkage and
element categories. Cost development tables (see Tables 5 to 11) are included in this manual for eight
of the linkage and element categories. A complete list of the linkage and element categories is provided
in Table 13.
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Tab I e 5

LAND USE DESIGN MODEL CONSTRUCTION COSTS

LATERALS - SANITARY SEWERS, GRAVEL BACKFILL $ PER FOOP

Less Than 1It To Water Table 1 To 5 It To Water Table More Than 5 It To Water Table
Less Than 2 2-5 More Than 5 Less Than 2 2-5 More Than 5 Less Than 2 2-5 More Than 5

Slope' To Bedrock To Bedrock To Bedrock To Bedrock To Bedrock To Bedrock To Bedrock To Bedrock To Bedrock

A 2108 23.14 1920 2370 18,64 13,58 2370 1845 l3.20
B 2108 23.14 1920 23.70 18,64 l3.58 2370 1845 l3.20

Fine Cl 2108 2314 1920 23.70 1864 13,58 2370 1845 l3.20
Grained C2 2108 2314 1920 23.70 18,64 13,58 23.70 1845 l3.20
Soils1 Dl 2108 23.14 1920 23.70 18,64 l3.58 2370 1845 l3.20

D2 2108 2314 1920 23.70 1864 1358 2370 1845 l3.20
E 2108 2314 1920 23.70 18,64 l3.58 2370 1845 l3.20
F 2108 23.14 1920 23.70 18,64 l3.58 23.70 1845 l3.20

A 2108 25.39 23.70 23.70 2145 1920 2370 2033 16.95
B 2108 2539 2370 23.70 21.45 1920 2370 2033 16.95

Coarse Cl 2108 2539 23.70 23.70 2145 1920 23.70 2033 16.95
Grained C2 2108 25_39 23.70 23.70 21.45 1920 2370 2033 16.95

Soils' Dl 2108 25.39 23.70 23.70 2145 19.20 2370 2033 16.95
02 2108 2539 23.70 23.70 2145 19.20 2370 2033 16.95
E 2108 25.39 2370 23.70 2145 1920 2370 2033 16.95
F 2108 25.39 2370 2370 2145 19.20 2370 2033 16.95

A 2108 25.39 2370 2370 22.58 2145 2370 1920 1470
B 2108 2539 2370 2370 2258 21.45 2370 1920 1470
Cl 2108 2539 2370 23.70 22.58 2145 2370 1920 1470

Organic C2 2108 25.39 2370 2370 2258 2145 2370 1920 1470
Soils Dl 2108 25.39 2370 2370 22.58 2145 2370 1920 1470

02 2108 25.39 2370 2370 2258 21.45 2370 1920 1470
E 2108 25.39 2370 2370 22.58 2145 2370 1920 1470
F 2108 25.39 2370 2370 2258 2145 2370 1920 1470

1This texture subclass is based on the unified classifications of CL, CH,
and ML as described in SEWRPC Planning Report No.8, Soils of South
eastern Wisconsin.

Source: SEWRPC.

Table 6

'This texture subclass is based on the unified classifications of GP, SM,
GW, GM, SP, and SC as described in SEWRPC Planning Report No.8, Soils
of Southeastern Wisconsin. 

'Costs are in Dollars Per Lineal Foot
'Slope categories A, B, Cl, C2, Dl, D2, E, and F have average slopes of
1, 5, 8, 11, 15, 19, 26, and 30 percent respectively.

RAILROAD MAIN LINE

LAND USE DESIGN MODEL CONSTRUCTION COSTS

$ PER FOOP

Less Than 1 ft To Water Table 1 To 5 ft. To Water Table More Than 5 It To Water Table
Less Than 2 2·5 More Than 5 Less Than 2 2-5 More Than 5 Less Than 2 2-5 More Than 5

Slope' To Bedrock To Bedrock To Bedrock To Bedrock To Bedrock To Bedrock To Bedrock To Bedrock To Bedrock

A 20.38 20.30 2022 20.38 20.27 20.16 20.38 2026 20.14
B 2228 21.80 21.32 2228 21.62 20.96 22.28 21.56 20.84

Fine Cl 2456 23.60 22.64 24.56 2324 21.92 24.56 23.12 21.68
Grained C2 2646 25.10 23.74 2646 24.59 22.72 2646 2442 22.38
Soils l Dl 2836 26.60 24.84 28.36 2594 2352 28.36 25.72 2308

D2 31.D2 2870 26.38 31.02 27.83 24.64 31.02 27.54 24.06
E 36.34 3290 29.46 36.34 31.61 26.88 36.34 31.18 26.02
F 45.84 4040 34.96 45.84 38.36 30.88 45.84 3768 29.52

A 20.38 2030 20.22 2038 2027 20.16 20.38 2026 20.14
B 2228 21.80 21.32 22.28 2162 20.96 22.28 21.56 20.84

Coarse Cl 2456 2360 22.64 24.56 23.24 21.92 24.56 2312 21.68
Grained C2 2646 25.10 2374 2646 2459 22.72 2646 24.42 22.38
Soils2 Dl 2836 26.60 2484 28.36 25.94 23.52 28.36 2572 2308

D2 31.02 28.70 2638 31.02 27.83 24.64 31.02 27.54 24.06
E 36.34 32.90 2946 3634 31.61 26.88 36.34 31.18 26.02
F 45.84 4040 3496 45.84 38.36 30.88 45.84 37.68 29.52

A 20.38 2044 2050 2038 20.37 20.37 20.38 2035 2032
B 2228 22.65 2302 22.28 22.24 2221 22.28 22.10 21.92
Cl 24.56 2530 26.05 2456 2449 2442 24.56 24.20 2384

Organic C2 2646 2151 28.57 2646 2636 2626 2646 25.95 25.44
Soils 01 2836 2972 31.09 2836 28.23 28.10 28.36 2770 2704

02 31.02 3282 34.62 31.02 3085 30.67 31.02 30.15 2928
E 3634 3901 41.67 3634 36.08 3582 36.34 35.05 33.76
F 45.84 50.06 5427 45.84 4543 45.02 45.84 4380 41.76

1This texture subclass is based on the unified classifications of CL. CH,
and ML as described in SEWRPC Planning Report No.8, Soils of South
eastern Wisconsin.

Source: SEWRPC.

'This texture subclass is based on the unified classifications of GP, SM,
GW, GM, SP, and SC as described in SEWRPC Planning Report No.8, Soils
at Southeastern Wisconsin.

3Costs are in Dollars Per Lineal Foot
'Slope categories A, B, Cl, C2, Dl, D2, E, and F have average slopes of
1,5,8,11, 15, 19,26, and 30 percent respectively.
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Table 7

LAND USE DESIGN MODEL CONSTRUCTION COSTS
SANITARY SEWAGE COLLECTION LINES - 10 OIA MAIN ONLY, EARTH BACKFILL $ PER FOOI'

Less Than 1 It. To Water Table 1 To 5 It. To Water Table More Than 5 It. To Water Table
Less Than 2 25 More Than 5 Less Than 2 2-5 More Than 5 Less Than 2 2-5 More Than 5

Slope' To Bedrock To Bedrock To Bedrock To Bedrock To Bedrock To Bedrock To Bedrock To Bedrock To Bedrock

A 2110 1782 14.55 16.74 1187 1100 1674 1353 1033
B 2110 1782 14.55 16.74 1187 1100 16.74 1353 10.33

Fine C1 2110 1782 14.55 16.74 13.87 1100 16.74 13.53 1033
Grained C2 2110 1782 14.55 16.74 1187 1100 16.74 13.53 1033
Soils l 01 2110 1782 14.55 16.74 13.87 1100 16.74 1153 1033

D2 2110 1782 14.55 16.74 13.87 1100 16.74 13.53 1033
E 2110 17.82 14.55 16.74 13.87 1100 16.74 13.53 10.33
F 2110 1782 14.55 16.74 13.87 1100 16.74 13.53 1033

A 2110 2110 2110 16.74 18.92 2110 16.74 1564 14.55
B 2110 2110 2110 16.74 18.92 2110 16.74 1564 14.55

Coarse Cl 2110 2110 2110 16.74 18.92 2110 16.74 15.64 14.55
Grained C2 2110 2110 2110 16.74 18.92 2110 16.74 1564 1455
Soils' Dl 2110 2110 2110 16.74 1892 2110 16.74 15.64 14.55

D2 2110 2110 2110 16.74 18.92 2110 16.74 15.64 14.55
E 2110 2110 2110 16.74 1892 2110 16.74 15.64 14.55
F 2110 2110 2110 16.74 18.92 2110 16.74 15.64 14.55

A 2110 2110 2110 16.74 1892 2110 16.74 14.12 1150
B 2110 2110 21.10 16.74 18.92 2110 16.74 14.12 1150
Cl 2110 2110 21.10 16.74 1892 2110 16.74 14.12 1150

Organic C2 2110 2110 21.10 16.74 18.92 2110 16.74 14.12 1150
Soils D1 2110 211D 21.1D 16.74 18.92 211D 16.74 14.12 115D

D2 2110 211D 211D 16.74 18.92 21.1D 16.74 14.12 115D
E 2110 2110 21.1D 16.74 18.92 21.10 16.74 14.12 1150
F 2110 2110 2110 16.74 18.92 21.1D 1674 14.12 1150

1fhis texture subclass is based on the unified classifications of CL, CH,
and ML as described In SEWRPC Planning Report No.8, Soils of South
eastern Wisconsin.

Source: SEWRPC.

Table 8

'This texture subclass is based on the unified classifications of GP, SM,
GW, GM, SP, and SC as described in SEWRPC Planning Report No.8, Soils
of Southeastern WisconSin.

JCosts are In Doilars Per Lineal Foot.
'Slope categories A, B, C1, C2, 01, 02, E, and F have average slopes of
1,5,8,11,15,19,26, and 3D percent respectively.

LAND USE DESIGN MODEL CONSTRUCTION COSTS

SITE GRADING - ALLOWABLE SLOPE 7 PERCENT MULTIPLY ALL FIGURES BY $10 PER ACRE'

Less Than 1 ft. To Water Table 1 To 5 ft. To Water Table More Than 5 It. To Water Table
Less Than 2 2-5 More Than 5 Less Than 2 2-5 More Than 5 Less Than 2 2·5 More Than 5

Slope' To Bedrock To Bedrock To Bedrock To Bedrock To Bedrock To Bedrock To Bedrock To Bedrock To Bedrock

A
B

Fine C1
Grained C2 34200 270.00 198.00 342.00 24300 144.00 342.00 23400 126.00
Soils I 01 684.00 540.00 39600 684.00 486.00 288.00 684.00 468.00 252.00

02 1140.00 900.00 66000 1140.00 810.00 480.00 114000 78000 42000
E 1995.00 1575.00 115500 1995.00 1417.50 840.00 1995.00 1365.00 735.00
F 3477.00 274500 2013.00 3477.00 2470.50 1464.00 3477.00 237900 128100

A
B

Coarse C1
Grained C2 34200 27000 198.00 342.00 243.00 144.00 34200 23400 126.00
Soils' D1 684.00 540.00 39600 684.00 486.00 288.00 684.00 468.00 252.00

02 1140.00 90000 660.00 1140.00 810.00 480.00 114000 780.00 420.00
E 1995.00 1575.00 115500 1995.00 1417.60 84000 199500 1365.00 735.00
F 3477.00 2745.00 2013.00 3477.00 2470.50 1464.00 3477.00 237900 128100

A
B
Cl

0 C2 34200 39780 453.60 34200 33660 33120 342.00 315.00 288.00
Soils 01 684.00 795.60 907.20 684.00 673.20 66240 684.00 630.00 576.00

D2 114000 132600 1512.00 1140.00 1122.00 1104.00 1140.00 1050.00 960.00
E 199500 2320.50 2646.00 1995.00 196350 193200 1995.00 183750 1680.00
F 3477.00 404430 461160 3477.00 3422.10 3367.20 3477.00 3202.50 292800

A
B
Cl

Bedrock C2 342.00
D1 68400
D2 1140.00
E 1995.00
F 3477.00

34

IThis texture subclass is based on the unified classifications of CL, CH,
and ML as described in SEWRPC Planning Report No.8, Soils of South·
eastern Wisconsin.

Source: SEWRPC.

'This texture subclass is based on the unified classifications of GP, SM,
GW, GM, SP, and SC as described in SEWRPC Planning Report No.8, Soils
of Southeastern Wisconsin.

JCosts are in Tens of Dollars per Acre Graded.
'Slope categories A, B, C1, C2, 01, 02, E, and F have average slopes of
1,5,8,11,15,19,26, and 3D percent respectively.



Table 9

LAND USE DESIGN MODEL CONSTRUCTION COSTS

STORM SEWER COLLECTION LINES - 54 OIA. MAIN ONLY, GR~VEL BACKFILL $ PER FOOl'

Less Than 1 ft. To Water Table 1To 5 ft. To Waler Table More Than 5 ft. To Water Table
Less Than 2 2·5 More Than 5 Less Than 2 2-5 More Than 5 Less Than 2 2-5 More Than 5

Slope' To Bedrock To Bedrock To Bedrock To Bedrock To Bedrock To Bedrock To Bedrock To Bedrock To Bedrock

A 6530 63.80 6230 61.30 56.80 52.30 57.30 50.80 4430
B 6530 6380 62.30 61.30 56.80 5230 57.30 50.80 44.30

Fine Cl 65.30 63.80 62.30 61.30 56.80 52.30 5730 50.80 44.30
Grained C2 6530 6380 6230 61.30 56.80 52.30 5730 50.80 4430
Soils1 01 65.30 63.80 62.30 61.30 5680 5230 57.30 50.80 4430

02 6530 6380 62.30 61.30 56.80 5230 57.30 50.80 44.30
E 6530 6380 62.30 61.30 56.80 5230 5730 50.80 44.30
F 6530 63.80 6230 61.30 56.80 52.30 57.30 50.80 44.30

A 65.30 65.80 6630 61.30 58.80 56.30 57.30 51.30 45.30
B 6530 65.80 66.30 61.30 58.80 5630 57.30 51.30 45.30

Coarse Cl 65.30 65.80 66.30 61.30 58.80 56.30 57.30 51.30 45.30
Grained C2 6530 65.80 66.30 61.30 58.80 5630 5730 51.30 45.30
Soils' 01 65.30 6580 6630 61.30 58.80 5630 57.30 51.30 45.30

02 6530 65.80 66.30 61.30 58.80 5630 57.30 51.30 45.30
E 6530 6580 6630 61.30 58.80 56.30 5730 51.30 45.30
F 65.30 65.80 66.30 61.30 5880 56.30 57.30 51.30 45.30

A 65.30 71.80 78.30 61.30 61.80 6230 57.30 52.80 48.30
B 6530 71.80 7830 61.30 61.80 62.30 57.30 5280 4830
Cl 65.30 71.80 78.30 61.30 61.80 6230 5730 52.80 48.30

Organic C2 65.30 71.80 7830 61.30 61.80 6230 57.30 52.80 48.30
Soils 01 65.30 71.80 78.30 61.30 61.80 6230 57.30 52.80 48.30

02 6530 71.80 7830 61.30 61.80 62.30 57.30 52.80 48.30
E 65.30 71.80 7830 61.30 61.80 62.30 57.30 52.80 4830
F 6530 71.80 7830 61.30 61.80 6230 5730 52.80 4830

1This texture subclass is based on the unified classifications of CL, CH,
and ML as described in SEWRPC Ptanning Report No.8, Soils of South
eastern Wisconsin.

Source: SEWRPC.

Tab lei 0

'This texture subclass is based on the unified classifications of GP, SM,
GW, GM, SP, and SC as described in SEWRPC Planning Report No.8, Soils
of Southeastern Wisconsin.

'Costs are in Dol/ars Per Lineal Foot.
'Slope categories A, B, C1, C2, D1, D2, E, and F have average slopes of
1, 5, 8, 11, 15, 19, 26, and 30 percent respectively.

THOROUGHFARES URBAN STANDARD ARTERIAL

LAND USE DESIGN MODEL CONSTRUCTION COSTS

$ PER FOOl'

Less Than 1ft. To Water Table 1 To 5 ft. To Water Table More Than 5 ft. To Water Table
Less Than 2 2-5 More Than 5 Less Than 2 2-5 More Than 5 Less Than 2 2-5 More Than 5

Slope' To Bedrock To Bedrock To Bedrock To Bedrock To Bedrock To Bedrock To Bedrock To Bedrock To Bedrock

A 5222 5222 5222 52.22 5222 52.22 52.22 52.22 52.22
B 5222 52.22 52.22 5222 5222 52.22 52.22 5222 5222

Fine Cl 5227 5226 52.25 5227 5225 5224 52.27 5225 52.24
Grained C2 5231 5229 52.27 52.31 52.29 5226 5231 5228 5225
Soils l 01 52.36 52.33 52.30 52.36 52.32 52.28 52.36 52.31 5227

02 5242 5237 52.33 52.42 52.36 5230 52.42 52.35 5229
E 52.53 52.46 5240 52.53 52.44 52.35 52.53 5343 52.33
F 52.72 52.62 52.51 52.72 52.58 52.43 52.72 52.56 52.40

A 5222 5222 52.22 5222 5222 52.22 5222 52.22 5222
B 5222 52.22 5222 5222 5222 5222 5222 5222 5222

Coarse Cl 5227 52.26 52.25 5227 52.25 5224 52.27 5225 5224
Grained C2 5231 52.29 52.27 5231 5229 5226 52.31 5228 5225
Soils' 01 5236 52.33 52.30 52.36 5232 5228 52.36 52.31 5227

02 5242 52.37 52.33 52.42 5236 52.30 52.42 52.35 52.29
E 52.53 52.46 52.40 52.53 52.44 5235 52.53 52.43 52.33
F 52.72 52.62 52.51 52.72 52.58 52.43 52.72 5256 52.40

A 5222 5222 52.22 5222 5222 52.22 52.22 5222 52.22
B 52.22 5222 52.22 52.22 5222 52.22 52.22 5222 5222
Cl 5227 5227 52.28 52.27 5226 5226 52.27 52.26 52.26

Organic C2 5231 5232 52.34 5231 5231 5231 52.31 52.30 5230
Soils 01 5236 5238 52.40 5236 5235 5235 52.36 52.34 52.33

02 5242 5245 52.48 5242 5241 5241 52.42 52.40 5238
E 5253 5258 52.63 52.53 5252 52.52 52.53 52.50 5248
F 52.72 52.80 52.89 52.72 52.71 52.71 52.72 52.68 52.64

A 52.22
B 5222
Cl 52.27

Bedrock C2 5231
01 5236
02 52.42
E 52.52
F 52.72

IThis fexture subclass is based on the unified classifications of CL, CH,
and ML as described in SEWRPC Planning Report No.8, Soils of South
eastern Wisconsin.

Source: SEWRPC.

'This texture subclass is based on the unified classifications of GP, SM,
GW, GM, SP, and SC as described in SEWRPC Planning Report No.8, Soils
of Southeastern Wisconsin.

'Costs are in Dol/ar Per Lmeal Foot.
'Slope categones A, B, C1, C2, D1, D2, E, and F have average slopes of
1,5,8,11,15,19,26, and 30 percent respectively.

RETURN TO
SOUTHU\STERr; W:S:ONSIf\f

REGIONAL PLAl'iNln!J COMMISSION
DllIl\ll\i1l\lr. III<RIlRV
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Tab I e II

LAND USE DESIGN MODEL CONSTRUCTION COSTS

FOU NDAnONS-RESIDENCES MULTIPLY ALL FIGURES BY $100 PER ACRE'

Less Than 1 ft. To Water Table 1 To 5 It To Water Table More Than 5 ft. To Water Table
Less Than 2 2-5 More Than 5 Less Than 2 2-5 More Than 5 Less Than 5 2-5 More Than 5

Slope' To Bedrock To Bedrock Ta Bedrock To Bedrock To Bedrock To Bedrock To Bedrock To Bedrock To Bedrock

A 7854 36240 65940 6340 17140 302.90 4847 10740 166.20
B 22780 58480 952.80 14685 22565 43465 67.77 11600 166.20

Fine C1 39240 82640 125840 23940 284.90 570.90 90.35 12640 166.20
Grained C2 42660 853.40 1278.20 27360 30890 585.30 124.55 14940 17880
Soils' 01 46080 88040 1298.00 307.80 332.90 599.70 158.75 173.10 191.40

02 50640 91640 132440 35340 36590 61890 204.35 20440 208.20
E 59240 98440 1373.90 43940 426.90 654.90 29035 266.40 23970
F 74040 1101.40 145840 58740 52490 71730 43835 36440 294.20

A 78.54 68240 1296.40 6340 41540 793.90 4847 10740 16620
B 22780 984.80 1784.80 14685 54965 107965 67.77 11600 166.20

Coarse C1 39240 30640 228640 23940 67990 1364.90 90.35 12640 16620
Grained C2 426.60 333.40 2306.20 273.60 703.90 1379.30 12455 14940 178.80
Soils' 01 46080 36040 2326.00 307.80 727.90 1393.70 158.75 173.10 191.40

02 50640 39640 235240 35340 76090 141290 204.35 20440 208.20
E 59240 46440 2401.90 43940 821.90 1448.90 290.35 26640 239.70
F 74040 581.40 248640 58740 919.90 151130 438.35 36440 294.20

A 7854 13200 141090 6340 565.00 1094.90 4847 305.00 559.90
B 227.80 24440 1903.30 146.85 72425 1433.15 6777 36460 661.90
C1 39240 36600 2404.90 239.40 88950 178340 90.35 425.00 762.90

Organic C2 426.60 40600 2450.30 273.60 923.15 1816.50 12455 456.50 79170
Soils 01 460.80 446.00 249560 30780 95680 184960 158.75 488.00 82060

02 50640 49850 2556.00 353.40 1001.50 1893.40 204.35 53000 858.90
E 59240 59850 2669.90 43940 1086.00 197640 290.35 609.00 930.90
F 74040 771.00 286640 58740 1232.00 212040 438.35 745.00 105590

A 4847
B 6777
C1 90.35

Bedrock C2 12455
01 158.75
02 204.35
E 290.35
F 438.35
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'This texture subclass is based on the unitied classifications of CL, CH,
and ML as described in SEWRPC Planning Report No.8, Soils of South
eastern Wisconsin.

Source: SEWRPC.

'ThiS texture subclass IS based on the unified classifications of GP, SM,
GW, GM, SP, and SC as desCllbed In SEWRPC Planning Report No.8, Soils
of Southeastern Wisconsin. 

'Costs are in Hundreds of Doffars per Acre of Building Coverage.
'Slope categories A, B, C1, C2, D1, D2, E, and F have average slopes of
1,5,8, 11, 15, 19,26, and 30 percent respectively.



Tab 1e 13

LINKAGE AND ELEMENT CATEGORIES

1 Airport Runways, Asphalt* 77. Site Grading, Allowable Slope 33 Percent
2. Airport Runways, Concrete* 78. Site Grading, Allowable Slope 34 Percent
3. Electric Power Production Plant* 79. Site Grading, Allowable Slope 35 Percent
4. Electric Power Transmission Lines* 80 Site Grading, Allowable Slope 36 Percent
5 Foundations, Commercial Buildings* 81 Site Grading, Allowable Slope 37 Percent
6. Foundations, Industrial Buildings* 82. Storm Sewer Collection Lines, 8 Inch Diameter Main Only, Earth
7. Foundations, Residences (See Table 11) Backfill
8. Laterals, Storm and Sanitary Sewers and Water Lines, Earth Backfill 83. Storm Sewer Collection Lines, 10 Inch Diameter Main Only, Earth
9. Laterals, Storm and Sanitary Sewers, Earth Backfill Backfill

10. Laterals, Storm Sewers and Water Lines, Earth Backfill 84. Storm Sewer Collection Lines, 12 Inch Diameter Main Only, Earth
11 Laterals, Sanitary Sewers and Water Lines, Earth Backfill Backfill
12. Laterals, Storm Sewers, Earth Backfill 85. Storm Sewer Collection Lines, 15 Inch Diameter Main Only, Earth
13. Laterals, Sanitary Sewers, Earth Backfill Backfill
14. Laterals, Water Lines, Earth Backfill 86. Storm Sewer Collection Lines, 18 Inch Diameter Main Only, Earth
15 Laterals, Storm and Sanitary Sewers and Water Lines, Gravel Backfill

Backfill 87. Storm Sewer Collection Lines, 21 Inch Diameter Main Only, Earth
16 Laterals, Storm and Sanitary Sewers, Gravel Backfill Backfill
17 Laterals, Storm Sewers and Water Lines, Gravel Backfill 88. Storm Sewer Collection Lines, 24 Inch Diameter Main Only, Earth
18. Laterals, Sanitary Sewers and Water Lines, Gravel Backfill Backfill
19. Laterals, Storm Sewers, Gravel Backfill 89. Storm Sewer Collection Lines, 27 Inch Diameter Main Only, Earth
20. Laterals, Sanitary Sewers, Gravel Backfill (See Table 5) Backfill
21. Laterals, Water Lines, Gravel Backfill 90. Storm Sewer Collection Lines, 30 Inch Diameter Main Only, Earth
22 Parking Area, Automobiles Backfill
23. Parking Area, Trucks 91 Storm Sewer Collection Lines, 36 Inch Diameter Main Only, Earth
24. Play Area, Paved Backfill
25. Railroad, Main Line (See Table 6) 92. Storm Sewer Collection Lines, 42 Inch Diameter Main Only, Earth
26. Railroad, Spur Line Backfill
27. Sewage Disposal Units, On Site Septic Tanks 93. Storm Sewer Collection Lines, 48 Inch Diameter Main Only, Earth
28 Sewage Sanitary Collection Lines, 8 Inch Diameter Main Only, Earth Backfill

Backfill 94. Storm Sewer Collection Lines, 54 Inch Diameter Main Only, Earth
29. Sewage Sanitary Collection lines, 10 Inch Diameter Main Only, Backfill

Earth Backfill (See Table 7) 95. Storm Sewer Collection lines, 8 Inch Diameter Main Only, Gravel
30. Sewage Sanitary Collection Lines, 12 Inch Diameter Main Only, Backfill

Earth Backfill 96. Storm Sewer Collection Lines, 10 Inch Diameter Main Only, Gravel
31 Sewage Sanitary Collection Lines, 15 Inch Diameter Main Only, Backfill

Earth Backfill 97. Storm Sewer Collection Lines, 12 Inch Diameter Main Only, Gravel
32 Sewage Sanitary Collection Lines, 18 Inch Diameter Main Only, Backfill

Earth Backfill 98. Storm Sewer Collection Lines, 15 Inch Diameter Main Only, Gravel
33. Sewage Sanitary Collection lines, 21 Inch Diameter Main Only, Backfill

Earth Backfill 99. Storm Sewer Collection Lines, 181nch Diameter Main Only, Gravel
34. Sewage Sanitary Collection Lines, 24 Inch Diameter Main Only, Backfill

Earth Backfill 100. Storm Sewer Collection Lines, 21 Inch Diameter Main Only, Gravel
35 Sewage Sanitary Collection Lines, 8 Inch Diameter Main Only, Backfill

Gravel Backfill 101 Storm Sewer Collection Lines, 24 Inch Diameter Main Only, Gravel
36 Sewage Sanitary Collection Lines, 10 Inch Diameter Main Only, Backfill

Gravel Backfill 102. Storm Sewer Collection Lines, 27 Inch Diameter Main Only, Gravel
37. Sewage Sanitary Collection Lines, 12 Inch Diameter Main Only, Backfill

Gravel Backfill 103. Storm Sewer Collection Lines, 30 Inch Diameter Main Only, Gravel
38 Sewage Sanitary Collection Lines, 151nch Diameter Main Only, Backfill

Gravel Backfill 104. Storm Sewer Collection Lines, 36 Inch Diameter Main Only, Gravel
39 Sewage Sanitary Collection Lines, 18 Inch Diameter Main Only, Backfill

Gravel Backfill 105. Storm Sewer Collection Lines, 42 Inch Diameter Main Only, Gravel
40. Sewage Sanitary Collection Lines, 21 Inch Diameter Main Only, Backfill

Gravel Backfill 106. Storm Sewer Collection Lines, 48 Inch Diameter Main Only, Gravel
41 Sewage Sanitary Collection Lines, 24 Inch Diameter Main Only, Backfill

Gravel Backfill 107. Storm Sewer Collection Lines, 54 Inch Diameter Main Only, Gravel
42. Sewage Sanitary Interceptor Lines, Larger Than 24 Inch Diameter, Backfill (See Table 9)

Gravel Backfill* 108. Storm Drainage Ditches, Surface*
43. Sewage Treatment Plant* 109. Telephone Transmission Lines*
44. Site Grading, Allowable Slope 0 Percent 110. Thoroughfares, Rural Freeway 8 Lane
45 Site Grading, Allowable Slope 1 Percent 111 Thoroughfares, Rural Freeway 6 Lane
46. Site Grading, Allowable Slope 2 Percent 112. Thoroughfares, Rural Freeway and Expressway 4 Lane
47. Site Grading, Allowable Slope 3 Percent 113. Thoroughfares, Rural Standard Arterial
48. Site Grading, Allowable Slope 4 Percent 114. Thoroughfares, Rural Collector Street
49. Site Grading, Allowable Slope 5 Percent 115 Thoroughfares, Rural Local Street
50 Site Grading, Allowable Slope 6 Percent 116. Thoroughfares, Urban Freeway 8 Lane
51 Site Grading, Allowable Slope 7 Percent (See Table 8) 117. Thoroughfares, Urban Freeway 6 Lane
52. Site Grading, Allowable Slope 8 Percent 118. Thoroughfares, Urban Standard Arterial (See Table 10)
53. Site Grading, Allowable Slope 9 Percent 119. Thoroughfares, Urban Collector Street
54. Site Grading, Allowable Slope 10 Percent 120. Thoroughfares, Urban Local Street
55 Site Grading, Allowable Slope 11 Percent 121. Thoroughfares, Urban Alley
56. Site Grading, Allowable Slope 12 Percent 122. Water Transmission Lines, 6 Inch Diameter Main Only, Separate
57 Site Grading, Allowable Slope 13 Percent 123. Water Transmission Lines, 8 Inch Diameter Main Only, Separate
58 Site Grading, Allowable Slope 14 Percent 124. Water Transmission Lines, 12 Inch Diameter Main Only, Separate
59. Site Grading, Allowable Slope 15 Percent 125. Water Transmission Lines, 16 Inch Diameter Main Only, Separate
60 Site Grading, Allowable Slope 16 Percent 126. Water Transmission Lines, 20 Inch Diameter Main Only, Separate
61 Site Grading, Allowable Slope 17 Percent 127. Water Transmission Lines, 24 Inch Diameter Main Only, Separate
62. Site Grading, Allowable Slope 18 Percent 128. Water Transmission Lines, 30 Inch Diameter Main Only, Separate
63. Site Grading, Allowable Slope 19 Percent 129 Water Transmission Lines, 36 Inch Diameter Main Only, Separate
64. Site Grading, Allowable Slope 20 Percent 130 Water Transmission Lines, 42 Inch Diameter Main Only, Separate
65 Site Grading, Allowable Slope 21 Percent 131 Water Transmission Lines, 48 Inch Diameter Main Only, Separate
66. Site Grading, Allowable Slope 22 Percent 132. Water Transmission Lines, 54 Inch Diameter Main Only, Separate
67. Site Grading, Allowable Slope 23 Percent 133. Water Transmission Lines, 60 Inch Diameter Main Only, Separate
68. Site Grading, Allowable Slope 24 Percent 134. Water Transmission Lines, Hydrant Leads, Branches, Earth Backfill
69. Site Grading, Allowable Slope 25 Percent 135. Water Transmission Lines, Hydrant Leads
70. Site Grading, Allowable Slope 26 Percent 136. Water Transmission Lines, Hydrant Leads, Branches, Gravel Backfill
7L Site Grading, Allowable Slope 27 Percent 137. Water Transmission lines, Manholes Blowoff, 8 Inch Drain Pipe
72 Site Grading, Allowable Slope 28 Percent 138. Water Transmission Lines, Manholes, Inspection Used With 24 Inch
73 Site Grading, Allowable Slope 29 Percent Or Larger Mains
74. Site Grading, Allowable Slope 30 Percent 139 Water Transmission Lines, Manholes, Blowoff, 6 Inch Drain Pipe
75. Site Grading, Allowable Slope 31 Percent 140. Water Treatment Plant*
76. Site Grading, Allowable Slope 32 Percent 141 Water Well*

*Construction cost data not available.

Source: SEWRPC.
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Chapter IV

DATA REDUCTION OPERATIONS

DATA REDUCTION SEQUENCE

Data reduction for the land use plan design model is the process of developing data files by converting
the raw data (supplied by the user) into a form that is usable by the model program.

The method of changing the information from raw data to data file has been defined into five phases. The
five phases are as follows:

Phase I-Mathematical parameters from which the model will operate.

Phase 2-Requirements of the various module types to be placed by the model.

Phase 3-Geographical information of each cell and cell information needed in Phase 5..

Phase 4-Cost to link each module type to every other module type and distance constraints between
module types.

Phase 5-place the initial conditions, determine maximum module placements, and develop module
site costs.

The data reduction input and output file structure is summarized in Tables 14 and 15, respectively, in
order to present the data reduction as an entity. A review of these files will aid in grasping the overall
data reduction process.

COMPUTER SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS

Each of the five phases of data reduction will be presented in terms of input data formats and operating
procedures.

Tab 1e I ~

DATA REDUCTION PROGRAM INPUT

Input Data Code Origin Required

1. Model Parameters (General Information) ... FileOI User Yes
2. Module Area Requirements ......................... File02 User Yes
3. User Soil Inventory........... ............ , .. ........... URII User Yes
4. Geographic Unit Cell Assignment.. ,..... .... UR12 User Yes
5. Soil Code Cross Reference ... UR13 User Yes
6. Slope Code Cross Reference ...................... UR14 User Yes
7. Cell Location Reference ... UR15 User Yes
8. Accessibility Annuity Factors ................. UR3P User No
9. Trip Interchanges Between Mvdules .. ..... UR30 User No

10 Incremental Cost of Linkage........ ....... ....... UR31 User Yes
11. Module Linkage Requirements

(Internal Length) ..... UR32 User Yes
12. Module Span ........ . ...... •............... ........ UR33 User Yes
13~ Module Distance Constraints ....... ........... UR34 User Yes
14. Module Element Requirements ......... ..... UR22 User Yes
15. Element Site Cost Table .......•................. SR21 Supplied Yes
16 Initial Conditions ..... ". .................... UR23 User No
17. Module Description" ... .... , .......... ....... UR24 User Yes

Source: SEWRPC.

Tab 1e 15

DATA REDUCTION PROGRAM OUTPUT

1. General Information File - 5 records
a. Plan Accuracy
b. Success Probability
c. Random Number Residule
d. Number of Module Types
e. Number of Cells

2. Module Type Requirements - 1 per module
a. Module Area
b. Number Required per Cell

3. Cell Geographic Information - 1 per cell
a. Cell Area
b. Cell Location (x·y coordinates)

4. Module Linkage File - (no. of modules)
a. Module Distance Constraints
b. Module Linkage Costs

5. Cell Module Information (no. of cells x no, of modules)
a. Initial Conditions
b. Limits that can be placed
c. Site Cost

Source: SEWRPC.
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The data reduction program operates on an IDM 360/22 computer system with the following configuration:

1. One 2022 C. P. U., 32,000 bytes of core memory.

2. One 1403 line printer.

3. One 2311 disk storage drive.

4. One 1442 card reader.

5. Four 2415 magnetic tape transports.

The programs operate under the Disk Operating System. Since the design model program requires a disk
storage drive, it is not practical to use a card-oriented or a magnetic tape-oriented system.

DATA REDUCTION PROCESS

Each of the five phases of data reduction will be presented in terms of input data formats and operating
procedures.

Data Reduction-Phase 1
The operations of the Phase 1 data reduction sequence are illustrated in the program flow chart as Figure 8.

The purpose of Phase 1 is to supply the land use design model with the constraints under which it must
function. None of the data entered in Phase 1 requires extensive data processing. The following items
entered as card input are transferred to the disk using the file organization defined in Tables 14 and 15:

1. Plan accuracy required.

2. Success probability required.

3. Number of Modules by type.

4. Number of Cells.

5. Random number residual.

Data Reduction-Phase 2
The purpose of Phase 2 is to present data to the land use design model about each module type used.
None of the data entered on Phase 2 requires extensive data processing. However, data required is user
coded and presented in the format:

1. Module Number.

2. Area required for one module of this type.

3. Number of modules of this type required.

The operations of the Phase 2 data reduction sequence are illustrated in the program flow chart as
Figure 9.

Data Reduction-Phase 3
The operations of the Phase 3 data reduction sequence are illustrated in the program flow chart as
Figure 10.
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Figure 8

DATA REDUCTION FLOW CHART
PH AS E I

MODEL RUN
REQUIREMENTS

Figure 9

DATA REDUCTION FLOW CHART
PHASE 2

USER CODED
DOCUMENT

KEY PUNCH

FILE 01

KEY PUNCH

FILE 02
MODULE

DESCRIPTION

Source: SEWRPC. Source: SEWRPC.

Phase 3 presents geographic information about each cell. A by-product of this phase is a file containing
the percent of each soil in each cell which will be used in Phase 5. Primary data handling operations in
Phase 3 are related to the manipulation of the soil data. The Phase 3 program first converts the soil
inventory data into a soil index using the soil cross reference matrix. Great flexibility is provided since
a wide variety of soil data may be used as long as it is referenced to the soil cross reference matrix.
Each soil type in the basic soil inventory must be classified by soil grain, depth to water table, and depth
to bedrock in the soil cross reference matrix. In a separate slope vector, each soil type is classified by
slope category. Using these cross reference data, the Phase 3 program develops.a soil index for each
geographic unit. Each geographic area selected by the user is then cross-referenced in a second matrix
to a cell. The data is then combined to produce a soil index inventory for each cell area. The total area
of each cell is a by-product of the soil index inventory.

The cell area and location file is produced with the following divisions of information:

1. The user soil inventory control fields (Geographic unit, Soil description, and Slope) are converted
to a form usable by the data reduction system and design model.

2. An index of the amount of each soil type present in each cell is developed.

3. User coded cell location is added to the total area calculated for each cell.

The input data formats are shown in Table 16. The operating procedures are detailed in Table 17.

Data Reduction-Phase 4
The operations of the Phase 4 data reduction sequence are shown in the program flow chart (see Fig
ure 11). The input data formats are tabulated in Table 18 and the operations procedures in Table 19.

Phase 4 produces the linkage cost file (incremental cost to link each module type to every module type).
It also brings the distance constraints between modules types into the model.
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Figure 10

DATA REDUCTION FLOW CHART
PHA SE 3
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INDEX #
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Figure 10 (contin~ed) Tab 1e 16

DR310
DEVELOP
PERCENT

DR311
CREATE CELL

AREA/LOCATION
FILE

Source: SEWRPC.

UR 15
CELL LOCATION

BY CELL#

DATA REDUCTION PROGRAM INPUT
PHASE 3

REQUIRED INPUT:

1. User Soil Inventory Data Cards (or Tape-Card Image Blocked 2D)
cols 1-20 User Geographic Unit

21-30 User Soil Identification
31-35 User Slope Identification
36-45 Area of this Soil Type within this Geographic Unit

2. Geographic Unit Cell Cross Reference Cards
coIs 1-20 User Geographic Unit

21-25 Cell to which this Geographic Unit is to be assigned

3. Soil Cross Reference Cards
coIs 1-10 User Soil Identification

11 Texture of this Soil
1 = Fine Grained Soils
2 = Coarse Grained Soils
3 = Organic Soils
4 = Bedrock

12 Depth to Water Table for this Soil
1 = Less than 1 ft.
2=lt05ft.
3 = More than 5 ft.

13 Depth to Bedrock for this Soil
1 = Less than 1 ft.
2=lt05ft.
3 = More than 5 ft.

4. Slope Cross Reference Cards (58 Cards)
cols 1- 5 User Slope Identification

6 Slope Code
1 = 0- 2%
2 = 3- 6%
3 = 7- 9%
4 = 10-12%
5 = 13-16%
6 = 17-20%
7 = 21-30%
8 = 30+ %

5. User Cell Location Cards
cols 1- 5 Cell Number

17-29 North/South Coordinate
30-42 East/West Coordinate

Source: SEWRPC.

Operation costs for the linkages are restricted to travel costs since operation costs of other linkages are
not significant enough to merit their inclusion. In fact, travel costs are so large that they tend to be much
larger than the largest construction linkage cost: highway construction. Travel costs are determined by
using a travel cost per mile factor in conjunction with a trip interchange matrix between modules that
expresses number of annual trips traveled between the modules. The resulting annual travel cost then is
combined with an annuity parameter based on an interest rate that converts a series of annual costs into
a present value. The operation costs for each module-module combination comprise the Module-Module
Operation Linkage Matrix.

The file is developed in the following manner:

1. Total incremental cost per foot of a linkage is developed by multiplying incremental cost per foot
of a linkage by the length of that linkage required in each module.
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Tab 1e 17

DATA REDUCTION PROGRAM OPERATIONS PROCEDURE
PHA SE 3

OPERATING PROCEDURE:
1. Load User Soil Inventory on tape

a. Program DR30l-Utility card to tape
b. URll cards in card reader
c. Output URll file on 181
(Note: Format of URll tape file is URll card image blocked 20. If

User chooses he can reformat his existing soil inventory to
the UR11 tape format and enter procedure at this point.)

2. Sort URll file by User SoilI.D.
a. Program DR302
b. Input URll tape file on 181
c. Output sorted URll on 180

3. Load User Soil Cross Reference List on tape
a. Program DR303
b. UR13 cards in card reader
c. Output UR13 file on 180

4. Sort UR13 file by User SoilI.D.
a. Program DR304
b. Input UR13 file on 180
c. Output sorted UR13 on 181

5. Generate Soil Index Number
a. Program DR305
b. Input

1. UR11 sorted by User SoilI.D. on 180
2. UR13 sorted by User SoilI.D. on 181
3. UR14 (User Slope Cross Reference Table) in card reader

c. Output IR01 (Intermediate Soil Inventory) on 182
6. Sort IR01 by User Geographic Unit

a.• Program DR306
b. Input IR01 on 182
c. Output sorted IR01 on 183

7. Load User Geographic Unit Cross Reference file on tape
a. Program DR301
b. Input UR12
c. Output UR12 tape file on 181

8. Sort UR12 file by User Geographic Unit
a. Program DR307
b. Input UR 12 file on 181
c. Output sorted UR12 on 180

9. Insert Cell Number in Soil Inventory
a. Program DR308
b. Input

1. IR01-lntermediate Soil inventory on 183
2. User Geographic Unit Cross Reference Table on 180

c. Output IR021ntermediate Soil Inventory on 182
10. Sort IR02 by Soil Index Number within Cell Number

a. Program DR309
b. Input IR01 on 182
c. Output IR02 on 181

11. Develop Percent of each Soil in each Cell
a. Program DR310
b. Input IR02 by Cell by Soil Index on 181
c. Output

1. Percent of each soil in each cell (used in Phase 5) on 180
2. Total area of each cell on 183

12. Develop Fi!e 03 - Input to Model
a. Program DR311
b. Input

1. Total area of each cell on 183
2. Cell coordinates on 182 (or card)

c. Output - File 03, Input to Model

Source: SEWRPC.

Tab 1 e 18

DATA REDUCTION PROGRAM INPUT

PHA SE ~

REQUIRED INPUT:
1. Incremental cost per foot of linkage

coIs 1- 3 Linkage type number
9-18 Incremental cost per foot of linkage

2. Length of linkage required internal to a module
(distance of separation for accessibility)
coIs 1- 3 Linkage type number

4- 8 Module number
9-18 Length of this linkage required by this module

3. Span of module
coIs 4- 8 Module number

9-18 Distance to span this module

4. Distance constraint
cols 1- 3 From module

4- 6 To module
7-15 Distance constraint

OPTIONAL INPUT:
(Used to develop accessibility cost per foot of separation as the present
value of the number of foot trips at a given rate over a term)

1. Annuity parameters
cols 1- 2 Term of annuity

3- 6 Interest rate (xx.xx%)
7-15 Cost per mile per trip

2. Annual number of trips between modules
coIs 1- 3 Linkage type number

4- 8 From module number
9-13 To module number

14-23 Annual number of trips

Source: SEWRPC.

2. Incremental cost of linking is developed by dividing the total incremental cost of all linkage in any
two modules by the total span of the same two modules.

3. The distance constraints, which are user coded, are added to the linkage cost file.

Note: An optional linkage (accessibility) can be added to all other linkages. The accessibility linkage
is developed by applying the present value of trip interchange over a given term to the number
of annual trips between modules.
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Figure II

DATA REDUCTION FLOW CHART
PHASE ~
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Source: SEWRPC.
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Data Reduction-Phase 5
The operations of the Phase 5 data reduction sequence are shown in the program flow chart (see Fig
ure 12). The input data formats are tabulated in Table 20 and the operations procedures in Table 21.

Phase 5 creates model input data required by module within the cell. The following list describes the
data needed.

1. The initial conditions of each cell.

2. The maximum number of each module type that may be placed in each cell. An explosion of each
module type to each cell is available or a user coded method may be used on a module basis.

3. The site cost of each module type in each cell is calculated. Input is used from Phase 3 to develop
the cost. A procedure is included for the user to modify the supplied module soil cost table.

4. The final step in Phase 5 is to bring all the previous phases together to create the final model
input file.

Tab Ie 19

DATA REDUCTION PROGRAM OPERATIONS PROCEDURE

PHASE 4

OPERATING PROCEDURE:

1. Load UR32 file on tape
a. Program DR401
b. Input UR32 file in card reader
c. Output UR32 file on tape drive 180

2. Sort UR32 file by Linkage
a. Program DR402
b. Input UR32 file on 180
c. Output UR32 file on tape drive 181

3. Develop Totallrcremental Cost of Linkage within a Module
a. Program DR403
b. Input

1. Sorted UR32 file on tape drive 181
2. UR31 cards by linkage in reader

c. -Output IR31 file (Total Incremental Cast) on tape drive 180

4. Sort IR31 by Module
a. Program DR404
b. Input IR31 on drive 180
c. Output IR31 on drive 181

5. Explode Total Cost of Linkage over all combinations of Modules
a. Program DR405
b. Input IR31 by Module on 181
c. Output IR32 (Total Incremental Cost of Lin.king) on 182

6. Explode Span of Modules over any two Modules
a. Program DR406
b. Input UR33 cards in card reader
c. Output IR33 (Span Table) on tape 180

7. Determine Accessibility Cost per foot (Optional)
a. Program DR407
b. Input

1. UR3P Annuity Parameters in card reader
2. UR30 Trip Interchanges between Modules

c. Output IR34 cost cards
8. Calculate Total Incremental Cost per foot of linking

a. Program DR408
b. Input

1. IR32 Total Incremental Cost of Linking
2. IR33 Span of Modules
3. IR34 Accessibility Cost per foot (Optional)

c. Output
1. List of Incremental Cost on Printer
2. High Cost in Table on printer
3. Incremental Cost Table on 183

9. Create file 04, Input to Model
a. Program DR409
b. Input Module-Module Linkage Costs on 183
c. Input Module-Module Distance Constraints from card reader
d. Output Model file 04 on 181

Source: SEWRPC.
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Table 20

DATA REDUCTION PROGRAM INPUT
PHASE 5

REQUIRED INPUT:
1. Module Construction cards

cols 1- 5 Module Number
6- 8 Element Number
9-18 Units of this element required to construct this Module

2. Soil Distribution in each Cell (output from Phase 3)
3. Initial Conditions by Cell Number

cols 3- 5 Cell Number
6- 7 Module Number
8-12 Quantity placed

4. Module Description Card
cols 6-10 Module Number

25-29 Maximum number of this Module type in one Cell

OPTIONAL INPUT:

1. factor Cards to adjust supplied element cost tables
coIs 1- 3 Element Number

4 Operation
x = Multiply
y = Add

5-14 factor to be applied to every entry in table

SUPPLIED INPUT:

1. Element Cost Table
Element Number
Description
Cost of Element on each of the 224 Soil Types

Source: SEWRPC.



Figure 12

DATA REDUCTION FLOW CHART
PHASE 5
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Source: SEWRPC.

Figure 12 (continued)
(Optional)

UR21
FACTOR CARDS

DR521
FACTOR COST

TABLE

DR522
LIST COST

TABLE

LIST OF
COST TABLE

(SUPPLIED)

Tab I e 2 I

DATA REDUCTION PROGRAM OPERATIONS PROCEDURE
PHA SE 5

OPERATING PROCEDURE:

1. Develop Module Site (Soil) Cost
a. Program DR501
b. Input

1. Module Requirements (UR22)
2. Element Cost Table on 180

c. Output Module Soil Cost Table on 181

2. Build Regional (I) File - Percent of each Soil in each Cell
a. Program DR500
b. Input - Percent of each Soil in each Cell (from Phase 3) on 183
c Output - Percent of each Soil in each Cell (Regional [1]) on 191

3. Develop Module Cost (Average Cell Placement Cost)
a. Program DR502
b. Input

1. Module Soil Cost Table on 181
2. Percent of each Soil in each Cell (from Phase 3) on 190

c. Output Module Cost in each Cellon 180

4. Explode to Cell, Module Cost
a. Program DR503
b. Input Module Cost in each Cellon 180
c. Output Module Cost in each Cellon 181

5 Sort IR08 File by Cell by Module
a. Program DR504
b. Input IR08 File on 181
c. Output sorted IR08 File on 182

6. Load Initial Conditions on Tape
a. Program DR505 - Card to Tape
b. Initial Conditions card in card reader
c. Output UR10 File on 180

7. Sort Initial Conditions to Module within Cell
a. Program DR506
b. Input URIO File on 180
c. Output sorted URIO File on 181

8. Explode Module Limit card for each Cell
a. Program DR507
b. Input Module Description card
c Output IR09 on 183

9. Sort Cell, Module Limit File (IR09)
a. Program DR508
b. Input IR09 File on 183
c. Output sorted IR09 File on 180

10 Combine Cell, Module Data
a. Program DR509
b. Input

1. IR09 - Cell Module limit on 180
2 UR10 - Initial Conditions on 181
3 IR08 - Cell Module Site Cost on 182

c. Output File 05 - Input to Model on 183

11. Bring All Phases together for Model Input
a. Program DR510
b. Input

1. Model Parameters - from card reader (first five cards)
2. Module description - from card reader (last card = 050

in co Is 1·3)
3 File 03 - Phase 3 output on 180
4. File 04 - Phase 4 output on 181
5. File 05 - from Phase 5 on 182

c. Output is Model Input - Output on 183

Source: SEWRPC.
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Chapter V

DESIGN MODEL OPERATION

MODE L FLOW CHART

As an understanding of the program in detail is useful for intelligent use of the model and its results,
a detailed flow chart describing the model operation is presented in Figure 13. The entire model operation
is divided into five programs which are briefly described below.

Program 1 initializes storage locations and reads the input data including the cell-module information,
constraint data, unit site and linkage costs, and the values for desired plan accuracy and the proba
bility of success. This program also points out a list of the relevant data for checking.

Program 2 reads the cell coordinates and computes the cell-to-cell distances for each cell it sorts
the distances from this cell to all other cells in an ascending order and stores this information for
constraint evaluation as well as for linkage cost computation purposes.

Program 3 consists of the random placement algorithm. Modules and cells are selected through two
separate random number generators, and a placement is made after testing the module-cell compati
bility as well as the cell areal capacity.

Program 4 computes the total cost of a plan including the site and costs. In addition, the intermodule
distance constraints are tested in this program to determine the constraint violations.

Program 5 is the updating program; it recomputes the number of plans required and it also updates
the information about the 10 lowest cost feasible plans and 10 lowest cost infeasible plans. If the plan
generated shows any improvement in cost for either the feasible or infeasible 10 lowest cost plans,
the program points out the detailed information about the plan.

A complete list of the FORTRAN programs mentioned above is included in Appendix B of this report.

OUTPUT REPORTS

The model generates three categories of output reports:

1. Cell-module placements and associated cost information.

2. Plan cost and feasibility information.

3. Constraint schedule analysis.

The cell-module placement matrix contains the primary output information, since the primary function of
the model is to place modules in cells. In addition to this basic information, the model provides associated
cost, constraint, and plan rank (as compared to other plans) information to aid the interpretation of the
primary plan output.

Constraint schedule information permits the planner to understand the effect of adding or removing a con
straint (set of constraints) on the plan design output. Such sensitivity analysis is quite important in
arriving at a final plan, since that plan often compromises the ideal system to relate to political and
economic realities.
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Figure 13

LAND USE PLAN DESIGN MODEL FLOW CHART
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Fig urei 3 (co n tin ue d)
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Figure 13 (continued)
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Figure 13 (continued)
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Figure 13 (continued)
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Figure 13 (continued)
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Figure 13 (continued)
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Figure 13 (continued)
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figure 13 (continued)
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Cell-Module Placement Matrix
The cell-module placement section of the output contains the following information:

1. Module Placement Count (MPC) -The number of module types in a particular cell is indicated in
a separate vector for each cell. These vectors comprise the Cell-Module Placement Matrix.

2. Module-Cell Constraints (MC)-The module-cell constraints indicating the maximum number of
modules permitted in each cell, provided in the input data, are duplicated in the output so that the
planner can ascertain simultaneously the effects of these constraints on the output.

3. Site Cost Accumulations (SC) -The accumulated site costs for each module type -in each cell are
displayed in the output. This information allows the planner to evaluate the components of total site
costs in each cell. Such an evaluation in the light of total costs and total site costs will permit an
understanding of the relative importance of individual site costs.

4. Linkage Cost Extensions (LCE)-The linkage costs (both construction-maintenance and operation)
associated with each cell are accumulated in the cell-module matrix data to enable the planner
user to appreciate the impact of linkage costs on the plan design.

Plan Cost and Feasibility Information
The second class of plan output information relates to total plan cost and feasibility. As the model gen
erates each experimental plan, the cell-module matrix data described above is printed in addition to the
following information on plan costs and feasibility:

1. Plan Accuracy Required (a)-The original input plan accuracy requirement which indicates the
ratio of the required optimal or "best plan" zone to the total number of possible experimental plans
is reprinted in the output for convenience.

2. Probability of Success (s)-This input data parameter, which indicates the probability of producing
a plan in zone "a," also is reprinted for the user's convenience.

3. Total Plan Costs (TPC)-The total site and linkage costs required to implement the plan are pro
vided. This variable is used to rank feasible plans in order to select the best plan which is the
feasible plan with the lowest costs.

4. Total Linkage Costs (TLC)-Two kinds of linkage costs (construction-maintenance and operation)
are tabulated separately for each plan to provide a measure of the influence of each class of linkage
costs on the overall plan design.

5. Total Site Costs (TSC) -A summation of the total site costs which is similar to total linkage costs
is provided.

6. Probability of a Feasible Plan (PF) -Based on the number of feasible experimental plans generated
as compared to the number of experimental plans generated, a probability of a feasible plan is
calculated. As explained in Chapter II, this probability determines the number of plans required to
achieve a specified plan accuracy with a specified probability of success.

7. Plans Required (NR)-The probability of a feasible plan, which varies during the model run, deter
mines the number of experimental plans necessary to achieve plan accuracy with the required
probability of success, since "a" and "s" are constant. During the run, this value indicates how
many experimental plans are needed to complete the run.

8. Plans Completed (n) -The number of experimental plans completed as of the plan just completed is
printed. This value subtracted from the plans required determines the number of plans needed to
complete the run,
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9. Ten Lowest-Cost Feasible Plan Numbers and Their Costs (NFP and TPCF)-The 10 lowest cost,
feasible plans are tabulated. This information is updated during each pass with a past plan being
replaced if the most recent experimental plan has a lower cost. This table enables the planner to
understand the relative superiority of the best plans.

10. Ten Lowest-Cost Infeasible Plan Numbe~s, Their Costs, and Their Causal Constraints (NOIFP)
Although infeasible plans are not candidates for the "best plan, " a comparison of their costs with
the best of the feasible plans provides some indication of the importance of the constraints in
increasing costs. This output also provides the data base for sensitivity analysis.

11. The Number of Feasible and Infeasible Plans (NOFP and NOIFP)-These are running totals of the
numbers of feasible and infeasible plans.

The above information in each experimental plan enables the user-planner to diagnose the status of the
plan design as the experimental plans are generated by the model. After some experience with the model,
the planner will develop a "feel" or intuition that will enable him to use the model as a powerful tool in
plan design.

With all of the above available information, the user still needs some guidelines for expected plan charac
teristics. The latter part of this chapter is devoted to alerting the user to some of the characteristics of
model output plans.

Constraint Analysis
The NOIFP output previously described provides the basis for a sensitivity analysis of the effect of various
constraints on plan design and plan cost. A review of this tabulation will reveal the causal constraint that
prevented the plan from achieVing feasibility and the total cost of the infeasible plan. If the plan observed
is the lowest cost plan with the particular causal constraint, then the difference in plan costs between the
best feasible plan and the selected infeasible plan is the cost of the constraint.
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Chapter VI

DESIGN MODEL APPLICATIONS

Although the discussions of module definition, constraints, and costs have focused on the community and
regional level, the following levels of application of the land use plan design model are theoretically
possible:

1, Site (e. g. large housing complex).

2. Neighborhood.

3. Shopping center.

4. Industrial park.

5. Community (city, village, or town).

6. Central business district (CBD).

7. Regional (metropolitan).

8. State...

9. National.

At all of the above levels, the basic principles of the placement process remain the same, but the nature
of the modules, constraints, and the form and detail of the costs change considerably. When using the
land use plan design model for any application, module definitions, space patterns, site costs, linkage
costs, and constraints must be consistent with the nature of the design problem. Substantive material in
this report directly applies only to the community and regional levels; other applications would require
additional efforts to develop model parameters and probably some changes to model operation.

The commentary in the chapter will attempt to highlight the nature of the model parameters for each appli~

cation and to evaluate the potential effectiveness of the model in each case.

SITE LEVEL PLAN DESIGN

Site planning may be defined as the organization of the external physical environment up to the largest
scale at which it is still subject to unified and complete control. This definition establishes site planning
as a general class of spatial design including residential subdivisions (neighborhoods), shopping centers,
industrial parks, and urban renewal projects. To assist in understanding the problems of implementation
for site plan design, each of the model parameters is briefly discussed below.

Modules in Site Planning
Modules at this level of planning would consist of buildings, parts of large buildings (such as a store),
groups of small buildings, or areas of human activity (such as a small park). However, the concepts of
module area, site costs, and linkages would remain the same only on a smaller scale. In most aspects,
the problem of module definition would be simplified since the module would typically be a single entity
rather than a collection of entities.
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Spatial Cells in Site Planning
Cell pattern definition becomes more difficult as the spatial scale of the problem is reduced. Since large
cells will destroy design precision and clarity of definitions, and small cells will bias the design by arbi
trarily excluding large modules, the problem of cell size becomes a formidable one. In this case, a model
modification may be required to allow a module to be placed in a number of small cells simultaneously if
it can not fit into one cell.

Constraints in Site Planning
Some of the objectives and constraints in site planning relate to visual form. This objective is added to the
two present in larger scale plan design: the pattern of activity and the pattern of circulation. Difficulties
occur in developing constraints relating to visual form because:

1. Visual form involves three-dimensional considerations, whereas the present plan design model is
two-dimensional.

2. The principles of visual form may not be sifficiently understood to be expressed as specific con
straints.

Module-cell constraints are similar in concept and practice at this level to those at the urban level. It is
interesting to note that soil-topographic conditions are perhaps even more important here than at the
community-city-regional level.

Costs in Site Planning
Although site costs become more important at the site planning level, particularly in sites involVing large
structures, the problem of site cost estimation for large buildings becomes one of soil mechanics rather
than soil surveys.

Construction linkage costs grow in relative importance because of the reduced linkage costs due to smaller
travel distances. Since much travel is pedestrian at this level, the value of personal time becomes the
main criterion; therefore, the traver linkage costs become more difficult to quantify.

Site Planning Summary
A significant effort in module definition, constraint determination, and cost estimation would be required
to implement the model at the' site planning level. This effort would differ for residential subdivisions,
shopping centers, and industrial parks, since these applications are special cas~s of site planning and,
therefore, will not be treated separately.

COMMUNITY LEVEL PLAN DESIGN

This application has received considerable emphasis in the research effort reported herein, and is
probably one of the potentially best applications of the land use plan design. model. Primary differences
between this level and the higher level of region relate to the size of the modules. For example, at the
community level, a low-density residential module is a subdivision covering perhaps 150 acres, while the
same type of module at the regional level may cover 2, 500 acres.

In reality, a community level application consists of a region in minature. For the most part, the module
differences between the regional and community level applications are ones of scale, similar to the low
density residential module. Of course, some of the larger modules, such as regional commercial centers,
are not appropriate at the community level. Also, differences in the cell pattern and size, as well as
accessibility constraints, are ones of scale. Unlike site planning, there are no fundamental differences in
the concepts or applications of modules, cell patterns, constraints, and costs.

Plan design at the community level in a metropolitan area faces certain conceptual difficulties, since such
a community isolated from its ever-present other communities is not really an entity capable of isolated
design. treatment. The interaction between a city and its suburbs is so strong that only a design treatment
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of the metropolitan area has any real significance. Even though all levels of urbanization are inter
dependent with outside areas, the strong bonds between city and suburbs require treating the city and its
suburbs as a unit. Since the metropolitan area as a subject for plan design is only another name for
a region, it will be discussed in the regional level plan design section of this chapter. However, the
central business district (CBD), which is a special subregion of the city, must be considered separately.

Central Business District (CBD)
Although the land use plan design model was not developed with the application to a central business
district (CBD) in mind, the CBD application appears to be a pertinent one since one of the major prob
lems of CBD design and renewal is that of land assembly. The inability to assemble the land required for
projects of major scope often destroys the best intentions of planners. The objectives of urban design
must be accomplished within the constraints of land availability. Land availability restrictions may be
implemented as module-cell constraints in the land use plan design model. Theoretically, design within
the complex constraints of the urban central business district appears to be a powerful application of the
land use plan design model. However, there has not been any model experience with CBD design.

To illustrate the application of the model to urban design of a CBD, each of the model elements from
modules to constraints will be examined briefly. In order to be more meaningful, this examination is
based on a specific example, Midtown Manhattan in New York City, which was documented in the book
Urban Design Manhattan. This book, published under the auspices of the Regional Plan Association (of the
New York metropolitan region), is particularly noteworthy since it illustrates urban design at three levels:
Midtown Manhattan, Forty-Second Street, and "A New Office Cluster." This variation in scale aids in
understanding smaller central business districts which are equivalent in size to a single street in Man
hattan. Furthermore, an excellent set of design principles is developed which could easily serve as a con
straint for the land use plan design model. The publication, however, says little or nothing about costs
which remain a key problem in design implementation.

Modules in CBD Design: Like the site planning example, many of the modules would be buildings. In the
cases of the office cluster and Forty-Second Street, all of the facility modules would consist of buildings,
whereas at the Midtown Manhattan level, some modules probably would consist of office clusters of some
other type of building clusters. Nonfacility modules such as parks would be appropriate at all three levels.
Within the CBD design, the basic concepts of module area, site costs, and linkages would remain the same.

Spatial Cells in CBD Design: The land ownership patterns comprise the most significant determinant of
cell pattern. Since many cells would be quite small to be consistent with the ownership areas, many
modules would not fit into many cells. In model operation, the module-cell constraints would assure
module-cell exclusion.

Constraints in CBD Design: Various restrictions, or constraints, in CBD design, such as land ownership,
provide a challenge to model operation. But, since it is likely that only the land use plan design model
is capable of recognizing all the constraints present, the rewards will be high. Accessibility constraints
in terms of travel by varous means also play a key role since the model of travel provided can have
a dramatic effect on the final design.

Costs in CBD Design: In site costs, land purchase and land rennovation costs playa major role in CBD
application. Because of the foundation problems characteristic of constructing large buildings, the
analysis of effects of soil on costs must be more detailed.

In linkage costs,operation costs in the form of travel costs also will be important since pedestrian travel
costing requires evaluating a pedestrian's time.

CBD Design Summary: The application of the land use plan design model to CBD design seems to be
appropriate even though some effort in cost data collection may be necessary to make the application
practical.
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REGIONAL LEVEL PLAN DESIGN

In this volume of this report and in the previous volumes of this report, the application of the model has
focused on the regional level of design. Therefore, no further elaboration will be provided at this point.
The potential applicability of the model to the regional level of plan design has greatly influenced the
development of the land use plan design model as presented herein.

STATE LEVEL PLAN DESIGN

Small- and medium-sized states have applications similar to those of a region while larger states have
problems closer to those at the national level. Because of these similarities, the state level of application
will not be discussed as a separate entity. The characteristics of the state level plan design application
may be viewed from the regional or national level of application.

NATIONAL LEVEL PLAN DESIGN

One of the frequent criticisms of the federal government is its lack of a national land use policy or pro
gram. With all of the current problems in large urban areas and with all of the rich land resourceS avail
able in the United States, a case certainly can be made for a national land use development program. Since
the same concepts of modules, cells, constraints, linkages, and costs can be applied at the national level
as at other levels, a fruitful application of the land use plan design modelmay be possible at this level.
Although detailed examination of such a national level application lies beyond the scope of this report, such
application would provide an interesting area of further research.
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Chapter VII

MODEL RESULTS: AN EXAMPLE PROBLEM

INTRODUCTION

The land use plan design model, incorporating the set decomposition algorithm, was applied to the design
of a land use plan for the Southeastern Wisconsin Region as a part of the second phase of the research
project. The results obtained from this application are documented in Volume 2 of this report. For this
application the Region was divided into 347 cells. The standard size of a cell was six U. S. Public Land
SUrvey sections (approximately six square miles), although cell size was varied from four to 18 such
sections, with one of the cells consisting of approximately 135 such sections. A total of 2,321 modules,
representing 34 module types, were supplied as input data along with the area and linkage requirements
of each module type. The module types used, the number of each type, sample module definitions, and
sample linkage requirements are all set forth in the appendices to Volume 2 of this report. The results
of this application indicated the need to revise the placement algorithm.

In the third phase of the research project, the new random placement algorithm was incorporated into the
model. The model was then again applied to the design of a land use plan for the Region, using the same
sets of cells, modules, and associated cost data as used in the previous model application. The computer
time required to run the algorithm, however, was excessively high. It was decided to reduce the total
number of cells to 75 by increasing the cell areas, while retaining the total number of modules. Although
this decreased the computer running time substantially, the time remained high for operational purposes.
It was, therefore, decided to apply the model to a smaller geographical area with a still smaller number
of modules. Accordingly, the Village of Germantown, also used in an earlier hypothetical model applica
tion, was selected as the study area.

STUDY AREA DESCRIPTION

The Village of Germantown, located in Washington County in southeastern Wisconsin, covers an area of
about 36 square miles and in 1970 had a population of 7,000 persons. The village, which occupies almost
all of what was the U. S. Public Land SUrvey Township of Germantown situated in the southeastern part of
Washington County, is located in a still rural but rapidly urbanizing area.

The Village of Germantown has in recent years experienced a higher rate of increase in population than
other Similar areas in the Southeastern Wisconsin Region as a result of urbanizing pressure which can be
attributed to the location and character of the village. From the locational aspect, the village is situated
approximately 30 minutes driving time from Milwaukee1s Central Business District (CBD) along the
USH 41 freeway which traverses the southwest corner of the village. In addition, the village is relatively
close to the retail centers and industrial parks of the northwestern portion of the Milwaukee urbanized
area. In terms of existing land uses, the village is principally comprised of open, agricultural, or
agricultural-related land uses and low-density urban land uses. Some manufacturing and quarrying activi
ties are present in the western part of the village. The Village of Germantown currently has extended
municipal water and sanitary sewerage service systems to over 360 acres and has proposed an additional
service area of over 5, 000 acres. other utilities such as gas and electricity are available to developing
areas of the village on demand.

INPUT DATA
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The available land area of the Village of Germantown was divided into 36 cells with each cell being one
square mile, or 640 acres, in area. The land use requirements for the forecast year of 1990 were
expressed in terms of 11 module types. The module types used, area of each module, number of modules
in the initial condition, and the additional number to be placed are presented in Table 22. The location of
the existing modules is shown on Map 1,



Site and Linkage Costs
For the purpose of the computation of site development and linkage costs, the cells were classified into
three groups: cells which lie predominantly in environmental corridors, cells which lie predominantly in
agricultural areas, and cells which lie in both agricultural areas and in environmental corridors. Site
costs were based on a per acre construction cost for the first seven module types. This per acre cost
was varied with the soil type in three different groups of cells. The three per acre site costs used were
$178,340, $57,090, and $136,490, respectively, for cell groups of environmental corridor, agricultural
land, and combined types. Total site cost of a particular module with respect to a given type of cell
was then computed by multiplying the appropriate per acre cost by the number of acres contained in the
module. Total site costs used for module type eight were $90,000 for agricultural and combined types of
cells, and $120,000 for the environmental corridor cells. As no new module of types nine, ten, and
eleven were to be placed in the forecast year, no cost for these types was provided in the input data.

The module-to-module linkage costs were computed by using the data reduction routines previously dis
cussed in the report. The cell-module site costs and module-to-module linkage costs as used in the
example run are presented in Appendix C of this report.

Constraint Data
As discussed previously in the report, the constraints imposed on the model operation involve module-cell
compatibility as well as intermodule distance requirements. The Module-Cell Compatibility Matrix com
bines two types of constraints-a site constraint, which excludes the placement of certain modules in
certain cells, and a module limiting constraint, which specifies the maximum number of units of a certain
type that can be located in a certain cell. The design constraints for the example problem are listed
in Appendix C along with other input data. Several sets of intermodule distance constraints were used to
run the model for the study area. It was observed that with all other input information remaining the
same, the performance of the model depends entirely on the types of distance constraints imposed. Con
sequently, the distance constraints were adjusted to obtain a reasonable number of feasible plans. The
distance constraints used to generate the plans presented on Maps 2 through 11 are presented in Table 23.

RESULT OF THE MODEL RUN

The model was run to obtain an optimal land use plan design for the Village of Germantown for the design
year 1990. Five feasible lowest cost plans, as well as five infeasible lowest cost plans, were recorded
as the model was run, and these plans were then displayed graphically as shown on Maps 2 through 11.
Infeasibility indicated that one or more of the distance constraints imposed could not be satisfied by the
placement of the modules in the given plan.

Table 22

MODULE INPUT DATA FOR LAND USE
DES IGN MODEL EXAMPLE RUN

VILLAGE OF GERMANTOWN,
WASHINGTON COUNTY, WISCONSIN

Additional
Area Number in Number to

Module No. Module Description (Acres) I~itial Condition Be Placed

1 Residential (Medium Density) 315.0 2 12
2 Local Commercial Center 6.4 3 5
3 Regional Commercial Center 900 0 1
4 Highway Commercial Center 13.8 1 1
5 Industry (Light) 3150 0 2
6 Industry (Heavy) 315.0 1 0
7 Jr. High School 27.5 1 1
8 Agriculture 627.0 0 0
9 Sewage Treatment Plant 50.0 1 0

10 Major Highway 5.0 16 0
11 Environmental Corridor 150.0 34 0

Source: SEWRPC.
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Tab 1 e 23

DISTANCE CONSTRAINTS FOR LAND USE
DESIGN MODEL EXAMPLE RUN

VILLAGE OF GERMANTOWN,
WASHINGTON COUNTY, WISCONSIN

From Module To Module Distance (Miles)

1 2 3.0
1 3 6.0
1 5 5.0
1 7 2.5

I
5 6 3.0

Source: SEWRPC.
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Map 6
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Map 7
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Map 10
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The plans were generated with the value for plan accuracy as O. 05 and the probability of success as O. 95.
The total number of experimental plans prepared was 118. The results of the model run are summarized
in Table 24, which presents the site development cost, linkage cost, and total cost of the five lowest cost
plans in both feasible and infeasible groups. The total number of times any of the distance constraints
were violated in each of the five best infeasible plans is shown in Table 24. More detailed information
about the distance constraint violation for each of the five infeasible least cost plans is given in Table 25.
The lowest cost plan which satisfies all constraints as designated by the model run was plan number 84,
which is shown on Map 2. The total cost of this plan is computed to be $412,151,000, with site develop
ment costs of $313,715, 000 and linkage costs of $98,436, 000.

COMPARISON TO CONVENTIONAL DESIGN

For the purpose of comparison with a plan prepared by conventional land use design techniques, that por
tion of the adopted 1990 regional land use plan which encompasses the geographic area included in the
Village of Germantown was casted out (see Map 12). Both the site and linkage costs were obtained for this
plan using the same number of modules as allocated in the design model run. The only difference was in
the placement of modules. In computing the site and linkage costs for the adopted land use plan the same
procedure and the same unit cost figures used in the design model run were employed. The total cost of
the conventional land use plan for the Village of Germantown as a part of the regional land use plan pre
pared conventionally by the Commission staff was found to be $437,979,000, with site development costs
of $352,934,000 and linkage costs of $85,045,000.

Comparing these cost figures with the least cost plan generated by the model, it will be noted that the total
site cost of the model-generated plan is about $39 million less than that of the conventionally designed
plan, while the linkage cost of the model-generated plan is about $13 million more than that of the con
ventional plan. These results are as expected and can be well explained. As the model attempts to
minimize the total cost, of which the site cost constitutes the largest portion, the modules are placed in
those cells which would give lower site development costs. Consequently, most of the plans generated by

Table 25

DISTANCE CONSTRAINT VIOLATION SCHEDULE
BEST FIVE INFEASIBLE PLANS

VILLAGE OF GERMANTOWN,
WASHINGTON COUNTY, WISCONSIN

Tab 1e 2~

RESULTS OF LANO USE DESIGN MODEL EXAMPLE RUN
VILLAGE OF GERMANTOWN,

WASHI NGTON COUNTY, WI SCONS IN

Total Number
of Times Distance

Site Cost Linkage Cost Total t'lan Cost Constraints
Plan Number (In Millions) (In Millions) (In Millions) Violated

'" 84 313.715 98.436 412.151~ 0
c::: 23 365291 115607 480898 0
'" 112 418244 112.406 530651 0:0

] 58 436.498 99535 536033 0
17 437595 104344 541938 0

'"co 92 313.716 114.017 427.732 3roc::: 47 322.952 108708 431660 5
'" 11 313.715 119.087 432.803 3:0
.~ 85 311532 122.038 433.569 4
2 8 339114 99.751 438.865 2co

Source: SEWRPC.
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From To Actual Allowable
Plan Module Cell Module Cell Distance Distance

Number Type Location Type Location (Miles) (Miles)

92 1 32 7 22 2.83 2.50
1 36 7 22 2.83 250
1 36 3 7 6.40 600

47 1 7 7 22 3.61 2.50
1 8 7 22 2.83 2.50
1 18 7 22 3.16 2.50
1 19 7 22 3.00 250
1 32 7 22 2.83 2.50

11 1 18 7 4 2.83 2.50
1 30 7 22 3.16 2.50
1 36 7 22 2.83 2.50

85 1 7 3 36 6.40 600
1 30 7 8 3.16 2.50
1 32 7 22 2.83 2.50
1 36 7 22 2.83 2.50

8 1 30 7 22 3.16 2.50
1 36 7 22 2.83 2.50

Source· SEWRPC.



Map 12

THE REGIONAL LAND USE PLAN FOR 1990 FOR THE VILLAGE OF GERMANTOWN
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the model do not show any strong clusterings around the existing development in the old village center,
but rather tend to follow a somewhat scattered pattern covering those cells which provided lower site cost.
In general, the western part of the study area along with the southeastern corner would give lower site
costs for residential development, and the plans generated by the model would show a tendency for place
ment of residential modules in these areas. The model-generated plan shows a more scattered pattern
and therefore the linkage costs are higher in the model-prepared plans than those obtained from a conven
tionally prepared plan which attempts to locate the modules in a more clustered pattern, thus minimizing
the linkage costs.

Moreover, the conventionally prepared plan has taken the probability of implementation into consideration
and therefore has placed the future residential modules around the existing development as a realistic
approach in land use planning. In doing so, the site cost in the conventional plan has risen to about
$39 million more than that in the lowest cost model-generated plan, because the cells immediately adja
cent to the existing development show higher site development costs. Since the model does not consider
the probability of implementation of a plan, a large number of residential modules are located in the cells
around the southeastern corner of the study area because of lower site development costs. If the nature
of the soil and other characteristics of the cells were such as to give lower site development costs around
the old village center, the model-generated plans could be expected to show a strong clustering pattern
around the existing development.

Ideally, a model-generated plan should resemble a cluster pattern. These clusters consist of a set of
modules that service each other. In an areawide plan design a hierarchy of such clusters will exist, con
sisting of small clusters at the neighborhood level, larger clusters at the community level, and very large
clusters at the regional level. Since the model attempts to minimize the total cost of a plan, the distance
between modules is consequently minimized in a given condition of soil and other site characteristics.
If in a particular planning situation linkage cost appears to be more critical than the site development
cost, the cost minimization process of the model would produce strong cluster patterns in a plan. There
are, however, several forces which affect an ideal cluster pattern, and some of these forces which affect
this basic pattern of a land use plan design are mentioned below:

1. The finite size of the cells tends to produce "lumpy!' clusters. Very small cells, however, would
produce more perfect clusters. Also, the areal limitations of cells may force a module into an
adjacent cell, distorting the cluster pattern to an even greater degree.

2. The module-cell constraint matrix distorts the cluster pattern by eliminating certain cells as
placement candidates.

3. Module site costs interact with linkage cost minimization so the areas with lower site costs may
be selected even though the module-to-moduledistances are greater.

4. Module-to-module distance constraints tend to eliminate certain experimental plans from the
feasibility class, but should not distort the basic cluster pattern.

The end result of the basic clustering effect modified by the cell pattern, constraints, and costs is a
modified cluster pattern. The general cluster pattern should be observable, and the deviations should be
explainable in terms of the cell pattern and module-cell constraints and site costs.
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Chapter VITI

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

INTRODUCTION

The potential usefulness of a land use plan design model in land use planning is obvious: an operational
and flexible plan design model could be used to generate a set of least cost plans for a series of forecast
years, ranging from five to 30 years, with each design being developed independent of the others and based
only on the initial conditions and the forecast requirements. The series of land use plan designs derived
from the model will then display the most economic and efficient land use pattern that can be obtained at
a particular design year. This, in turn, will aid in making decisions concerning the development of public
and private policies regarding the development and use of land in a systematic and efficient way. Further
more, the model can be well utilized in capital works programming in the time-simulation framework.
By running a series of design model runs on a five-year time increment starting from the target year, the
proper sequence of capital works programming could be determined. The greatest impact of the plan
design model on metropolitan and regional plan making will probably be in establishing a standard, or
norm, against which all proposed plans can be evaluated. A final important application of the model
relates to the ready estimation of the cost of any suggested plan design constraints.

The land use plan design model in its present form and state of development has displayed only limited
success in a "real world" application. Although the model has been proven to be conceptually valid and
has produced a reasonably satisfactory solution when applied to a subarea of the Southeastern Wisconsin
Region, several deficiencies in the model exist which seriously impair its wide application in land use
planning. The major difficulties associated with the model are listed below:

1. The performance of the model is highly dependent on the specified design constraints in defining
spatial relationships between modules. There is a direct payoff relationship between the distance
constraints imposed and the computer time the model takes to generate the required number of
feasible plans for given values of plan effectiveness parameters. As the distance constraints
become more strict, the probability of arriving at a feasible solution becomes lower and therefore
the algorithm has to search more experimental plans, which in turn requires longer computer run
times. In some cases, this time can be so high that model application becomes impractical.

2. Although the holistic error inherent in the previous model algorithm based on set decomposition
technique has been eliminated by the incorporation of the new random placement algorithm, the
present algorithm is not completely free from operational difficulty. Since the algorithm is just
a random procedure and the model only evaluates a small fraction of the feasible plans, the optimal
plan given by the model is simply the least cost plan of the total of only 29 random plans generated
(in case of a = 0.10, and S = 0.95). The nature of the present model operation is such that these
29 plans might not include a desirable plan, even though all of them satisfied the given constraints.
This situation occurs because the present form of the constraint schedule does not include any
specifications which would direct the development pattern. The present form of intermodule con
straints represents only spatial relationships of individual module types without any regard to the
overall pattern of module arrangement. Consequently, a feasible plan is produced which consists
of wide scattering of the modules or clustering of several service modules of the same type in one
area. Such a plan is a feasible plan in the sense that it satisfies all the intermodule distance con
straints, but it is not a desirable plan since it would not realistically meet the planning require
ments as related to the implementation of a plan.

3. Another major difficulty of the present algorithm lies in the manner in which it computes the
linkage costs of a plan. The linkage costs are calculated for connecting each module to the closest
module of the type to which it must be connected. Apart from being inefficient, this operation
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involves double counting, since such connections, for some linkages at least, can be made through
other modules. Furthermore, the values for unit linkage costs as used in the model to date appear
to be such as to provide unrealistic results. Consequently, the model run yields somewhat ambig
uous values for the total cost of linking the modules in a plan.

SUGGESTIONS FOR IMPROVING THE MODEL

Although the land use plan design model has been proved to be workable in a gross and limited application,
further work with the model will be necessary in order to produce more reliable and effective results
before the model can be used as an operational planning tool by land use planners.

As the model was run, at different levels of planning and with various design constraints, at the Commis
sion as well as at Marquette University,1 it was observed that several modifications could be readily made
in the model algorithm as well as in the computation procedure of model input data which would greatly
improve the model. Some of these suggestions are listed below:

1. A possible approach to modifying the model operation in order to obtain a more meaningful arrange
ment of modules would be to establish a priority ranking in the selection of the module types in the
assignment process. Instead of choosing the sequence of module types for placement on a purely
random basis, some of the module types should be allocated before other module types. The
priority can be set to assign all the residential modules of different types before such modules as
industrial, commercial, recreational, and institutional are allocated. The rationale for this
approach is that the location of residential land use is perhaps the most important factor in the
location of modules which represent the land uses performing the service functions to residential
areas. In this approach, however, actual assignment of the first set of modules will follow random
placement. For example, the sequence of assignment of low-, medium-, and high-density resi
dential modules will be determined through a random process. This modification will considerably
improve the desirability of the land use pattern that results from model application.

2. The service modules such as school and neighborhood centers may be assigned in such a way that
they are accessible by at least lin of the total residential modules within a given distance, where
n is the total number of service modules of the given type to be assigned. In addition, a restriction
might be imposed that two units of a particular service module, such as elementary schools, must
not be placed within at least a given minimum distance between each other. This type of restriction
will eliminate clustering of schools, neighborhood centers, and other such module types within
a small area. This arrangement will also provide more appropriate and desirable distribution of
such modules throughout the planning area.

3. Another approach for placement of modules might follow a search procedure from a specified cell
which contains a module that can be considered as a central facility, such as a water treatment
plant or a sewage treatment plant. As the residential development would be expected to be located
near and around the location of a central facility to limit the linkage costs, the resulting plan would
be of a more coherent and orderly pattern than a scattered arrangement of modules. In this way
the model operation would follow a logical process of locating modules to create a land use plan
that would approximate more closely the conventional planning process. In connection with this
approach, further attempts could be made to locate modules in cells falling within a given distance
band from the cell containing the central or focal module. By assigning modules within bands, a
proper direction can be provided in the model operation for the development of a pattern, a condi
tion which is missing in the present form of the model algorithm.

4. The present form of the model algorithm does not take into account the locational characteristics
of the planning area under consideration. The model includes the initial condition of the area by

lConcurrent research is being conducted in the Department of Civil Engineering at Marquette University on land use

design modeling under the sponsorship of the National Science Foundation.
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filling the appropriate cells with existing modules, and the algorithm assigns the additional modules
required for the design year in the remaining cells. In the assignment process, however, no con
straint is imposed in placing the new modules in relation to the existing modules. Apart from
including the initial conditions of the planning area, the model should also consider the land use
development of the surrounding areas. Such consideration can be incorporated into the model by
establishing a weighting system that can be assigned to cells for the location of some given
modules. If the model algorithm can be revised to include such constraints, the desirability of
a land use plan design resulting from the model can be increased considerably.

5. The present procedure used in computing the linkage cost between modules in the model operation
is not efficient and creates a certain amount of double counting. A major improvement in the model
operation can be effected by improving the linkage cost computation part of the algorithm. A pro
cedure similar to what is known as the "traveling salesman" algorithm can be used to determine
the linkages between modules in an experimental plan.

6. To make the model algorithm more readily applicable to different levels of planning it is necessary
to redefine both the cells and modules that are used as basic units in the plan design process. The
cells may be further divided into smaller subcells so that gross division of the planning area into
large areal units does not affect the spatial continuity of a land use plan.

7. The cost data used to run the model include ,both the site development and linkage costs. The unit
linkage and site development cost figures that are currently used to run the model should be
reexamined and updated. A critical review should be made of the pTocedure used to develop the
unit linkage costs, since it appears that the unit linkage costs used in the model runs do not pro
duce realistic designs.

8. The performance of the model is extremely sensitive to the type of constraints imposed in the plan
preparation. The efficiency of the model operation in terms of the computer time as well as the
quality of the model results as represented by the desirability of the land use plan design prepared
by the model are directly dependent on the type of constraints used as input data. Accordingly, it
is i I11portant that a careful review be made of the constraint schedule prescribed for the prepara
tion of a plan design at different levels of planning.

9. The two primary parameters that affect the plan design developed by the model are constraints and
costs. Constraints eliminate plans from consideration as feasible plans, while costs provide
a measure of effectiveness in selecting the best plan. However, a desirable plan might be desig
nated as that experimental plan whose cost is lowest while the degree of infeasibility is also the
lowest. In other words, a plan which does not satisfy all the design constraints should not be
condemned as an infeasible plan and taken out of consideration. Rather, the selection of the best
plan should attempt to approach an optimal solution with respect to the cost and constraint sche
dule. In the model operation, a record can be maintained of the infeasibility of each plan in terms
of the number of constraints not satisfied and the margin by which each of such constraints could
not be fulfilled. Then, by means of a weighting procedure, each plan can be evaluated with respect
to its rank order of feasibility along with the cost consideration.

10. The usefulness of the model can be greatly enhanced if the model results are provided in a graphic
form directly from the computer run rather than in a tabular form as given by the present model
algorithm. This improvement will aid the planner in his decision in plan preparation, since he will
not have to wait for translation of the model results from tabular form to a spatial map. It should
be noted that research work done on the land use phm design model at Marquette University under
the sponsorship of the National Science Foundation has involved the development of a computer
package which allows the model results to be given in the form of a map generated on-line.2

2
K. C. Sinha and A. J. Hartmann, "An Application of Optimization Approach in Land Use Plan Design Problem," Paper

prepared for presentation at the 5th International Conference on Optimization, Rome, Italy, May 1973.
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11. Finally, the computer program for the model algorithm can be rewritten to make the model opera
tion more efficient. The present version of the model is written in FORTRAN IV, a programming
language which is widely used and easy to understand. The computer run time, however, could be
significantly reduced if the model were written in another machine-oriented programming language,
such as assembler language. This change would allow evaluation of a large number of experimental
plans within a reasonable computer running time and thus would make the model results more
desirable than those obtained from the present version of the model. It should be noted, however,
that such a change can only be made at the cost of flexibility in the use of the model algorithm,
because the computer programs written in a machine-oriented language have severe limitations in
their use since they cannot be run on any system other than that system for which they were written.

In conclusion, the research effort on land use plan design has produced a model which is conceptually
sound and internally consistent. The model, however, requires further refinement before it can be suc
cessfully used as an operational planning tool. An outline of the possible refinements has been described
above. It may be noted that the improvements or refinements needed do not alter the basic concept or
structure of the model. In order to make the model a useful operational tool, it is necessary that the
model be extensively applied to actual land use plan design at various levels of planning. The model is
sufficiently developed and its potential use is significant enough to warrant further effort.
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Appendix A

SAMPLE PLAN DESIGN MODULES
(MODULE DEFINITIONS)

Acres
---I

.2,521. 6
114.12

11. 43

. 1,922.54

31. 7
19.4

371.3
38.4
12.8

I. MODULE TYPE: RESIDENTIAL (low density)

DEFINITION: The module consists of a total area of 2,521. 6
acres allocated to the primary and accessory land uses and
facilities listed below.

A. Area: The allocation of land to the functional subcompo
nents of the module is:

Component
Gross area.•.•
Building area • . • . . •
Parking, service, access, internal

vehicular, and pedestrian circulation
areas .•..••••••..•.•

Open space, side, rear, and front yards.
Arterial street right-of-way
Collector street right-of-way .
Local street right-of-way. • .
Neighborhood park and parkway
Elementary school. . • • . .

B. Land Use Characteristics: The primary land use of the
module is single-family dwelling units and may include the
following representative land use types: single-family
homes on various lot sizes combined in such proportions
as to average 1. 2 dwelling units per net residential acre on
lots averaging 185 by 200 feet, an elementary school, a
neighborhood park, and facilities needed for day-to-day life.

PURPOSE: To provide, in a cellular unit, the area neces
sary to house the population served by one elementary
school and neighborhood park, by an internal street system
which discourages penetration of the unit by through traffic,
and by all the community facilities necessary to meet day
to-day living requirements of the family within the imme
diate vicinity of its dwelling unit.

DESIGN STANDARDS: The following design standards are
intended to ensure proper site development within the
module, to provide requisite functional li!1kages with other
modules, and to maintain a proper balance between the
demands of the module and the supporting natural resource
base.
1. Intramodule standards

a. The module shall include 10,560 lineal feet of arterial
street right-of-way or full width equivalent con
structed to rural cross section standards.s

1This module was adapted iroma 2, 560-acre resident ial planning uni t
used by SElmPC and includes all elements of the unit except the necessary
neighborhood commercial area and the necessary other public and quasi
public use areas which together total 28.4 acres and which were included
in separate module types. See Appendix A, SEWRPC Planning Report
No.7, Volume 2, Forecasts and Alternative Plans--1990.

2Assuming 2.485 single-family dwel1in~ units with an avera~e buildin~
site of 2,000 square feet per dwelling W1it.

3Assuming 200 square feet per dwelling unit.

4Assuming an average lot size of 185 by 200 feet.

SFor detailed standards, see SEltRf'C Planning Guide No.1, Land Develop
ment Guide, November 1963.

'Ibid.

7Ibid .

b. The module shall include 10,560 lineal feet of col
lector street right-of-way or full width equivalent
constructed to rural cross section standards!

c. The module shall include 245, 000 lineal feet of local
street right-of-way or full width equivalent con
structed to rural cross section standards.'

d. An area of 114.4 acres shall be suitably graded for
building sites.

e. An area of 11. 4 acres shall be suitably graded for
off-street parking area.

L An area of 12. 6 acres shall be suitably graded for
playgrounds .and playfields.

g. An area of 100. 6 acres of building foundation suitable
for the appropriate structure types required shall
be provided.

h. There shall be 2,485 onsite sewage disposal units
provided.

i. Public sanitary sewage collection facilities shall be
provided for the elementary school in accordance
with established standards.

j. Public water supply facilities shall be provided for
the module in accordance with established standards.

k. Gas transmission and service facilities shall be pro
vided for the module in accordance with established
standards.

1. Electrical power transmission and service facilities
shall be provided for the module in accordance with
established standards.

m. Telephone transmission and service facilities shall
be provided for the module in accordance with estab
lished standards.

n. Surface storm drainage facilities shall be provided
for suitable surface drainage of 2,522 acres of
land along 266,720 lineal feet of street full width
equivalent.

2. Intermodule standards
a. Allocation standards

(1) One module shall be allocated in the design for
each 8,200 persons residing in residential (low
density) modules.

b. Spatial Accessibility and Compatibility standards
(1) The module shall be located no more than two

miles from an arterial street linkage.
(2) The location of the module relative to others shall

be constrained only by the optimization of com
bined linkage costs, site development costs, ac
cessibility costs, and compatibility costs.

c. Resource Conservation standards
(1) The location of the module shall be constrained

only by the optimization of combined site develop
ment costs, linkage costs, accessibility costs,
and compatibility costs.

d. Linkage Requirements standards
(1) The module shall be connected by a rural arterial

street linkage.
(2) The module shall be connected by a public water

supply transmission.
(3) The module shall be connected by a public sewage

collection line linkage.
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Acres
627.2 8

61. 79

9.1'0
383.6"

7.9
9.7

129.6
16.0

9.6

'OAssumin~ 200 square feet per dwelling unit.

n. MODULE TYPE: RESIDENTIAL (medium density)

b. The module shall include 5,280 lineal feet of col
lector street right-of-way or full width equivalent
constructed to urban cross section standards.

c. The module shall include 94,100 lineal feet of local
street right-of-way or full width equivalent con
structed to urban cross section stl'ndards.

d. An area of 61. 7 acres shall be suitably graded for
building sites.

e. An area of 9. 1 acres shall be suitably graded for off
street parking area.

f. An area of 61. 7 acres of building foundation suitable
for the appropriate structure types required shall
be provided.

g. Public sanitary sewage collection facilities shall be
provided for the module in accordance with estab
lished standards.

h. Public water supply facilities shall be provided for
the module in accordance with established standards.

i. Gas transmission and service facilities shall be pro
vided for the module in accordance with established
standards.

j. Electrical power transmission and service facilities
shall be provided for the module in accordance with
established standards.

k. Telephone transmission and service facilities shall
be provided for the module in accordance with estab
lished standards.

1. storm drainage facilities shall be provided for suit
able surface drainage of 627 acres of land along
102,020 lineal feet of street full width equivalent.

2. Intermodule standards
a. Allocation standards

(1) One module shall be allocated in the design for
each 6, 500 persons residing in the residential
(medium-density) modules.

b. spatial Accessibility and Compatibility standards
(1) The module shall be located no more than one

mile from an arterial street linkage.
(2) The location of the module relative to others shall

be constrained only by the optimization of com
bined linkage costs, site development costs, ac
cessibility costs, and compatibility costs.

c. Resource Conservation standards
(1) The module shall not be located on a major natu

ral watershed boundary.
(2) The location of the module shall be constrained

only by the optimization of combined site develop
ment costs, linkage costs, accessibility costs,
and compatibility costs.

d. Linkage Requirements standards
(1) The module shall be connected by an urban arte

rial street linkage.
(2) The module shall be connected by a public water

supply transmission line linkage.
(3) The module shall be connected by a public sewage

collection line linkage.
(4) The module shall be connected by storm sewer

collection line linkage.
(5) The module shall be connected by a gas transmis

sion line linkage.
(6) The module shall be connected by a· telephone

transmission line linkage.
(7) The module shall be connected by an electric

power transmission line linkage.

m. MODULE TYPE: NEIGHBORHOOD COMMERCIAL CENTER
(low density)

subcompo-A. Area: The allocation of land to the functional
nents of the module is:

Component
Gross area ..•
Building area . . • . • .
Parking, service, access, internal

vehicular, and pedestrian circulation
areas ...••....•••...

Open space, side, rear, and front yards.
Arterial street right-of-way.
Collector street right-of-way .
Local street right-of-way. • •
Neighborhood park and parkway
Elementary school. • . . • •

DESIGN STANDARDS: The following design standards are
intended to ensure proper site development within the
module, to provide requisite functional linkages with other
modules, and to maintain a proper balance between the
demands of the module and the supporting natural resource
base.

PURPOSE: To provide in a cellular unit the area necessary
to house the population served by one elementary school
and neighborhood park, served by an internal street sys
tem which discourages penetration of the unit by through
traffic, and served by all the community facilities neces
sary to meet day-to-day living requirements of the family
within the immediate vicinity of its dwelling unit,12

DEFINITION: The module consists of a total area of 627.2
acres allocated to primary and accessory land uses and facil
ities listed below.

1. Intramodule standards
a. The module. shall include 2,640 lineal feet of arterial

street right-of-way or full width equivalent con
structed to urban cross section standards.

B. Land Use Characteristics: The primary land use of the
module is single and multi-family dwelling units and may
include the following representative land use types: single
family and multi-family homes in such proportions as to
average 4. 3 dwelling units per net residential acre on lots
averaging 85 by 125 feet, an elementary school, a neigh
borhood park, and facilities needed for day-to-day family
life.

(4) The module shall be connected by a gas transmis
sion line linkage.

(5) The module shall be connected by a telephone
transmission line linkage.

(6) The module shall be connected by an electrical
power transmission line linkage.

9Assuming 355 multi-family dwelling units with an average building size
of 750 square feet per dwelling unit and 1,615 single-family units with
an avera~e bui ldin~ size of 1,500 square feet per dwelling lUli t.

8This module was adapted from B 640-acre residential planning unit used
by SEWRPC and includes all elements of the unit except the necessary
neighborhood commercial area and the necessary other public and quasi
public use areas, which together total 12.8 acres and which were included
in separate module tyPes. See J!3ble A-I and A-2, SE1mPC Planning RepDct
No.7, Volume 2, Forecasts and Alternative Plans--1990, June 1966.

l1Assuming an average lot size of 85 by 125 feet.

12SEIWPC Planning Report No.7, Volume 2, Forecasts and Alternative
Plans- ·1990, June 1966.

DEFINITION: The module consists of a total area of 6.4 acres
allocated to the primary and accessory land uses and facilities
listed below.
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2.9 '5

0.6
0.9
0.4
0.5

Acres
~13,14

1.1

18.321

A. Area: The allocation of land to the functional subcompo
nents of the module is:

Component
Gross area •••
Building area • • • . • .
Parking, service, access, internal

Vehicular, and pedestrian circulation
areas •.••••••.••••••

Open space, side, rear, and front yards.
Arterial street right-of-way
Collector street right-of-way
Local street right-of-way. •

B. Land Use Characteristics: The primary land use of the
module is neighborhood commercial and may include the
following representative land use types: bakeries, barber
shops, bars, beauty shops, business offices, clinics, .cloth
ing stores, cocktail lounges, confectioneries, delicatessens,
drugstores, fish markets, florists, fraternities, fruit
stores, gift stores, grocery stores, hardware stores, house
occupations, hobby shops, lodges, meat markets, optical
stores, packaged beverage stores, professional offices,
restaurants, self-service and pickup laundry and dry clean
ing establishments, soda fountains, sporting goods stores,
supermarkets, tobacco stores, and vegetable stores."

PURPOSE: To provide the area necessary to house con
venience goods and service establishments needed for
day-to-day living requirements of the family within the
immediate vicinity of its dwelling unit.

DESIGN STANDARDS: The following design standards are
intended to ensure proper site development within the
module, to proVide requisite functional linkages with other
modules, and to maintain a proper balance between the
demands of the module and the supporting natural resource
base.
1. Intramodule standards

a. The module shall include 340 lineal feet of arterial
street right-of-way or full width equivalent con
structed to urban cross section standardsP

b. The module shall include 150 lineal feet of collector
street right-of-way or full width equivalent con
structed to urban cross section standards.'8

c. The module shall include 340 lineal feet of local
street right-of-way or full width equivalent con
structed to urban cross section standards.19

d. An area of 1, 1 acres shall be suitably graded for
building sites.

13 This module corresponds to the 12.8 acres allocated to neighborhood
commercial uses in the 2,560-acre residential planning unit used by
SEKRFC; therefore, the allocation is two (6.4-acre) modules per residen

tial (low-density) module in the problem. Since 6.4 acres is considered
a viable unit for neighborhood commercial centers, the use of two 6.4-acre
modules, rather than one 12.8-acre module, allows greater flexibility in
model application.

14See Appendix A, SEWRPC Planning Report No.7, Volume 2, Forecasts and
Alternative Plans--1990. June 1966.

15Assuming 300 square feet per 100 square feet of building area.

16These uses are listed as principal uses in the B-1 Neighborhood Busi

ness District in the Model Zoning Ordinance contained in SEHRfC Planning
Guide No.3, Zoning Guide, April 1964.

17For detailed standards, see .s:ElmPC Planning Guide No.1, Land Develop

ment Guide, November 1963.

18Ibid .

I· Ibid .

e. An area of 2. 9 acres shall be suitably graded for off
street parking area.

f. An area of 1. 1 acres of building foundation suitable
for the appropriate structure types required shall
be provided.

g. Public sanitary sewage collection facilities shall be
provided for the module in accordance with estab
lished standards.

h. Public water supply facilities shall be provided for
the module in accordance with established standards.

i. Gas transmission and service facilities shall be pro
vided for the module in accordance with established
standards.

j. Electrical power transmission and service facilities
shall be provided for the module in accordance with
established standards.

k. Telephone transmission and service facilities shall
be provided for the module in accordance with estab
lished standards.

1. Surface storm drainage facilities shall be provided
for suitable surface drainage of 6. 4 acres of land
along 830 lineal feet of street full width equivalent.

2. Intermodule standards
a. Allocation standards

(1) Two modules shall be allocated in the design
for each residential (low-density) module in the
design.

b. Spatial Accessibility and Compatibility standards
(1) The module shall be located contiguously to a

residential (low-density) module.
(2) The location of the module relative to others shall

be constrained only by the optimiz ation of com
bined linkage costs, site development costs, ac
cessibility costs, and compatibility costs.

c. Resource Conservation standards
(1) The location of the module shall be constrained

only by the optimization of combined site develop
ment costs, linkage costs, accessibility costs,
and compatibility costs.

d. Linkage Requirements standards
(1) The module shall be COl1l1ected by an urban arte

rial street linkage.
(2) The module shall be cOl1l1ected by a public water

supply transmission line linkage.
(3) The module shall be cOl1l1ected by a public sewage

collection line linkage.
(4) The module shall be cOl1l1ected by a gas transmis

sion line linkage.
(5) The module shall be cOl1l1ected by a telephone

transmission line linkage.
(6) The module shall be cOl1l1ected by an electrical

power transmission line linkage.

IV. MODULE TYPE: COMMUNITY COMMERCIAL CENTER

DEFINITION: The module consists ofa total area of 28.2 acres
allocated to the primary and accessory land uses and facilities
listed below.

A. Area: The allocation of- land to the functional subcompo
nents of the module is:

Component
Gross area •••
Building area . • • • • •
Parking, service, access, internal

vehicular, and pedestrial circulation
areas .••••••••..•••

20The Community Builder's Handbook, CommlU1ity Builder's COlU1cil of Urban

Land Institute, Washington, D. C., 1960.

21Assuming 400 square feet per 100 square feet of building area.
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2~ssuming the module has access to two arterial streets.

PURPOSE: To provide the area necessary to house conve
nience and shopper goods and service establishments which
serve a larger tributary area than a residential module but
a smaller tributary area than that required to support a
regional commercial module.

B. Land Use Characteristics: The primary land use of the
module is community commercial and may include the fol
lowing representative land use types: All uses permitted in
the neighborhood commercial centers and the following:
appliance stores, caterers, clothing repair shops, crock
ery stores, electrical supply, financial institutions, food
lockers, furniture stores, furniture upholstery shops, heat
ing supply, hotels, laundry and dry cleaning establishments
employing not over seven persons, liquor stores, music
stores, newspaper offices and press rooms, night clubs,
office supplies, pawn shops, personal service establish
ments, pet shops, photographic supplies, plumbing sup
plies, printing, private clubs, publishing, second-hand
stores, signs, trade and contractor's office, upholsterer's
shops, and variety stores.23

DESIGN STANDARDS: The follOWing design standards are
intended to ensure proper site development within the
module, to provide requisite functional linkages with other
modules, and to maintain a proper balance between the
demands of the module and the supporting natural resource
base.
1. Intramodule standards

a. The module shall include 990 lineal feet of arterial
street right-of-way or full width equivalent con
structed to urban cross section standards.24

b. The module shall include 990 lineal feet of local
street right-of-way or full width equivalent con
structed to urban cross section standards.2s

c. An area of 4. 6 acres shall be suitably graded for
building sites.

d. An area of 18.3 acres shall be suitably graded for
off-street parking area.

e. An area of 4. 6 acres of building foundation suitable
for the appropriate structure types required shall
be provided.

f. Public sanitary sewage collection facilities shall be
provided for the module in accordance with estab
lished standards.

g. Public water supply facilities shall be provided for
the module in accordance with established standards.

h. Gas transmission and service facilities shall be pro
vided for the module in accordance with established
standards.

i. Electrical power transmission and service facilities
shall be provided for the module in accordance with
established standards.

j. Telephone transmission and service facilities shall
be provided for the -module in accordance with estab
lished standards.

DEFINITION: The module consists ofa total area of 45.0 acres
allocated to the primary and accessory land uses and facilities
listed below:

k. storm drainage facilities shall be provided for suit
able surface drainage of 28.2 acres of land along
1, 980 lineal feet of street full width equivalent.

2. Intermodule standards
a. Allocation standards

(1) One module shall be allocate~ in the design for
each 71,500 persons residing in the area for
which a plan design is being prepared.

b. Spatial Accessibility and Compatibility standards
(1) The location of the module relative to others shall

be constrained only by the optimization of com
bined linkage costs, site development costs, ac
cessibility costs, and compatibility costs.

c. Resource Conservation standards
(1) The location of the module shall be constrained

only by the optimization of combined site develop
ment costs, linkage costs, accessibility costs,
and compatibility costs.

d. Linkage Requirements standards
(1) The module shall be connected by an urban arte

rial street linkage.
(2) The module shall be connected by a public water

supply transmission line linkage.
(3) The module shall be connected by a public sewage

collection line linkage.
(4) The module shall be connected by a storm sewer

collection line linkage.
(5) The module shall be connected by a gas transmis

sion line linkage.
(6) The module shall be connected by a telephone

transmission line linkage.
(7) The module shall be connected by an electrical

power transmission line linkage.

PURPOSE: To provide the area necessary to house the high
school facilities and related community activities, such as
sports events and adult education.

A. Area: The allocation of land to the functional subcompo
nents of the module is:

Component Acres
Gross area • • • 45. 02•

Building area • • • • • • 3. 6
Parking, service, access, internal

vehicular, and pedestrian circulation
areas. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 5.1

Open space, side, rear, and front yards. 11.0
Arterial street right-of-way. 2.1
Collector street right-of-way 1. 3
Local street right-of-way. 1. 9
Playfields. • • • • • • • • 20.0

B. Land Use Characteristics: The primary land use of the
module is senior high school and may include the following
representative land use types: the school classrooms and
administrative building, auxiliary structures, playfield
and apparatus.

V. MODULE TYPE: SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL (public)

0.9
3.022

0.0
1.4

Open space, side, rear, and front yards.
Arterial street right-of-way.
Collector street right-of-way
Local street right-of-way. .

23 These uses are listed as principal uses in the B-2 Community Business

DistT iet in the Model Zoning Ordinance contained in SEMRPC Planning Guide

No.3, Zoning Guide, April 1964.

DESIGN STANDARDS: The follOWing design standards are
intended to ensure proper site development within the
module, to provide requisite functional linkages with other

24For detailed standards, see SEMRfC Planning Guide No.1, Land Develop

ment Guide. November 1963.

25Ibid .
26Assuming an optimal enrollment of 1,500 pupils and an allocation of

30 acres plus one additional acre per each 100 pupils.
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Acres
640.031

157.432

33 Ibid.

36Ibid .

114.6
157.5

7.9
4.8

78.133,34

18.635

101.136,37

A. Area: The allocation of land to the functional subcompo
nents of the module is:

Component
Gross area •••
Building area . . • . . •
Parking, service, access, internal

vehicular, and pedestrial circulation
areas •••••••..••••.

Open space, side, rear, and front yards.
Arterial street right-of-way.
Collector street right-of-way
Rail spur right-of-way . • •
Truck docks and apron. • •
Internal circulation ways and cul-de-sacs.

34Assuming a railway spur right-of-way of 52 feet.

35For detailed standards, see SEItRPC Planning Guide No.1, Land Develop

!!!!!!....t Guide, November 1963.

3'See SE'MUC Plannin~ Report No.7, Volume 2. Forecasts and Alternative

Plans- -1990.

DEFINITION: The module consists of a total area of 640 acres
allocated to the primary and accessory land uses and facilities
listed below.

(4) The module shall be connected by a storm sewer
collection line linkage.

(5) The module shall be connected by a gas transmis
sion line linkage.

(6) The module shall be connected by a telephone
transmission line linkage.

(7) The module shall be connected by an electrical
power transmission line linkage.

B. Land Use Characteristics: The primary land use of the
module is light industrial and may include the following
representative land use types: automotive body repair;
automotive upholstery; cleaning, pressing, and dyeing estab
lishments; commercial bakeries; commercial greenhouses;
distributors; farm machinery food locker plants; labora
tories; machine shops; manufacture and bottling of non
alcoholic beverages; painting; printing; publishing; storage
and sale of machinery and equipment; trade and contrac
tors' offices; warehousing and wholesaling; manufacture,
fabrication, packing, packaging, and assembly of products
from furs, glass, leather, metals, paper, plaster, plastics,
textiles, and wood; manufacture, fabrication, processing,
packaging, and packing of confections, cosmetics, electri
cal appliances, electronic devices, food except cabbage,
fish and fish products, meat and meat products, and pea
vining, instruments, jewelry, pharmaceuticals, tobacco,
and toiletries.38

VI. MODULE TYPE: PLANNED INDUSTRIAL DISTRICT (light)

32See Local Planninlj Administration, The International City Managers

Associat ion. (Chicago, 1959).

modules, and to maintain a proper balance between the
demands of the module and the supporting natural resource
base.
1. Intramodule Standards

a. The module shall include 700 lineal feet of arterial
street right-of-way or full width equivalent con
structed to urban cross section standards.27

b. The module shall include 700 lineal feet of collector
street right-of-way or full width equivalent con
structed to urban cross section standards.28

c. The module shall include 1, 400 lineal feet of local
street right-of-way or full width equivalent con
structed to urban cross section standards,29

d. An area of 3. 6 acres shall be suitably graded for
building sites.

e. An area of 5. 1 acres shall be suitably graded for an
off-street parking area.

f. An area of 20.0 acres shall be suitably graded for
a playfield.

g. An area of 3.6 acres of building foundation suitable
for the appropriate structure types required shall
be provided.

h. Public sanitary sewage collection facilities shall be
provided for the module in accordance with estab
lished standards.

i. Public water supply facilities shall be provided for
the module in accordance with established standards.

j. Gas transmission and service facilities shall be
provided for the module in accordance with estab
lished standards.

k. Electrical power transmission and service facilities
shall be provided for the module in accordance with
established standards.

1. Telephone transmission and service facilities shall
be provided for the module in accordance with estab
lished standards.

m. Storm drainage facilities shall be provided for suit
able surface drainage of 45 acres of land along 2,800
lineal feet of street full width equivalent.

2. Intermodule standards
a. Allocation Standards

(1) One module shall be allocated in the design for
each 63, 000 persons residing in the area for
which a plan design is being prepared.30

b. Spatial Accessibility and Compatibility standards
(1) The location of the module relative to others shall

be constrained only by the optimization of com
bined linkage costs, site development costs, ac
cessibility costs, and compatibility costs.

c. Resource Conservation standards
(1) The location of the module shall be constrained

only by the optimization of combined site develop
ment costs, linkage costs, accessibility costs,
and compatibility costs.

d. Linkage Requirements standards
(1) The module shall be connected by an urban arte

rial street linkage.
(2) The module shall be connected by a public water

supply transmission line linkage.
(3) The module shall be connected by a public sewage

collection line linkage.

27For detailed standards, see SEMU'C' Planning Guide No.1. Land Develop
ment Guide, November 1963.

28 Ibid.

29Ibid .

30Assuming 3.96 percent of the total population attends a senior high
school and that 60 percent of attendants (or 2.38 percent of total popu ..
lation) are pupils of a public facility.

37Assuming the internal circulation ways and cul-de-sacs have a right
of-way width of 50 feet.

38 These uses are listed as principal uses of the M-l Industrial District
in the Model Zoning Ordinance contained in SEK'REC Planning Guide No.3,
Zoning Guide, April 1964. Quarrying and other mineral extraction and
related uses are not included in either the planned industrial (light)
or the planned indus tr ial (heavy) modules. It is reasoned that, because
of the resource orientation of extractive industries, they shall be
conditional uses and subject to the established review procedure at the
time of ini t iat ion of zoning appeal.
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0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1

PURPOSE: To provide the area necessary to house indus
trial uses in an exclusive zoning distriQt and with the
economies afforded by joint use of facilities and utilities.

DESIGN STANDARDS: The following design standards are
intended to ensure proper site development within the
module, to provide requisite functional linkages with other
modules, and to maintain a proper balance between the
demands of the module and the supporting natural resource
base.
1. Intramodule standards

a. The module shall include 2,640 lineal feet of arterial
street right-of-way or full width equivalent con
structed to urban cross section standards.39

b. The module shall include 7, 920 lineal feet of collec
tor street right-of-way or full width equivalent con
structed to urban cross section standards,4o

c. The module shall include 88,100 lineal feet of inter
nal circulation street right-of-way or full width
equivalent constructed in accordance with established
standards.41

d. An area of 157. 4 acres shall be suitably graded for
building sites.

e. An area of 114. 6 acres shall be suitably graded for
off-street parking area.

f. An area of 18.6 acres shall be suitably graded for
truck docks and apron.

g. An area of 157. 4 acres of building foundation suitable
for the appropriate structure types required shall
be provided.

h. Public sanitary sewage collection facilities shall be
provided for the module in accordance with estab
lished standards.

i. Public water supply facilities shall be provided for
the module in accordance with established standards.

j. Gas transmission and service facilities shall be pro
vided for the module in accordance with established
standards.

k. Electrical power transmission and service facilities
shall be provided for the module in accordance with
established standards.

1. Telephone transmission and service facilities shall
be provided for the module in accordance with estab
lished standards.

m. Storm drainage facilities shall be provided for suit
able surface drainage of 640 acres of land along
113. 8 lineal feet of street full width equivalent.

n. The module shall include 66,400 lineal feet of railway
spur right-of-way or full width equivalent constructed
in accordance with established standards.

2. Intermodule standards
a. Allocation standards

(1) One module shall be allocated in the design for
each 9,100 persons employed in the area for
which a plan is being prepared.42

b. Spatial Accessibility and Compatibility standards
(1) The location of the module relative to others shall

be constrained only by the optimization of com
bined linkage costs, site development costs, ac
cessibility costs,. and compatibility costs.

c. Resource Conservation standards
(1) The location of the module shall be constrained

only by the optimization of combined site develop-

39For detailed standards, see SEWRFC Planning Guide No.1, Land Develop
ment Guide, November 1963.

40Ibid.

4'Ibid.

42Assuming an allocation of seven acres per 100 employees.
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ment costs, linkage costs, accessibility costs,
and compatibility costs.

d. Linkage Requirements standards
(1) The module shall be connected by an urban arte

rial street linkage.
(2) The module shall be connected by an urban col

lector street linkage.
(3) The module shall be connected by a public water

supply transmission line linkage.
(4) The module shall be connected by a public sewage

collection line linkage.
(5) The module shall be connected by a storm sewer

collection line linkage.
(6) The module shall be connected by a gas transmis

sion line linkage.
(7) The module shall be connected by a telephone

transmission line linkage.
(8) The module shall be connected by a railroad main

line linkage.
(9) The module shall be connected by an electrical

power transmission line linkage.

VII. MODULE TYPE: MUNICIPAL HALL (community)

DEFINITION: The module consists of a total of two acres
allocated to the primary and accessory land uses and facilities
listed below.

A. Area: The allocation of land to the functional subcompo
nents of the module is:

Components
Gross area .•••••••
Building area • • • • • • .
Parking, service, access, internal

vehicular, and pedestrian circulation
areas •••••••••••••••

Open space, side, rear, and front yards.
Arterial street right-oi-way.
Collector street right-of-way
Local street right-of-way. •

B. Land Use Characteristics: The primary land use of the
module is generally municipal hall and may include the
following representative land use types: city or village
administrative offices and auxiliary structures.

PURPOSE: To provide the area necessary to house munici
pal services and administrative offices, and to centralize
municipal offices where practical.

DESIGN STANDARDS: The following design standards are
intended to ensure proper site development within the
module, to provide reqUisite functional linkages with other
modules, and to maintain a proper balance between the
demands of the module and the supporting natural resource
base.
1. Intramodule standards

a. The module shall include 100 lineal feet of arterial
'Street right-of-way or full width equivalent con
structed to urban cross section standards.45

b. The module shall include 140 lineal feet of collector
street right-of-way or full width equivalent con
structed to urban cross section standards.46

43Assuming a minimum of two acres is required for a viable unit.

«Assuming a need for 200 square feet of building area per employee.

45Por detailed standards. see SEw.R1C Planning Guide No.1. £.and Develop
ment Guide, November 1963.

46 Ibid.



c. The module shall include 100 lineal feet of local
street right-of-way or full width equivalent con
structed to urban cross section standards:'

d. An area of O. 5 acre shall be suitably graded for
building sites.

e. An area of O. 5 acre shall be suitably graded for an
off-street parking area.

f. An area of O. 5 acre of building foundation suitable
for the appropriate structure types required shall
be provided.

g. Public sanitary sewage collection facilities shall be
provided for the module in accordance with estab
lished standards.

h. Public water supply facilities shall be provided for
the module in accordance with established standards.

i. Gas transmission and service facilities shall be pro
vided for the module in accordance with established
standards.

j. Electrical power transmission and service facilities
shall be provided for the module in accordance with
established standards.

k. Telephone traJ;lsmission and service facilities shall
be provided for the module in accordance with estab
lished standards.

1. storm drainage facilities shall be provided for suit
able surface drainage of two acres of land along
340 lineal feet of street full width equivalent.

2. Intermodule standards
a•. Allocation standards

(1) One module shall be allocated in the design for
each 14,000 persons residing in each munici
pality of the area for which a plan design is being
prepared,4s

b. Spatial Accessibility and Compatibility standards
(1) The location of the module relative to others shall

be constrained only by the optimization of com
bined linkage costs, site development costs, ac
cessibility costs, and compatibility costs.

c. Resource Conservation standards
(1) The location of the module shall be constrained

only by the optimization of combined site develop
ment costs, linkage costs, accessibility costs,
and compatibility costs.

d. Linkage Requirements standards
(1) The module shall be connected by an urban arte

rial street linkage.
(2) The module shall be connected by a public water

supply transmission line linkage.
(3) The module shall be connected by a public sewage

collection line linkage.
(4) The module shall be connected by a storm sewer

collection line linkage.
(5) The module shall be connected by a gas transmis

sion line linkage.
(6) The module shall be connected by a telephone

transmission line linkage.
(7) The module shall be connected by an electrical

power transmission line linkage.

48Assuming a need to house seven municipal employees per 1,000 population.
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Appendix B

LAND USE PLAN DESIGN MODEL COMPUTER PROGRAMS

119 FoR,..AT{41 I3,2Xl ,Fll .. 2J
120 FORtJATl' '15,110,15, T21,I5, T30,15, 139.Fl2.21

READ INITIAlIZE AND STORE MODULE-MODULE MATRIX
INPliT SHCULC BE SCRTfD IMCOE WI I IMOtJV
EACH ROW ENCS IN IMOOE:50

~RITE(3.115)

5CO CCNT [NUE
005011501=1,50
CfoIMlI501 );0.0
CfoIl! 15011=0 .. 0

501 CoNTI~UE

502 CONTINUE
REAC(1,l16l If"Oov, IfoIOCE, DMfoIllfoIODEl, OUIMCOE)
~~ITE(3,l171 IMCov, II'ICDE, Ol'foIllfoIODEl, CMLtIfJCOE)
IFI [MODE-50} 5C2,503,503

503 CONT INUE
.... RITElll·IMODVlO"'/I',CML
[F I I ~OOV-50 )SCO ,504 ,504

S04 CONTINUE

\<iRI TE (3.1181
6eo CoNT [NLJE

CAR=O .. O
DC 601 1601=1,50
INlTII601)=0
foIPClIoOll=O
t-'CI160U;0
SCI{6011=O .. 0
CLF: I 16011=0 .. 0

601 CCNT lNUE
CSc=o.o
ClC:C.O

602 CONTlt-;UE
REAOll,11':11 ICElL, 11"100, INITII~OCl, /lCI1I>IOCI,
WR.ITE13,120lICELL, IMOD, INITl1Io'ODl, MCllMOD),
CA ( ICELl J =CA { ICElU-AfoI ( IMOO I *IN IT lIt-DC 1
I FICA (ICELL) )6021,6022,6022

6021 CA t ICElL );0
6022 CONTINUE:

I FIlMeD-50 1602,603.603
603 COI'\T lNUE

IoIR ITE 17 , [CELL) [1\ IT
I;RITEI12'ICELl) CAR,MPC,SC,1'IC,ClE,CSC,ClC
IFf HELL -400 )600 .604 ,604

604 CCNT [NUE
\\RITE (101 CA
RETURJ\
gO

210
31
3 2
3 3
3 4

Ll 120
Ll 72l
Ll 722
11 123
11 124
L1 72'
Ll 126
Ll B 1

SCIIMOD)
SCIIMOD)

11
Ll

Ll •
Ll 8
Ll 88
L1 615
Ll 814
L1 815
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READ INITIALIZE AND STORE CEll-MOCULE MATRIX
lNPUT SORTED t-'OCUlE WI I CElL -- NEEC LAST 1'IUDUlE 50

-- NEEC LAST CEll 4CO

READ INITIALIZE AND STCRE CELL VECTORS

CC 40C 1400=1.400
CAl 1400 )=0 .. 0
CNSC(I4001=0.0
CF.\oiC (14CO):0.0
CONTINUE
ItRlTE13,1121
REAO(ltl131 I. CAtIl, CI\SCIIl, CEwCI1)
\o;RIHI3,lI41 I, CAlli, CNSClI), CEwe(11
IF (1-400 )401 ,402 .402
CONT II\UE
.... RlTE(14) CNSC,CEIIJC

xEAD INITIALIZE AND STORE MOCULE VECTCRS

READ INITIALIZE AND STCRE SCALARS

DC 3CO I300=I,5C
AIJ 1(3001=0 .. 0
foIN I I3CO )=0
ceNT INUE
ItRIn 13,l091
ccrOINUE
RfACtloilOI I, A",tI1, MN(I}
\<RITE(3.Ill) I. A,...(II,MI\III
IFII-50) 301.302,302
CCNT INUE
IoIRIfI: (9) AI",I't\

Ll ,
Ll 1
Ll 2
Ll 4 3

READll,ICOl A,S L1 4 4
REAOtlolOll ",RSO, N"'T, NC II 4 '3
PF=O .. O Ll 4
1\""0 L1 4
f\R=10 11 4
NFEAS=O Ll 4
TPC=O .. O Ll 4 8
TlC""O .. O II 4 9
TSC:O .. O LI 410
DO 2CO 12CO:I,lO U 411
NFPI [200 ):0 Ll 412
NIP(I200):Q Ll 413
TPCFI120C)=IO.CE+70 LI 414
IPCI(1200)=lC .. OF:+70 11 415
IriRITEt3,1021 Ll 416
\o;RITEI3,103) A Ll 417
wR:lTE13,l041 S Ll 418
\tIRITEt3,l05) I\R L1 41~

.. RlTE13,106) flfoIT Ll 420
\tIRITEt3,107l I\C 11 421
ItRIIEI3,lOB) ,vRSC L1422
ItR I Tt: 18) NC, A, S. PF ,l\R ,N, MRSO,NOFP. NOIFP ,NFEAS,NtH, TPC, TlC. TSC ,NFP, L1 423

X!\IP,TPCF,TPCI Ll 424
Ll 5 1
II S 2
II 5 3
Ll 5 4
11 5 5
Ll 5 6
Ll S 7
llS 8
LI 5 9
Ll 510
II 511
II 512
II 513
II 514
Ll 515
L1 6 1
Ll 6 2
Ll 6 3
Ll 6 4
U 6 5
11 6 6
II 6 7
Ll 6 8
II 6 9
Ll 610
Ll 611
II 612
11613
L1 614
II 616
Ll617
11 618
II 619
II 620
II 621
11 622
II 623
II 624
II 7 1
II 7 2
II 7 3
II 7 4
Ll 7 5
II 7 6
II 7 7
L1 7 8
Ll 7 9
II 710
Ll 71 1
II 712
Ll 713
II 714
11 715
II 116
Ll 717
Ll 118
II 119

302

2CO

301

3CO

'01

402

<Co

LAND LJSE PLAN OES IGN t'UDEL Ll 1 3
Ll I 4

PROGRA1'I 1 VERSION 2 9/20111 BOEHLEN II 1 5
11 1 6
Ll 1 7

FOR1'IATs Ll 1 0
100 FOR/I'AHE14 .. 81 II 1 9
101 FORIo'ATt [51 Ll 110
102 FORMAT{l1' T40,'UNQ USE PLAN DESIGN 1'!OOEL'1 Ll III

x '0' T48. 'RL'N VARIAeLES'/111l Ll 112
103 FoR/I'AT ( PlAr>; ACCURACY' T25. F8 .. 4 11 113
104 FORMAT I SUCCESS PROBABILITY' T25, F8 .. 4 Ll 114
105 FORMATl PLAt'i RUNS REQUIRED' T25, 15 L1 115
106 FORMAT I NO .. OF t-!QoULE TYPES' T2S, 15 Ll 116
107 FOR~AT( NO. OF CELLS' T25, 15 Ll 117
108 FORIo'AT( RANDO,. NO .. RESIOULE' T25, IS I Ll 118
109 FORMATl '0' I 'OMODUlE TYPE' Tl5.'1'IOoULE AREA' T30,'NLMBER' III Ll 119
110 FORt'ATI1302X,Fll .. 2,2X,U) II 12
111 FORfoIATI' 'T6,I5, T15.Fl1 .. 2, 131. IS} Ll 121
112 FORt'ATI'O' / 'OCELL NUMBER' Tl5,'CEll AREA' T30,'NORTH-SOUTH'T:i0,1l 122

X'EAST-WEST 'Ill II 123
113 FORI'IATI13,3X,FI0 .. 2,2(2X.Fll .. 2Il
114 FOR"'Af{' , TS,I5, Tl2,Fll .. 2, T30.Fll .. 2, T48,Fll .. 2} Ll 2 1
115 FoR/>IATt-O'I'O"'COlilE' nO,'MaCUlE' T20,'CISTANCE CONSTRAINT'14S, Ll 2 2

X 'LINKAGE caST'1/ Ll 2 3
116 FORfoIAT{21I3.2XI,2IFll .. 2,2Xll Ll 2 4
111 FOR/,IAT{' 'T2,I5,Tl1,I6,T28,Fll .. 2.T46,Fll .. 2) 11 2 6
118 FoRMATl'O'/'O CEll' 112,'MOO' T20,'PlACEOIJ30,'LlMIT' T40, II 2 7

X 'SITE ceST'1I Ll 2 8

VARIABLE NAME LIST ALL PROGRAMS

C A - - - - - - PLAN ACCURACY
C S - - - - - - SUCCESS PROiJA81lITY
C MRSD - - - - RANDO'"' fl.U,",BER RES JOULE
C MH - - - - - NC. OF ttCCULE TYPES
C NC NO. OF CEllS
C N PLAN 1\0.
C NR - - - - - NC. OF Pl/lNS REQUIREO
C fPC - - - - - TCTAl HAl'; COST
C He - - - - - TCTAl LINKAGE COST
C 1SC - - - - - fCTAl SITE CCST
C NFPtlOI - fEASIBLE PLAN NO .. (ONE OF 10 BEST)
C NI?l101 - - - INFEASIBLE PLAN NC'. (CNE CF 10 BESTl
C TPCF 110 I - - PLAN COSTS (10 8EST fEAS ISlE)
C TPCfllO) - PLAN COSTS (10 REST INFEASIBLE)
C PF - - - - - PRCBAelLITY OF A FEASIBLE PUr--.
C NHAS - - - - a-PLAt-< FEASIBLE 2-PLAN II\FEASIBlE
C At-'(50J - - - MOCUlE TYPE AREA
C fJNt501 - - - MCculE TYPE NO. INC. OF MODULES CF THE TYPE}
C 01400) - - - CELL AREA
C CNSC(400) - - CEll I\GRTf-' SOUTH COORCfNATES
C CE\IIC(400) - - CELL EAST wEST COORDINATE
C C~~(SO) - - - ",ocuLE - ~ODULE OISTANCE CONSTRAINT
C C~l(SO) - - - folCCUlE LINKAGE COST
C l~CDV REACING VARIABLE -- MOCULE MATRIx RUW
C IMODE - - - READ[NG VARIABLE -- MODULE MATRIx CDlU,,"N
C IVll - - - - DEFINE FILE VARIAI'LE -- REQUIRED BUT NOT USfD
C CA~ CELL AREA RE""AINING
C ~PC(501 MODULE PLACEMENT COUNT INC. OF TYPE PLACED IN CELL)
C ,,"((Sel - - - MODULE CQI\STRAINT ILIt-llT eN NC. OF TYPE PLACE CELL)
C SC(SDl - - - SITE COST ISITE CUST TO PLACE ONE MODULE OF TYPEI
C CLE/50} - - - LINKAGE crST I::-XTE/\'SlCl'IJ /TrtlT f-(CDULE TYPE TntlT CELU
C ICELL - - - - READING VAR lAIJLE -- CELL t\O ..
C IMOO REAClr>.C VAlUABLE -- MOCULE NO ..
C !V12 DEFINE FILE VARIAELE -- REQUIRED BUT NOT useD
C GATA SET 1 - CARD READER
C CAT!1 SE.T 2 CARD PUNC!-'
C CAlA SET 3 - PRINTER
C DATA SET 4 - TAPE t\CT USED
C DATA SET 5 - TAPE NCT USED
C DATA SET 6 - TAPE NCT LJSEO
C LJATA SET 7 - TAPE NCT USED
C CATA SET 8 - DISK SOLLAR VALUES
C DATA SET 9 - llISK /'OCUlE AREA ANC NO. VFCTCRS
C DATA SET 10 - DISK CELL AREA VECTOR
C CATA SET 11 - DISK !"CCULE - "'COLLE MATRIX
C CATA SET 12 - DISK CELL - t-'QCUlE ~ATRIX

C GATA SET 13 - DISK CELL DISTANCE VECTORS
C [AlA SET 14 - DISK CELL COORDINATE VECTCRS
C CC(400) - - - CELL - CELL OROERCO DISTAlI.CE VECTOR (ONE PER CELU
C r.,CD(400) - - CELL NU~BERS FCR CRDERED CElL DISTANCE VECrr~R

C eNS - - - - - NCRTH SCUTH DISTANCE
C DEW - - - - - EAST WEST DISTANCE
C DNS2 - - - - NORTH SCLJTH DISTANCE SQUARED
C CEw2 - EAST WEST DISTANCE SQUAREC
C CIST - - - - SQLJARE RCCT OF SUM OF SCL;ARES
C IPUCE - - - TC HARD TC EXPLAIN ON ONE LINE
C IPUSH - - - - PUSH CC\tIN INDEX
C IPUSH2 - - - PUSH OC~'N INDEX
C CDIP2 - - - - CELL DISTANCE TH'PDRY PUSH DOWN STORAGE
( NCDIP2 - CELL NO.. TEMPORY PUSH DOWN STORAGE
C 1 PCO - - - - CUTPUT INCEX
C IV13 - - - - DEFINE FILE VARIABLE -- REQUIRED BUT NOT USEO
C /l'LLT - - - - RANDO!" NU!"bER /,LJlTIPLIER
C IELOO - - - - RA!\DCM NO .. WITH lOW ORDER DIGIT ELIMINATED
C IF.HOO - - - - RANDO!" NO .. wITH 4 HCh CRCEF( Cferrs nfl-"lNHEO
C !"RNOLT - - - RANDOM NO .. LIMIT IND. OF foIODULE TYPES CR CElLS)
C t-'CDCEL - - - GC TO II'\OEX I foIOOULE OR CEllI
C NO'"' - - - - NC .. OF "'OCULES
C />ICO - - - - - 1'I,CCULE TYPE NC .. (RANOC~ NC .. I
C r>;CN - - - - - CELL NO.. (RANDOt' NC.I
C CSC - - - - - CEll SITE COST TOTAL SITE COST THAT CELL
C CLC - - - CELL LINKAGE CCST TOTAL' lINKACE COST THAT CELL
C LSISCI - - - LINKAGE SATISFACTION VECTCR
eLse - - - - - LINKAGE SATISFACTION VECTOR SU1'I
C NC0980 - - - CELL Nc..
C C~R980 - - - CELL AREA REMAlNING
C />,PC980 - - - MCCuLE PLACEMENT VECTCR
C Cl - - - - - LINKAGE CCST
C Al - - - - - A PRIt'E
C FN - - - - - FLCATING POINT N
C FNOFP - - - - FLOAT ING POINT NQFP
C rCV(10) - SLJeROLTiNE PLJSH DOwN TOTAL PLAN COST
C NCVl101 - - - SLJeROUUNE PUSH OCWN PLAN NO.



MODULE MODULE DISTANCE TEST (FAll PICK ANOTHER CELLI

l3 414
L3 415

L3 1
L3 1
L31
L31
L3 1
L3 1
L3 1
L3 1
L3 1 9
L3 110
L3 111
L3 112
13 113
13 115
l3 116

L3 117
l3 118
L3 Z 1
l3 2 2
l3 2 3-

l3 523
13 524
l3 6 I
L3 6 2
13 6 3
l3 6 4
l3 6 5
l3 6 6
L3 6 7
13 6 B
L3 6 9
l3 610
L3 611
13 612
L3 013
L3 614
l3 615
L3 616
l3 611
l3 018
l3 619
l3 620
l3 621

L3 417
l3- 418
13 419
L3 420
l3 421
l3 422
L3 423
l3 424
13 5 1
L3 5 Z
L3 5 3
L3 5 4
l3 5 5
L3 5 0
l3 5 1
l3 5 B
l3 5 9
l3 510
L3 511
L3 512

SHECTl] 513
L3 514
l3 515
l3 516
L3 511
L3 518
L3 519
l3 520
13 521

AT A lUI,E

THE CEll-MODULE

L3 3 1
l3 3 2
L3 3 3
L3 3 4
L3 3 5
l3 3 6
L3 3 7

DIG ITS FOR THE RANDOM NUMBER l3 3 8
L3 3 9
L3 310
l3 311
l3 312
l3 313
L3 314
L3 315
l3 316

NU~BER OF CellS OR THE NUMBERl3 317
13 318
L3 319
13 320
L3 321
L3 322
l3 323
l3 324
L3 4 4
L3 4 5
L3 4 6
l3 4 1
L3 4 8
L3 4 9
l3 410
l3 411
l3 412
L3 413

OF MODULES

HPE \.ISING HIE RANDOM NlJM8ER GENERATOR

COMPAtiBILITY TEST INCT COMPATABlE PICK ANOTHER CELU
IF(JllCfMODII 425.425,450

TEST FOR MOCULE CELL CO",PATA8IlITY, LIMIT AND AREA

GET THE CElL ROW
READ I 12'NCN) CAR,MPC,St,MC,ClE,CSC,ClC

SU8ROUTINE L3

A MODULE CAll MOOUlESI IS SelECTED USING A RANDOM NUMBER
GENERATOR

A CEll IS SHECTEO USING A RANDOM NU~BER GENERATOk
MOOULE CELL COMPATIBILITY IS TESTEO
CELL LAND CAPACITY IS TESTED
THE MODULE lSI IS ASSIGNED TO THE tHUS)

LAND USE PLAN DESIGN ~OOEL

PROGRAM 3 VEfl:SIDN 2 BDEHLEN 9/22/11

CIMENSION AMI50l, MNI5QJ, MPC{50I, MC{501, SC150l, (LEI 50),
II CA(4CO)

Cr ~ENSI ON MPCll 150), OM!"! (50 I,C01400 l.NCIJ (400 I

CCMPUTE THE NUMBER
,..OM:O
cO 360 1360-I,NMT
f\Ofo':NCM+MNI 1360 1

360 CaNT (hUE

SElfC T A MOCUlE
400 CGNT INUE

~CDCEl=1

MRNDL T=N,H
GC Te 200

READ THE CElL AREA VECTOR AND INITIALIZE
MATR IX FGR CEl'L AREA fI:E"'AlN ING
READ{IDI CA
REAO lHE CEll-MODULE JIlAlRLX eME CEll ROW
DC 3~0 1350=I,NC
READ ( 12 1 1350 I CAR, MPC, SC, MC ,Clf, CSC ,ClC
READ I 7' 1350II~1T
[NITIALiZE THE CELL ROW
DO 325 1325=1,50
"'PC 11325): INIT (1325)
CLE{1325)=0.O

325 tONT INUE
caR=CA 11350 1
wRITE THE CEll ROW BACK
WRI TE 112' 1350 I CAR. ~PC, SC,MC,ClE,CSC,ClC

350 CCNT INUE

COMMON NC, A, S, PF, Nil:, 101, MRSD, NCFP,NO I FP, NFEAS, NMT, TPC, TtC, TSC,
X NFP(IOI,NIPII0I,TPCF{10),TPCIII0)
CO~MON IVll,IV12,IV13
CO~~ON INIH501
FCR1o!ATS

ICO FOR,..AT (O ',Fll.2,2X,15,2X,Fll.2, 412X,15)

ARE THERE ANY MODULES OF THE TVPE CHOSEN IF NOT MAKE A NEW
401 CCNTINUE

IF(~NlMRANO)1 200,200,402

REMBER THE RANDeM NUMBER
402 M(]D=MRAND

READ THE M(]DUlE AREA AND NUMBER VECTORS
300 READ 19) AM,MN

GENERATE A RAt\DO,.. NUMBER
,",UL T:12345
GO TO 300

200 CONTINUE
MRSO=!"!RSC*MULT
ISOLATE THE UPPER 3 OF THE LOWEll: 4
ELIMINATE THE LOWER ORDER DIGIT
IHOD:zMRSD/I0
ELI1o!INATE TliE 4 HIGIi CRCER DIGITS
I EHDO: (IEllJO/ICCO 1*1000
,..RAND: I ElOD-1 EHOO
IF MRAND IS ZERO TRY AGAIN

205 lFI"'RANOI 200,200,201
201 CONTINUE

IF MRAND IS l(] BIG CGREATER THEN THE
OF MODULE TYPESIREDUCE ITS SIZE

IfCfllRAND-MRNDLT) 204,204,203
203 CaNT (NUE

MRAND:MRANO/I0
GO Te 205
RETURN TO THE PROGRAfIl

204 GO TO (401,426),MOCCEL

CelL I'lOOULE LIMIT TEST (FAIL PICK ANOTHER CELLI
450 CONT INUE

IFt"'PCO~OD)-~tlMOD)) 451,425,":('5

LAND CAPACITY TEST IFAIL PICK ANOTHER CELL)
451 CONTINUE

IFICAR-AMIMOO) I 425, 452, 452
452 CQNTlNUE

SElECT A CELL USING THE RANDOM NUMBER GENERATOR
I TR't"'NC**2

425 CoNT INUE
ITRY.. ITRY-I
IF ( ITRY 14255, 4255,425<.l

4255 I TRY"'NC**2
IJiR TTE 13,42561 ITRY

42SO fORMAl (. UNABLE TO PUCE A MODULE AFTER' ,15. t lRYS')
STOP

4259 CCNT INUE
"'CDCEL:2
~RNDlT:NC
GO TO 200

REMBER THE fl:ANDOfll NUMBER
426 NCN:MRAND

L2 3
L2 4
L2 5
L2 •
L2 7
L2 •
12 I 9
L2 110
L2 111
L2 112
L2 113
L2 114
L2 115
L2 2
L2 2
L2 2
L2 3
L2 3
12 3 3
L2 3 4
L2 3 5
12 3 6
L2 3 9
L2 310
l2 311
L2 312
l2 313
l2 314
lZ 315
L2 316
L2 317
LZ 318
L2 319
L2 320
l2 321
L2 322
L2 4 1
L2 4 2
L2 4 3
L2 4 4
L2 4 <.l
L2 410
L2 411
l2 "12
L2 413
L2 414
L2 415
lZ 41b
L2 417
L2 418
L2 419
L.2 "20
l2 421
L2 422
L2 423
l2 424
LZ 5 1
L2 ., 2
l2 ., 3
L2 5 4
L2 5 5
12 5 6
L2 ., 7
LZ 5 8
L2 5 9
l2 510
L2 5
L2 511
L2 512
l2 513
l2 514
L2 515
L2 516
L2 511
l2 51B
L2 519
L2 520
L2 521
l2 522
L2 523
L2 524
L2 6 I
LZ 6 2
12 6 3
L2 0 4
L2 6 51
L2 6 52
L2 6 53
L2 6 6
L2 611
l2 612

CC/llMON NC, A, S, PF, NR, N.MRSO, NCFP ,NO 1FP, NFEAS, fIlMT ,TPC, Tl.C, TSC,
X NFP(J01,NIPflO),TPCFII0),TPCIl101

COP'p.lON tVll,IV1Z,IV13
COP"MON INll(501
DEFINE FILE 7(400,50,U,IV7}
DEFINe FILE 11150tlCO,U,IVlll
DEFINE FILE 12(400,203,U,IVI21
DEFINE FILE 13tBOO,400,U,IV131
DCUBLE PRECISIGN PNL3,PNl4,PNL5
IoIRITE14,1011

101 FORMAl( 'PHD PHL4 PHl5 ')
BACKSPACE 4
READ 14,1021 PND. PNL4, PNL5

102 fOR1"Al13A8)
C READ V"-RUBLES 1ST TIME OHY

READ IB) NC ,A, S, PF ,NR, N, MRSD, NOFP, NOI FP ,NFEAS, NMT, TPC, TLC, TSC ,NFP,
XN[P, TPCF, TPCI

150 CALL FETCH 1PNDI
CAll L3
CALL FETCH(PNl41
CAll L4
CAll FETCtHPNl51
CAll L5
IF IN-NR I ZOI,199, tqq

1<;9 STOP
2e1 REWIND a

REWIND 9
REWIND 10
wR IT E (8) NC, A, S, PF, NR, N,MRSD, NOFP, NDIFP ,NFEAS,NMT ,TPC, TlC, TSC ,NFP,

XNIP. TPCF, TPCI
GO TO 150
END

MEAD THE CElL CCCROINATES
READ 1141 CNSC,cewc

INITIALIZE THE CELL DISTANCE VECTOR AND THE CELL DISTANCE NUMBER
vECTOR
CO 200 1200=I,4CO
cot 12COI =IOE74
NCDI12001=<.l9<.l9

2CO CaNT INUE
NC=O

cOMPUTe. SORT AND IrIRtTE A CEll DISlANC£ VH.lQR fOR EA(.H CEll
co 9CO 1900-"'I,NC

READ THE NUMBER OF CelLS
REAOl81 NC

C LAND USE PLAN DESIGN ~ODEl

C
t PIWGRAM 2 VERSION 2 9/2171 80ft-tUN
C
t telL COORDINATES ARE READ FROM DISK
t Cell TO tELL D1STANtES ARE C.OMPUTED
C CHATES A VECTOR OF CelL DISTANCES FOR EACH CELL
C SORTS THE VECHlR FOR THE SHORTEST DISTANCE FIRST
C wllllES THE VECTDR(SI CN DISK
C
C FORMATS

100 FORMATl'O'/'OCElL DISTANCE VECTOR f(J1( CelL' T33,I5 II)
102 FORJllA1I5( 15,211,F11.2) I

Oe'HhS IONS
01 "'ENSIDN eNSC (400 I ,CEwe 1400 I,CO(400) ,NCOl4QC I
DEFINE FILE 131800,400,U,IV131

PLACE THE CELL DISTANCE AT THE TOP OF THE CELL DISTANCE VECTOR
BUT NEVER LC'rIER THEN 5T ... PLACE
(PLACE-NO
IFIIPlACE-51202,20:3,203

202 coNT INUE
(PLACE=5

203 CCNT INUE
COlIPlACE)=DIST
NcaIIPLACE)=1300

00 A PUSH DOWN OPERATION UNTIL 01ST IS IN ITS PROPER PLACE IN
THE CELL VECTCR
IPUSH=IPlACE+l
IPUSHl=IPlACE

204 CaNT INUE
IPUSH=IPUSH-I
IPUSfil:IPUSH-1
IFllPUSHlI 30C,300,206

SHOUlO HIE DISTANCE iN CDtIPliSH) BE PUS~ED COlliN
200 tFfCDIIPUSH)-CO(lPUSHIII 20513001300

PUSH COIIPllSHI DOWN
205 CONTINUE

CDI P I=Co I I PUSH 1)

NCOIPl=NCof (PUSHll
CO I1PUSH II-CO (IPUSH I
NCD( IPUSHll :NCDI IPUSH I
coIIPUSH)"COIPI
NCDIIPl,;SHI:NCCIPI
G(J TO 204

3CO CONT INUE

c
C COMPUTE DISTANCES AND STORE IN telL DISTANCE VECTOR IN ORDER
C IJiITH THE SfIlALlEST DISTANCE FIRST

CO 300 1300=I,NC

CCMPUTE A DISTANCE
ONS=CNSC( 1900 I-CNSC I 13001
OEw=CEwC 11900 )-CEWC I 1300 I
DNS2=CNS*ONS
CE~2=DEItl*DEW

DIS T"'Sf.;RT (DNS2+DEw2)
ND=NO+l

~RITE THE CEll DISTANCE VECTCR ON THE PRINTER AND DISK
wRITEt3,IOOI (900
wRITE 13,1021 INCOI I PCC I,COI IPCO I, IPCD"I ,NC)
1013:1900*2
WRITEt13'ID13-lI NCO
WRlTE1l3'1(13) CO

900 CONTINUE
RElURN
END
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COMII40N NC, A, S, PF, NR.N ,M~SD,NCFP,NOIF P ,NFEAS, NMT, TPC. fLC, TSC,
X NFPII0)INIP(10I,TPCFI10J,TPCI{JOI

COMMON I\lll,IV12,IV13
COp.iMON INITfSOI
FORMA TS

100 FORMA it I CElli IS. T15,' MOD 115, T26. I COPOS'I5,T43,' MOD' IS, T56, 'DIST'
XF 11.2, ns, 10lST AlOW I Fll.2, noo, ICEll I 151

CIMENS ION CD{400 I,NCO 1400 J ,II4PC 150 I, MCl50 I,SC I 50 I,ClE (50 l,lS (50),
X Op.tMtSO),CMl(SO),MPC980IS01

~RITE THE CEll ROW 6ACK ON CISK
wRITEt12 I NCN) CAR, MPC, SC, MC, CLE,CSC,CLC

00 THE FOllO~ ING STEPS FOR EACH CELL
DO 999 1999:1,NC

DO THE FOllOwiNG STEPS FOR EVERY CELL IN ORDER BY DISTANCE FROM
CELL 1999 UNTIL THE LINKAGE SATISFACTION VECTOR IS SATISFIED
DO 980 1960:::1,NC

121
122
123
1231
124
1241
125
126

l4 717
L4 8 1
l4 8 2

l5 117

L5 3
1> 4
L5 5
L5 6
L5 1
l~ 8
l5 1 9
l5 110
LS III
lS 112
l5 113
l5 114
lS 115
l5 116

lS 2 1
lS 5 25
l5 3 6
l5 3 7
l5 3 S
l5 3 9
l5 310
l5 311
l5 312
l5 313
l5 314
lS 315
l5 316
lS 317
l5 316
L5 319
lS 320
l5 321
l5 322
L5 323
lS 324
lS 4 1
l5 4 2
l5 4 3
l5 4 4
l5 4 5
lS 4 6
L5 4
l5 4 7
l5 4 8
l5 4 9

PlNl5 410
lS 412
l5 413
lS 414

SATISFIED

INFEASIBLE PLANS COMPLETED

CF A HAS (BlE PLAN

PLAN INFEASI6lE

NC, A, S, Ph NR ,N, MRS 0, NCF P, NO I FP ,NFEAS ,NMT, TPC, TlC, TSC,
NFP1I0) ,N IPlI0l, TPCF{ 101, TPC I {10 I
l\lll,IVI2, t\l13
lNill5C I

CETER~INE LINKAGE CCNSTRAINT \lIOlATIONS

GET THE MODULE PLACEMENT VECTOR FOR CEll 19S0 IN THE CELL
VECTOR
NCD980=NCD t 19S0 I
READ (12 1NCD96C I CARlil60,MPC980

00 THE FOLLOWING STEPS FOR MODULE TYPES WITH MODULES IN CELL
NCDlil60
DC 910 1970:1,NMT

COMPUTE l,INKAGE COST BETWEEN "'aCUlE TYPE Ilil9C IN CELL 1999 AND
MODULE TYPE 1970 IN CELL NC0960
Cl=eMl {I 970 I *eD( 19801* II'lPCt 1990 J+MPC980 (19701-1)
ILC=TLC+CL
ClC",CLC+Cl
ClE I I q9Q) =ClE ( 1990 J+CL

jljRITE THE MCCUlE CELL MATRIX ROWBACK WITH COST EXTENSIONS
lojRIlEtI2 I I99lil) CAR. MPC. SC, Mc, Cle. cse, eLC
TPC=lLC+TSC
ceNT INUE
RETURN
END

PLANS COMPlEIED IS UPDATED
FEASIBLE AND INFEASIBLE PLANS COMPLETED ARE I,;PDATED
THE PROBABILITY OF A FEASIBLE PLAN IS UPDATED
NUfoIBER OF PLAN REQUIRED IS UPDATED
UPDATES IHE le .... COST 10 FEASIBLE AND 10 INFEASIBLE VECTORS
PRINIS THE PLAN IF IT IS BETTER THEN ANY OF THE 10 BEST FEASIBLE
CR I NFEASIBlE PLANS

lAND USE PLAN CESIGN ~OCEL

PROGRAM S \/ERSION 2 BOEHlENN 9/24171

UPDIHE THE FEASIBLE AND
[FfNFEAS) 200,200,201
NCFP=NOFP+l
GO TO 202
CONT INUE
NOIFP=NOIFP+1
CONT INUE

SHOULD A FEASISlE PLAN SE REPLACED

IS THE LINKAGE SATISFACTION \lECTOR
lSC=O
DC 210 1210"'I,1\MT
lSC:::lSC+lSI1210 I

210 CONTI NUE
IFIlSC-NMTJ 211, 960, 9S0

211 CON TI NUE

UPCATE THE LINKAGE SATISFACTlDN VECTOR
IF{CLI 910, 910, 214

214 CONT [NUE
lSI[970):1

l4 513
l4 S14
l4 515
l4 516
l4 517
l4 518
l4 519
l4 520

DISUNCEL4 .521
l4 522
l4 S23
l4 524
l4 6 1
l4 6 2
l4 6 3
l4 6 4
l4 6 5
l4 6 6

IF NO MODULES OF TYPE Ino IN CEll NCC980 JUMP TO END OF DD LOOP l4 6 7
IFIMPC9S0119101) 910, 970, 212 l4 6 8

212 CONTINUE L4 6 9
L4 610
l4 611
l4 612
l4 613
l4 614
l4 61S
l4 616
L4 611
l4 616
l4 61lil
l4 620
l4 621
l4 622
l4 623
l4 624
l4 7 1
l4 1 2
l4 7 3
l4 7 34
l4 7 36
l4 7 4
l4 7 5
l4 7 55
l4 7 6

1960, 1910, CDl198CJ, DMM1l970" NCD9BO l4 1 1
l4 1 6
l4 1 '3
l4 110
l4 711
l4 112
l4 113
l4 714
L4 115
l4 116

IF THE LINKAGE RHUIREMENT TO MOCUlE TYPE 1910 FROM MODULE TYPE
1990 IS SATISFIED GC TO END OF LOOP
IF(lS119701) 213,213,970

213 CONTINUE

MARK THE
NFEAS:l

910 CONTINUE
980 CONT INUE
lil90 CONTI NUE

IFl O~p.i( Ina) lnO,nO,216
/JUST BE wITHIN 0""'"

216 IFICDtlQSO)-Ol"MI (9701 1970.970,220
220 CONTINUE

WRlTE13,lOOI 1999. I9lilO,

UPCATE THE PRCBABIllTY
11TH PLAN AND HIGHER
PF:0.5
NR=lCO
(FIN-ill 20S,203.203

203 CaNT [NUE

201

2eo

202

UPDATE THE PROBABILITY OF A FEASIBLE Pl~N

FNoFP:::NOFP
FN:N
PF:FNOFP/FN
IFIPFl 204, 204, 206

204 PF::O. 5
206 CONT INUE

Al:A*PF
NR=AlCG ( 1. O-S) I AlOG ( 1. O-AI )

205 CONT INUE

IF REI;UIRED REPLACE ONE OF THE 10 BEST FEASIBLE OR INFEASlBlE
IFINFEAS) 210,210,230

CCp.iMON
X

COfolMON
CO"'~ON

FORMAT
100 FDRfO,ATf 10'/'0 PLANt ,IX, IS, IX, IOF' IIX, I5,'5X,'COST', lX,EI4.S,/1
101 FORfoIAT(' NC PLANS WERE REPLACED't/l
102 FORfoIA"'O TCTAL LINKAGE COST'122.El4 .. S,T40,'TOTAl SITE COSJlT60. lS

X E14.81 lS
103 FORfo:ATI'OFEASIBlE PLANSI,Tl6,5IIS.13Xl.l,' ',11S,512XiEI4.S)", LS

X' ',Tl8,5{15,13Xl",' I,Tl8,SI2x,EI4.611 LS
104 FORMATl'OINFEASIBlE',TlS,S{ 15,13XI ,I,' I, TlS,5(2X,El4.BI,I, lS

XI ',T16,SIIS,13XI,I,' ',TI8,Sf2X,E14.SII LS
lOS FOR~AT(' OPLAN '15, [51 TI5, 'CELL I Tl9, 15, no, I AREA RE~AIN lNG' T45,E14.6l5

XI/' CELL SITE COST' TlS, El4.8. T40,'CEll LINKAGE COSJlT60,El4.8H5
106 FORp.iATPO CELL ~oo INIT PLACED Up.iIJI,T41,'SITE COSJI,T54,

*'lJNKAGE COSTI)
107 FOR~Al{' ',4115,2X),2{EI4.6,2XI)

oHll\SIONS
DlfolEl\SICN MPCISOI,MCISOI,SC{SOI,ClE(SO)
UPDATE TI-1E PLANS CO/,PlETEC
N:N+l

L3 622
L3 623
L3 624
l3 1 1
l3 1 2
l3 7 3
l3 1 4
L3 7 5
L3 1 6
l3 1 1
l3 7 9
L3 110
L3 111
L3 112
L3 113
L3 714
L3 715
L3 122
L3 723

L4 6
L4 1
L4 a
L4 1 9
L4 110
L4 111
L4 112
L4 113
L4 114
L4 115
L4 116
L4 111
L4 118
L4 119

L4 120
L4 122
L4 123
14 2 1
L4 2 2
L4 3 1
L4 3 5
L4 3 6
L4 3 1
L4 3 a
L4 3 9
L4 310
14 311
L4 312
L4 313
L4 314
L4 31'Jl
l4 3152
l4 3152
l4 316
l4 311
L4 316

L4 319
L4 320
L4 321
L4 322
L4 323

l4 4 1
l4 4 2
l4 4 3
l4 4 4
l4 4 S
L4 4 6
l4 4 7

Ul44 8

l4 410
l4 411
l4 412
l4 413
l4 414
l4 415
l4 416
l4 411
l4 41S
l4 419

THAT CANl4 420
l4 421
l4 422
l4 423
L4 424
l4 5 1
L4 S 2
l4 S 3
L4 5 4
l4 'J 5
l4 5 6
L4 S 1
l4 S 8
l4 5 9
l4 S10
l4 511
l4 512

GET THE MODULE LINKAGE VECTOR FOR MODULE TYPE 1990
READ I 111 1990 I OpiM.Cp.tl

SUM THE SITE COST FOR THIS CELL AND AOD TO TOTAL SITE COST
ClC::O.O
CSC=O.O
00 200 12CO=I,NMT
CSC=CSC+IMPCI12001-INIT(12001) * SC(12001

200 CONTINUE
TSC::TSC+CSC

DO THE FellO .... ING STEPS FOR EACH MOOUlE TYPE wITH MOOUlES PLACED
IN CEll 1991il
DO 9lilO IlillilO=I,NMT

DOES MODULE TYPE 1990 HAVE MODUlEl IN CELL 1999 (IF NOT END OF
IF IMPCl 1990 1-INIl( 1990 I) 990,990,201

201 CONT INUE

ZERO THE LINKAGE SATISFACTION VECTOR
DO 202 1202=1,50
lS(1202):0

202 CCNT INUE

UPDATE THE LINKAGE SATISFACTION VECTOR FOR THOSE LINKAGES
8E SATISFIED .... ITHIN THE Cell OR ARE NOT REQUIRED AT All
DO 205 1205::1,NMT
IS THE MODULE LINKAGE COST FOR MODULE TYPE 1205 ZERO
IFtCMl(12051) 204, 204, 203
ARE THERE ANY MODULES (JF TYPE 1205 IN CELL 1991il

203 CONT iNUE
IFIMPC(J205») 205, 205, 204
THE LINKAGE REQUIREMENT FOR MOOUlE 1205 IS SATISFIED

204 lSfl20SJ:l
205 CONTINUE

GET THE CELL DISTANCE VECTOR
1013:1999*2
READt 13'1013-1) NCO
~EADI13'ID131 CD

GET THE MODULE PLACEMENT VECTOR
READ«12'llil991 CAR, MPC, SC, MC, ClE, CSC, eLC
REA0(1'19991INIT

ZERO TOTAl LINKAGE AND TOTAL SIGHT caST
TlC:O.O
TSC=O.O
TPC=O.O

RECORD THIS PLACEMENT
4S6 ceNT INUE

CAR:CAR-AM {MOD J
plPC {MODI :MPC I MOo)+1
liN (MOO ):MN I MOt )-1
NOM:NDM-l

C LAND USE PLAN DESIGN 1140DH
C
C PROGRAM 4 VERSiON 2 BCEHLEN 9/22171
C
C
C TOTAL LINKAGE AND SITE COST ARE ZEROED
C GETS CELL DiStANCE AND ~ODULE PLACEMENT VECTlJRS AND SUMS THE
C SITE COSTS lEACH CElU
C GETS THE MODULE LINKAGE VECTOR, ZEROS THE llNKAGE SATISFACTION
C VECTOR AND UPDATES THE LINKAGE SATISFACTION VECTOR FOR
C INTRA Cell LINKAGES (MODULE TYPE WITHUI CELU
C GETS THE MODULE PlACEfolENT VECTOR, SUMS THE lINKAGE COSTS AND
C PRINTS THE liNKAGE DISTANCE VIOlATICNS
C (CEll WITH(N MODULE TYPE WITHIN CELL)
C
C

TEST DISTANCE DNLY FDR THE FIRST OF A TYPE WITHIN A CEll
IF(MPCOlODI )453,453,456

453 CONTINUE
READ DISTANCE CONSTRAINT
READIU'MOOIOMM
00 451 I451=I,H'Q
TEST If "'00 MUST BE SETERATED FROM TYPE 1456
IF IOMM{145111454,451,451

454 CONTINUE
READ THE CElL DISTANCE VECTOR
I013=NCN*2
READ(13 1 1013)CD
READ I 13' 10 13-U NCO
DO 456 1456=I,NC
TEST ONLY CEllS CLOSE ENOUGH TO VIOLATE DISTANCE CONSTRAINT
I F (CO ( 1456 HoMM ( 1451 I ) 455, 451,451

45S CONTINUE
I 12:NCDI 14561
READ I 12 1 112 )CARX, MPCX
IFIMPCX( 14571 )456,456,425

4S6 CONTINUE
451 CONTINUE

HAVE All THE MODULES BEEN PLACED IF NOT SELECT ANOTHER MODULE
IF« hOM I 410,4 70 ,400

470 CONTINUE

DESIGNATE THE PLAN FEASIBLE
NFEAS=O
RETURN
END
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210IFlTPC-TPCF(10)}211,2bO,260
211 CONTINUE

REPLACE A FEASIBLE PlAN
CALL REPLACITPC,N,TPCF,NFPI
GO TO 300

SHOULD AN INFEASIBLE PlAN BE REPLACED
230 CONTINUE

IFlTPC-TPCII10J) 231,260,260

REPLACE AN INFEASIBLE PLAN
231 CONTINUE

CAll REPLAC lTPC,N,TPCI,NIP)
GO TO 300

NC PLAN WAS REPLACEC PRINT ~ESSAGE

260 CCNT INUE
hR I TE 13,100 I N, NR, TPC
wRITEI3,lDlI
GO TO 505

PLANS WERE REPLACED PRINT OUT NEW I'LAN
300 CONTINUE

hR IT c13,100 IN ,NR, TPC
wRITE 13ti021 HC,TSC
~RITE 13,103) INFPIII,I=l,5),ITPCFIII, 1=1,5), INFP( 1),1=6,101,

X (lPCFfI ),I=6tiO)
JojRITE 13, 104) INIPIII,I=1,5), (lPCI I 1),1=1,5), INIP( 11,1=6,101,

• (lpellll.I=b,101

PRINT THE PLAN
"'RlTE13,1061
CO 400 1400=1,NC

98

L5 415
L5 416
l5 411
L5 418
L5 419
l5 421
LS 5 1
L5 5 2
L5 5 3
L5 5 4
L5 5 5
l5 5 6
L5 5 7
L5 5 8
L5 510
L5 511
l5 512
L5 513
L5 514

15 51.
L' 517
l5 51.
l5 519
l5 520

l5 '22
l5 523
l5 524
l5

• 1l5
• 215
• 3l5
• 4

L5 b 5

READ THE CELL RCW (MOCULE PlACEMENT VECTOR)
READ 112' 1400 ICAR,MPC, SC ,MC,CLE, CSC,ClC
READ THE INITlAL CONDITIONS
READI7'14001ltdT
DO 375 I375=I,t-<H
IFI~PC(137511 375,31'>.310

310 IPLACD '" tJPCII375J-INITII315)
IIR I TE 13,1071 1400,1375, IN [T 113751, tPLAce ,sc 113751, eLE I i 375)

375 CONTINUE
400 CCNT INUE
505 RETURN

HO

SUBRCUTINE REPUie lTC,N,TCV,t\CV}
err-ENSION TCvIlO), NeVII0)
TCVII0)=TC
NeVIIOI=N
IPUSH=l1
I PUSHl=10

BCO CONT INUE
IPUSH=IPUSH-1
IPUSHl=IPUSH1-1
I F I TCV ([PUSH )-TeV { IPUSHll1 801,802,802
PUSH OCWN

801 TCVIPl"'TCVIIPuSHlI
NCVI p l=~CV I 1 PUSH 11
lCV IlPUSHll=TCVllPUSH I
NCV (IPUSHl}=t\CV I IpU5H)
TCVIIPUSH)"'TCVIPI
NCVI IPUSH}=NC\I IPI

ee2 IFIIPUSH1-11 803, 803, aoo
803 CONTINUE

RETURN
END

L5 6 6
l5 b 7

L5 611
L5 623
L5 624

L511
L5 1 2
L5 1 3
L5 1 4
L5 1 5
L5 1 b
L5 1 7
L5 1 8
L5 1 9
l5 110
L5 111
l5 112
L5 113
L5 114
L5 115
L5 116
L5 117
l5 lIB
L5 119
L5 12C
L5 121



Appendix C

COST DATA FOR LAND USE PLAN DESIGN APPLICATION
VILLAGE OF GERMANTOWN, WISCONSIN

DISTANCE CELL MOD PLACED LII'IT SITE COST
MODULE MODULE CONSTRAINT LINKAGE COST

1 1 0 2 42189600.00
1 1 0.0 1000000.00 1 2 0 5 873536.00
1 2 3.00 1000000.00 1 3 0 1 12284100.00
1 3 6.00 500000.00 1 4 0 1 1883562.00
1 4 0.0 50000.00 1 5 0 2 42189600.00
1 5 5.00 250000.00 1 6 0 2 4218'>600.00
1 6 0.0 0.0 1 7 0 1 3153475.00
1 7 2.50 750000.00 1 8 0 2 90000.00
1 8 0.0 0.0 1 9 0 0 1000000.00
1 9 0.0 1250000.00 1 10 0 1 150000.00
1 10 0.0 0.0 1 11 1 4 25000.00
1 11 0.0 0.0 2 1 0 2 55909584.00
2 2 0.0 0.0 2 2 0 5 1141376.00
2 3 0.0 0.0 2 3 0 1 16050600.0C
2 4 0.0 0.0 2 4 0 1 2461092.00
2 5 0.0 0.0 2 5 0 2 55909584.00
2 6 0.0 0.0 2 6 0 2 55909584.00
2 7 0.0 0.0 2 7 0 1 4904350.00
2 8 0.0 0.0 2 8 0 2 120000.0C
2 9 0.0 500000.00 2 9 0 0 100GOOO.00
2 10 0.0 250000.00 2 10 0 1 150000.0G
2 11 0.0 0.0 2 11 3 4 25000.00
3 3 0.0 0.0 3 1 0 2 42189600.00
3 4 0.0 0.0 3 2 0 5 873536.00
3 5 0.0 50000.00 3 3 0 1 12284100.00
3 6 0.0 0.0 3 4 0 1 1883562.00
3 7 0.0 0.0 3 5 0 2 4218<;600.00
3 8 0.0 0.0 3 6 0 2 42789600.00
3 9 0.0 1250000.00 3 7 0 1 3153415.00
3 10 0.0 250000.00 3 8 0 2 9COOO.00
3 11 0.0 0.0 3 9 0 0 1000000.00
4 4 0.0 10COOO.00 3 10 0 1 750000.00
4 5 0.0 0.0 3 11 2 4 25000.00
4 6 0.0 0.0 4 1 0 2 42789600.0C
4 7 0.0 0.0 4 2 0 5 873536.00
4 8 0.0 0.0 4 3 0 1 12284100.00
4 9 0.0 1000000.00 4 4 0 1 1883562.00
4 10 0.0 1250000.00 4 5 0 2 42789600.00
4 11 0.0 0.0 4 6 0 2 42789600.CO
5 5 0.0 250000.00 4 7 0 1 3153475.00
5 6 3.00 O.C 4 8 0 2 9COOO.00
5 7 0.0 0.0 4 9 0 0 1000000.00
5 8 0.0 0.0 4 10 0 1 750000.00
5 9 0.0 500000.CO 4 11 2 4 25000.00
5 10 0.0 500000.00 5 1 0 2 42789600.00
5 11 0.0 0.0 5 2 0 5 873536.00
6 6 0.0 0.0 5 3 0 1 12284100.00
6 7 0.0 0.0 5 4 0 1 1883562.00
6 8 0.0 0.0 5 5 0 2 42789600.00
6 9 0.0 1000000.00 5 6 0 2 4278<;600.00
6 10 0.0 500000.00 5 7 0 1 3153475.00
6 11 0.0 0.0 5 8 0 2 9COOO.00
7 7 0.0 50000.00 5 9 0 0 1000000.00
1 8 0.0 0.0 5 10 1 1 150000.00
7 9 0.0 1000000.00 5 11 1 4 25000.00
7 10 0.0 50000.00 6 1 0 2 17891712.00
7 11 0.0 0.0 6 2 0 5 365376.00
8 8 0.0 0.0 6 3 0 1 5138100.00
8 9 0.0 0.0 6 4 0 1 787542.00
8 10 0.0 0.0 6 5 0 2 17897712.00
8 11 0.0 0.0 6 6 0 2 17891712.00
9 9 0.0 0.0 6 7 0 1 1569975.00
9 10 0.0 0.0 6 8 0 2 90000.00
9 11 0.0 0.0 6 9 0 0 100GOOO.00

10 10 0.0 0.0 6 10 0 1 750000.00
10 11 0.0 0.0 6 11 0 4 25000.00

99



CELL MOO PLACED L[MIT SITE COST CElL MOD PLACED LIMIT SITE COST

1 1 0 2 17897112.00 14 1 0 2 55909584.00
7 2 0 5 365376.00 14 2 0 5 1141316.00
1 3 0 1 5138100.00 14 "3 0 1 16050600.00
7 4 0 1 787542.00 14 4 0 1 2461092.00
1 5 0 2 11891712.00 14 5 0 2 55909584.00
7 6 0 2 17897712.00 14 6 0 2 55909584.00
7 7 0 1 1569975.00 14 7 0 1 4904350.00
1 8 0 2 90000.00 14 8 0 2 120000.00
7 9 0 0 1000000.00 14 9 0 0 1000000.00
7 10 1 1 750000.00 14 10 0 1 750000.00
7 11 0 4 25000.00 14 II 3 4 25000.00
8 1 0 2 17897712.00 15 1 0 2 55909584.00
8 2 0 5 365376.00 15 2 0 5 1141376.00
8 3 0 1 5138100.00 15 "3 0 1 16050600.00
8 4 0 1 787542.00 15 4 0 1 2461092.00
8 5 0 2 17897712.00 15 5 0 2 55909':>84.00
8 6 0 2 17897112.00 15 6 0 2 55909584.00
8 7 0 1 1569975.00 15 7 0 1 4<;04350.0C
8 8 0 2 9COOO.00 15 8 0 2 120000.00
8 9 a 0 1000000.00 15 9 0 0 1000000.00
8 10 1 1 750000.00 15 10 0 1 750000.00
8 11 0 4 25000.00 15 11 3 4 25000.00
9 1 0 2 17897712.00 16 1 0 2 42789600.00
9 2 0 5 365376.00 16 2 0 5 813536.00
9 3 0 1 5138100.00 16 3 0 1 12284100.00
9 4 0 1 787542.00 16 4 0 1 1883562.0C
9 5 0 2 17897112.00 16 5 0 2 42789600.00
9 6 a 2 17897112.00 16 6 0 2 42789600.00
9 7 0 1 1569975.00 16 7 0 1 3753475.00
9 8 0 2 90000.00 16 8 0 2 90000.00
9 9 0 0 1000000.00 16 9 0 a 10000GO.00
9 10 0 1 750000.00 16 10 1 1 750000.00
9 II 0 4 25000.00 16 11 0 4 25000.00

10 1 0 2 4278<;600.00 17 1 0 2 17897712.00
10 2 0 5 873536.00 11 2 0 5 365376.00
10 "3 0 1 12284100.00 17 3 0 1 5138100.00
10 4 0 1 1883562.00 17 4 0 1 787542.00
10 5 0 2 4278<;600.0C 17 5 0 2 17897712.00
10 6 0 2 42189600.00 17 6 0 2 17897112.00
10 7 0 1 3753475.00 17 7 0 1 1569975.00
10 8 0 2 90000.00 17 8 0 2 90000.00
10 9 0 a 1000000.00 17 9 a 0 1000000.00
10 10 0 1 750000.00 17 10 0 1 7500CO.CO
10 11 1 4 25000.00 17 11 0 4 25000.00
11 1 0 2 4278<;600.00 18 1 0 2 17897712.00
11 2 0 5 873536.00 18 2 0 5 365376.00
II 3 0 1 12284100.00 18 3 0 1 5138100.00
11 4 0 i 1883562.00 18 4 0 1 787542.00
11 5 0 2 4278<;600.00 18 5 0 2 17897712.00
II 6 0 2 42789600.00 18 6 0 2 17897112.00
11 7 0 1 3753415.00 18 7 0 1 1569975.00
11 8 0 2 90000.00 18 8 0 2 90000.00
II 9 0 a 1000000.00 18 9 0 a 1000000.00
11 10 0 1 750000.00 18 10 1 1 750000.00
11 11 1 4 25000.00 18 11 0 4 25000.00
12 1 0 2 55909584.00 19 1 0 2 11897712.00
12 2 0 5 1141376.00 19 2 0 5 365376.00
12 3 0 1 16050600.00 19 3 0 1 5138100.00
12 4 0 1 2461092.00 19 4 0 1 787542.00
12 5 a 2 55909584.00 19 5 0 2 17897112.00
12 6 0 2 ':>5909584.00 19 6 0 2 17e97712.00
12 1 a 1 4904350.00 19 7 a 1 1569975.00
12 8 0 2 120000.00 19 8 0 2 90000.00
12 9 0 0 1000000.00 19 9 0 0 IGOOOOO.OO
12 10 0 1 750000.00 19 10 1 1 750000.00
12 11 4 4 25000.00 19 11 0 4 25000.00
13 1 0 2 4278'l600.00 20 1 0 2 17897712.00
13 2 0 5 873536.00 20 2 0 5 36'5376.00
13 3 0 1 12284100.00 20 3 0 1 5138100.00
13 4 0 1 IB83562.00 20 4 0 1 787542.00
13 5 0 2 4278%00.00 20 5 a 2 11897112.00
13 6 0 2 4278'l600.00 20 6 0 2 11897712.00
13 7 0 1 3753475.00 20 7 0 1 1569975.00
13 8 0 2 90000.00 20 8 0 2 'l0000.00
13 'l 0 0 100GOOO.00 20 'l 0 0 1000000.00
13 10 0 1 750000.00 20 10 1 1 750000.00
13 11 2 4 25000.00 20 11 0 4 25000.00
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CelL MOD PLAceo LIMIT sITe COST CELL MOD PLAceD LIMIT sITe COST

21 1 0 2 4278%00.00 28 1 0 2 4278%00.00
21 2 0 5 873536.00 28 2 0 5 873536.00
21 3 0 1 12284100.00 28 3 0 1 12284100.00
21 4 0 1 1883562.00 28 4 0 1 1883562.00
21 5 0 2 42789600.00 28 5 0 2 42789600.00
21 6 1 2 4278%00.00 28 6 0 2 4278"600.00
21 7 0 1 3753475.00 28 7 0 1 3753475.00
21 8 a 2 geooo.oc 28 8 0 2 9COOO.\)C
21 9 1 0 1000000.00 28 9 0 0 lCOOOOO.OO
21 10 0 1 750000.00 28 10 0 1 75COOO.00
21 11 0 4 25000.0C 28 11 2 4 25000.00
22 1 0 2 4278%00.OC 29 1 0 2 42789600.00
22 2 1 5 873536.00 29 2 0 5 873536.00
22 3 0 1 12284100.0C 29 3 0 1 12284100.00
22 4 1 1 1883562.00 29 4 0 1 18133562.00
22 5 0 2 42713<;600.00 2<; 5 0 2 4278<;600.00
22 6 0 2 4278<;600.0C 29 6 0 2 4278<;600.00
22 7 1 1 3753475.00 2'1 7 0 1 3753475.00
22 8 0 2 9COOO.OC 2'1 8 0 2 '10000.00
22 '1 0 0 1000000.00 29 9 0 0 1000000.00
22 10 1 1 75COOO.00 29 10 1 1 750000 •.00
22 11 0 4 25000.00 2<; 11 2 4 25000.00
23 1 1 2 4278'1600.00 30 1 0 2 17897712.00
23 2 1 5 873536.00 30 2 0 5 365376.00
23 3 0 1 12284100.00 30 3 0 1 5138100.00
23 4 0 1 1883562.00 30 4 0 1 787542.00
23 5 0 2 4278%00.00 30 5 0 2 17897712.00
23 6 0 2 4278'1600.00 30 6 0 2 17897712.00
23 7 0 1 3753475.00 30 7 0 1 1569975.00
23 8 0 2 90000.00 30 8 0 2 90000.00
23 9 0 0 1000000.00 30 9 0 0 1000000.00
23 10 1 1 750000.00 30 10 1 1 750000.00
23 II 0 4 25000.00 .30 11 0 4 25000.00
24 1 0 2 42789600.00 31 1 0 2 17897712.00
24 2 0 5 873536.00 31 2 0 5 365376.00
24 3 0 1 12284100.0C 31 3 0 1 51313100.00
24 4 0 1 18133562.00 31 4 0 1 7137542.00
24 5 0 2 4278%00.00 31 5 0 2 17897712.00
24 6 0 2 4278%00.00 31 6 0 2 17897712.00
24 7 0 1 3753475.00 31 7 0 1 1569975.00
24 8 0 2 9COOO.OO 31 8 0 2 90000.00
24 9 0 0 1000000.00 II 9 0 0 10COOOO.00
24 10 0 1 750000.00 31 10 0 1 750000.00
24 11 1 4 25000.00 31 11 0 4 25000.00
25 1 0 2 17897712.00 32 1 0 2 178977 12.00
25 2 0 5 365376.00 32 2 0 5 365376.00
25 3 0 1 5138100.00 32 3 0 1 5138100.00
25 4 0 1 787542.00 32 4 0 1 787542.00
25 ., 0 2 17897712.00 32 5 0 2 17897712.00
25 6 0 2 17897712.00 32 6 0 2 17897712.00
25 7 0 1 1569975.00 32 7 0 1 1569975.00
25 8 0 2 90000.00 32 8 0 2 90000.00
25 9 0 0 1000000.00 32 9 0 0 1000000.00
25 10 0 1 750000.00 32 10 1 1 750000.00
25 11 0 4 25000.00 32 11 0 4 25000.00
26 1 a 2 17897712.00 33 1 0 2 42789600.00
2t 2 0 5 365376.00 33 2 0 5 873536.00
26 3 0 1 5138100.00 33 3 0 1 12284100.00
26 4 0 1 787542.00 33 4 0 1 1883562.00
26 5 0 2 17897712.00 33 5 0 2 42789600.00
26 6 0 2 17897712.00 33 6 0 2 4278<;600.00
26 7 0 1 1569975.00 33 7 0 1 3753475.00
26 8 0 2 90000.00 33 8 0 2 <;0000.00
26 9 0 0 1000000.00 33 9 0 0 1000000.00
26 10 1 1 750000.00 33 10 1 1 750000.00
26 11 0 4 25000.00 33 11 2 4 25000.00
21 1 0 2 17897712.00 34 1 1 2 17897712.00
27 2 0 5 365376.00 34 2 1 5 365376.00
27 3 0 1 5138100.00 34 3 0 1 5138100.00
27 4 0 1 787542.00 34 4 0 1 787542.00
27 5 0 2 17897712.00 34 5 0 2 17897712.00
27 6 0 2 17897712.00 34 6 0 2 17897712.00
27 7 0 1 156'1975.00 34 7 0 1 1569<)75.00
27 8 0 2 90000.00 34 8 0 2 9COOO.00
27 9 0 0 1000000.00 34 9 0 0 1000000.00
27 10 0 1 750000.00 34 10 0 1 750000.00
27 11 0 4 25000.00 34 11 0 4 25000.00
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CE LL MOD PLACED LIMIT SITE COST CEll MOD PLACED LI"lT SITE COST

35 1 0 2 17e97712.CC 36 1 0 2 17A917l2.0C
35 2 0 S 36S376.0C 36 2 0 5 365'no.OC
35 3 0 1 SD81CG.GO 36 3 0 1 5138100.0C
35 4 0 1 787542.0C 36 4 0 1 787542.CC
35 5 0 2 178977l2.0C 36 5 0 2 17897712.0C
35 6 0 2 17897712.CC 30 6 0 '2 17897712.CC
35 7 0 1 1569975.CC 36 1 0 1 1569975.0C
35 8 0 2 9coeo.oc 36 8 0 2 9COCO.CC
35 9 0 e lCCCOCO.CC 36 9 0 e lcececo.cc
3') 10 1 1 15COOO.CC 36 10 1 1 75COOO.CC
35 11 0 4 250eo.CC 36 11 0 4 2'>COO.CC
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